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ABSTRACT
Through a nationally-administered questionnaire ind a

liteiature review, this report explores developments in the
psychology of self-planned learning. The introducticn presents a
review of the current literature, hypotheses concerning the
motivation and methods of adult Lsarning, and assumptions made for
this survey. The questionnaire was administered to a national
prcAability sample of 1051 adults aged 18 and over by interviewers on
a one-to-one basis. The presentation and statistical analysis of

. responses to the questionnaire focue on various aspects of continuing
learning through self-initiated learning projects: reasons people
prefer to learn on their own: how they become involved; learning

.

goals; number, type, and length of projects: sug4ested means of
evaluation: preferred categories in which self-learning takes place:
and use of supporting information for a learning project. Results are
discussed in terms of four types of adult learners: (1) combination*
learners, who conduct the&r own learning proiects and participate in
sot.) type of course: (2) self-initiating learners, who conduct their
own learning projects: (3) formal learners: and (4) non-learners.
Implica..ons for prnfessionals including librarians serving the
learning needs of adults are discussed. Appendices contain a 20-page
bibliography, glossary of terms, .survey questionnaire on individual
self-planned learning, and an explanation of interviewing and
sampling procedures by Opinion Pesearch Corporation, who administered
the sqrvey. (SW)
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PREFACE

Social science has largely been concerned with only those phases ofs
learning that take place in the organized programs of institutions. Nu-
merous studies have been undertaken; and they all focus on a similar gene-
ral theme -- the effort to discover the characteristics of those people
served by established educational institutions.

In a parallel manner, learning psychologists have largely grounded
their theories on data bases collected from student behavor whdther in
elementary, secondary or college programs. In addition, the learning
competencies for which instructional programs are designed are almost
exclusively derived from the ways teachers teach as explicated for exam-
ple in the various taxonomies of educational objectives.

Fven librarians, in their modest way, view their guidance and in-
structional practices as a way of interpreting the formal sUbject collec-
tion to the-user and not vice-versa. The patron is conformed to organized

knowledge

in a manner comparable to instructional designers who take their
objectives and methods from the way teachers teach and not from the way
learners learn. Certainly this is evident when in "training laymen in
library use," 4,hey deliberately teach the patron to become adept at un-
locking-the secrets of the reference and indexing structures.

,Thus, it has been with considerable interest that many professional
consultants have followed the fresh°approach to lifelong levning taken
by TOugh (1971) and later associates in investigating the behavior of peo-
ple who design and conduct their own learning projects in contrast to the
taxonomic approach so commOn to the instructional enterprise inferred froM
the way,teacheL.s teach. The impetus for this endeavor grew out of the
almot incidental finding of the Johnstone and Rivera study (1965) that
nlult,t; do initiate learning projects on their own.

LeAders in the librarians profession, to their credit, had antici-
pated these developments. For example, AsheiL (1957) had stronglY urged
re:;earch into two fundamental problems of the librarian as a helping pro-
fe:;sional: lack of a supportive behavioral psychology and only,a vague
undrotanding of the impact of messages on people. This Study addresses
the first question and only some preliminary work has been done on the
e,cond.

V



This report, then, presents the findings of a study designed to ex-
Plore the behavioral aspects of learning by the average citizen so that
the impact or such,behavioral patterns on the librarian's helping rela-
tionship could eventually be assessed., This project has not been a "user
study" in the sense employed in traditional library and information sci-
ence however useful these at times may be. Numerous user studies have
been conducted and synthesized by annual and other reviews of the litera-
ture; but they are rarely conducted into the concerns and interests of
the average citizen, or into the behavioral aspects of that sequential
information processing whicb occurs within such individual client sy'btems.

The results and benefits of this study are both methodological and
substantive. In regard to methodology, one of the criticisms sometimes
leveled at library research is the lack of generalizability of ito find-
ings. The problem of sampling methods in social science research has in
large part been solved. But most of the populations from which, samples
are drawn Cor library research are not widely representative and in some
inntances give the impression of having been identified to suit the pur-
poses of the investigator.

On-5the contrary, this study sampled the entire U. S. population.
The methods of survey research are sophisticated enough to make the find-
ings readily acceptable tors wide range of social scientists. This study
will ;et a precedent in library research not only in the general relia-
bility of its findings lout also in its methodology. Perhaps as a result)
library ccience may begin to emerge as one of the social sciences as
Berclson had hoped. At the least it will place individual learning on a
behavioral foundation -- something which the approach of user studies has
not so rar been able to'achie-!e.

Another criticism, sometimes leveled at library research, is that
it is noncumulative, indicating that the findings of various studies show
little if any relationship to one another. This study was conceived, de-
veloped ansi executed within the framework of learning research and.par-
tioulnrly those studies which have investigated the behavioral patterns
or the human adaptive control organism. This study based on a national
.;ample was designed to help initiate a new line of reSearch into obser-
vable .1dr-designed learning patterns.

Pr third critEcism has been leveled at the dichotomy which exists be-
tween pructiel or demonstration research and the/theoretical constructs
upon which the profession is presumed to rest. /in other words, the theo-
rie: have in many instances not proved fruitf for experimentel research.
This criticism brings the dicuss1on aroundA,o the substantive benefits
to he realized from this study. Libraria)11 have increasingly become in-
volved with the innovative service asp s of independent study projects
und community information referral c ters. But the methods employed are
those or such traditional functi as the reader's advisor, tutorial
oidunce, and resource refev..81:-. There has been little if any attempt
to develop a profw-lonal helping relationship out of the components of
a human behavi,ofal cycle in an information processing and learning mode.



It is hoped that this report will be studied by all librarians but
eopecially tAnose who are in a position to lay a firm basis for a truly
pvoressionar approach of the librarian towards client services. The faith
and serious planning and commitment of various generations of librarians
since Flexner and her associates will be realized. The intuitively per-s
ceived helping relationship will have a solid base in behavioral psycholo-
gy as well as in actually identified patterns verified on the basis of a
natioual study. Other professions will take note that librarians are
ready and able "to come on board" the interdisciplinary teams required,to-
day to help community efforts move towards planned social change.

The administrator and supervisors in local library systems will find
Lhe "evidence" for a departure in service designed to respond to the emer-
ging needs of people in the community. They should be enthuraged to de-
velop and defend professional helping roles such as the information broker
mid learning consultant which meet the imperatives for the relevant ser-
vice changes expected by the 1968 President's Commission on Libraries.
Thus, the basis of a rationale will be established for human relations
training among librarians whose interpersonal and question asking behavior
is oftea peremptOry and thus inimical to the exp1orat2ry and transadtional
nature of lifelong self-planned learning.

r,
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INTRODUCTION

V.

ONE

INTRODUCTION

,

It is only recently that some effort has been made to rectify the
lack of a psychology of self-planned learning. Indeed, it was established
only, about 50, year's ago that adults were capafte of any learning at all
(Thorndike 1928); and it has been widely presumed since then that adults
learned in t'he same way children do. The work upon which a more widely
pursued and critical reappraisal of human learning may eventually occur
has been initiated in recent studies of self-planned learning. No one
researcher can be credited as the single innovator, even though an over-
view of previous research findihgs (Brunner 1959) did seem to stimulate
a number of new approaches among adult educators. A critical reappraisal
has been developing as a result of the concern by a few educatiOnal lead-
ers (Havighilrst 1972; Kidd,1973).

Leaining Design:

Until that time the predominant findings about adult learning had
beea taken from studies with an institutional focus. The finaings of
those studies encompassing cliptele analyses were generalized across
groups based on demographic predictors. In contras-t, the Brunner over-
view focused bn the need for research about the,participant as a person
rather than the act of participating in institutional programs. This
need for redirection had also been noted a cbuple of years earlier by a
librarjan-educator (Asheim 1957).

In what appears to be the first time an in-depth investigation was
conducted into the actual learning behavior of a sample of adult subjects
(Houle 1961). This study challenged educators by concluding rather ex-
plicitly that the theory and practice of continuing learning were based
on an understanding of how a sample of mature people approached the tasks
and opportunities of adulthood. But when it comes to the population as a
whole, it is only recently that the minimal requirements of adult coping
proficiency have been investigated (Northcutt 1976); and these skills are
not high for an all too large segment of the population.

In any event, under the leadership of what might be called the Chi-
cago "school," other investigations were conducted into carefully-specified
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aspects of the individuals whole pattern of educational effort (Sheffield .

1962; Ingham 1963; Litchfield 1965; Tough.1965). These studies were based
on,Houle's premise that the desire to learn may not be shared equally by
everyone just as is the case of any other human characteristic. Later
work by the:;e same researchers appears to'be challenging the assumption
rather successfully that learning is much more widespread than previously
known.'

The basic concept used for assessing and measuring the deliberate
feurning efforts of respondents is the 1earnin6 project. This concept
has been successfully used in various studies (Tbugh 1971; Armstrong 1971;
McCatty 1975; Fair 1973). Several other studies using the concept of a
learning project ure currently in progress. Tbugh, for example (1971,
p. 6), has defined a learning project as, "a series of related episodes,
adding up to at leyst seven hours. In each episode, more than half of
the person's total motivation is to gaiA and retain certain fairly clear
knowledge and skill, or to produce some other lasting change in himself."
Episodes may be related by the content of the desired knowledge and skill
or by.the use to which the knowledge and skill will be put.

Other researchers have used minimal, time crieria varying from six
to eight hour :. ranging over periods of time. These restrictions have been
developed in order to exclude scattered and unrelated learning efforts
from being classified as a learning project. On the one hand, a learning
project may be active for at leadt seven hours during a consecutive six-
month period, but might of course continue beyond this period. On the
other hand, a single sustained and uninterrupted .learning episude lasting
seven hours, although rare in occurrence, may tie acceptable to particular
researchers. Such definitions, however useful they may be appear to re-
semble more the institutional adult education movement's various attempts
to s'pecify a formal learning experience than they do the developmental
patterns or self-planned learning.

Ihe concept of an episode is sometimes taken as.the basic unit around
which the aevelopment of u :learning project is constructed. Tbugh (1971,
p. y) h1E1 defined a learning episode as, "a well-defined period of time
that 12 held together by the Edmilarity in intent, activity, or place of
'the thoar,hts 'Ind actions that occur during it. The episode has a definite
be4nninkr, and ending, and is not interrupted for more than two or three
minAte.; by some other activity or purpose.' Episodes are not just mental
con:truets superimposed upon humah behavior but corresporid'to actual
"chunks" of time and activity into which most adu).ts appear to divide
their working hours. This "span of attention" may each be as brief as ten
minutes or last more than an hour.

One criterion or a learning episode is that the learner has in mind
certain knowledge and skill to be obtained which is fairly clear and defi-
nite. In addition, the .learner is, presumed to be clear about the desira-
ble application of that knowledge and skill to the question or problem
on which an answer is being sought. EpisOdes of activity which lack clear
learning goals are excluded from this definition. For example, unfocused
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reading of a newspaper, unplanned browsing in a libraiy, aimless Praying
of a sport for relaxation may serve to illustrate episodes which do not
qualify as learning episodes. Also excluded is the entire range of non-
deliberate incidental learning.

r

4. Another basic criterion of a learning episode concerns the learner'S,

motivation when engaged in a learning activity. The adult's intent to-
learn is expected to constitute at least fifty-one percent 6f the total
conscious motivation when beginning a Idarning episode. A distinction
can be made between a learner's immediate reasons for engaging in an ac-
tivity, ,and more long-term goers or objectives. The adult learner.can be
strongly motivated by softe distant personal goal but that individuallmust
first learn, modify pers nal behavlor, or change a set of attitudes be-
fore seeking to attain t at final objective. A relatively short segment
of time is classified as a learning episode when the learner's intent to
learn is more important than the sum of all other immediate reasons for
engaging in that activity.

In a learning episode, the adult must wish to gain and retain certain ,

knowledge and skill for at least two days: Qgick inforgation seeking,
such as asking directions to.locate an address, or reading instructions
on how to assemble a gaUgetl.is not normally intended.to be incorpOrated
into more lasting knowledge. Transitory and nOn-sequential activities
are therefore not classified aa learning episodes unless they happen to
be part of a larger learning effort. A learning project is excluded from
research study when it is classified as being undertaken for credit. This
.occurs when more than half of the learner's total motivation is to obtain
a degree, certificate, diploma, some license, passing a test or examina-
tion, completing an assignment for a course, or performance upgrading re-
lated to a job or profession.

The lifespan of a learning project refers to the duration of a series
of episodes from inception to the time when that study is definitely dis-
continued. 'A project can be ongoing without necessarily being active;,
thatis, a participant May engage only occasionally in learning episodes
related to a particular area of concern or content. It shbuld be noted .

that the research survey period of one year previous to the interview may
contain the entire lifespan of more than one project. Obviously, start-
ing and discontinuation dates of many self-planned projects do not always
coincide with the arbitrary period covered by a research interview.

The lifecycle of a learning project rdfers to the pattern of learn-
ing activity throughout the lifespan of the project. Some projects are
characterized by a concentrated and relatively uninterrupted series of

.

learning episodes. Others-appear to have intense periods of learning
activity interspersed with dormant periods of time. These patterns of
fluctuation as learning activity are refered to as the lifecycle of a
learning project.

The ltfe coping skills are not evenly distributed throughout the
population. Beside the demographic characteristics there are a number
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or sociocultural variables which on the,basis of survey research are pre-
sumed to be correlated with.information processing behavior'(Robinson and
Shaver 1975). The Appalachian Adult Education Project (Hayes 80.Shelby.
1973) defines coping skills as the abilities to (1) define a problem-as a
need for information; (2) locate information about the problem; (3) pro-
cess the information, and review its uses; and (4) apply the information
to the problem. These skills need to be learned within the "subjece

, areas in which most adults need information to cope effectively with
the probleL. of everyday living.

This fecent line of research being described here has been conducted
into the observable and interpersonal behavior of real people who actual-
ly design and conduct their own independent learning in contrast to the
traditional taxonomic approach to learaing as inferred from the way
teachers teach (Bloom 1956; Krathwohl 1964; Simpson 1966). Instead of
asking teachers how people learn, a wide range of citizens have been
surveyed and their articulations have been recorded of how they them-
selves have planned and executed their own learning projects (Johnstone .

and Rivera 196; Tough 1971). 'Since then0'over twenty other studies have
been completed in limited geographic areas employing variations of the
Tough model among respondents ranging widely in demographic and socio-
economic backgrounds..

These studies have surveyed people in a variety of categories, such
as age and educational level as well as in occupation, salaxy,i marital
anj other groupings. Two of these studies have focused emiApsis on.il-
literate adults and those with less than a.6th grade educatm (Peters
und Gordon 1974; Field 1976). Most recently it has been found that pa-
tron:- who use library outlets plan and conduct self-learning projects in
a manner similar to self-learners investigated in other studies (Penland
19(0.

Epiiodic and Sequential Information Processing:

Ihe development of a model of intrapersonal information processing
rest-; in part on the work in neuropsychology such as bionics and artifi-

cial intel'igence. ,Epicodic information processing is assumed to be the
hehavioral reciprocal of a decision-making model (Tulving 1972; Schroder,
Driver and Struefert )967). This body of work appears to have been suf-
:iciently verified; at the least, it is presumed to validate the concept
0° eplJodic information processing so commonly accepted in the informa-
tion sciences. The processing of informative data follows a cycle of be-
havior hich includes awareness and description, analysis and diagnosis,
innovative aceeptance and application of data -- the behavioral analog of
vitterns which have.been derived in, logical transformations from first
6rder models of reality.

equentiality i i product of various interacting variables
and oonsi of u time dimension within whinh the person's involvement
L; maximized before levelling off and dissipating. This involvement was
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initiated-by either need reduction or goal attainment, or both -- a more
functional approach in motivation than "information.need." In this re-
gard, content iu considered to be the "leavings" of leafaing processes
rather than the architectural structure of traditional subject knowledge.

Content emerges fiom the goals of.-the learner which are determined by
the sociocultural and demographic variables. Content is Ahe deposit or
product which is left behind and may be taken as evidence of the fact that
the learner (attribute variable set) was involved (process variable set)
with sources,, (treatment variable set) over time. Content is more process
oriented towards the daily concerns of the learner than it is subject ori-
ented.

Reallife people have developed individualized and complex cognitive
structures. When a person comMunicates a point of view or a question or .

an interest, the words are representatives of internalized "schemata" as
well a: parts of a dynamic process (Monge 1972). Every sen.cence uttereq

' by the learner can say something and may do something. In eNeryday life
people rind it more practical to articulate and question an area of in-
terest or concern than to take a topic and develop it in subject fashion
(Chickering 1969). Thus systhesis as a completed product should be dif- ,

rerentiated from systhesizing as a mode or examination. The essence of
this mode is the seeing of a,new picture, the creattng of a decision as a
prediction about the future.

The research into individuael self-planned learning appears to be mov-
ing towards including the dissemination as well as the utilization aspects
of the more general model of knowledge production, dissemination and uti-
,lization (KPDU). Obviously the work of Tbugh (1971) and Dervin (1976) has
thrown an emphasis on the aspects of utilization which have long been ne-
glected in KPDU research. A growing concern has appeared for the addi-
tional variables of content of "ihformation" sources and the major methods
or learning employed by individuals.

Parallel with thib development of a behavioral analog has been the in-
crea:et attentior given to the first order modelai of reality which can be
inrerred rrom empirical evidence. n'om his focus on the individual's
whole pattep of educational effort, Houle (1961) proposed a theoretical
typology of how selr-sctualizing addlts motivate themselves through the
ta.;k: and opportunities of adulthood. Recogqzing that categories of
human activity are never discrete, Houle classified continuing learners
a: (1' goal-oriented -- those who use education as a means of accomplish-
ing ciear-cut objectives; (2) activity-oriented -- those who utilize edu-
cation N;; N means of satibrying social needs; (3) learning-oriented --
tho.le who seek knowledge for its own_sake.

This theoret4a1 framework was carried one step furthei, initially,
by Tough (1911) in focusing on the individual's deliberate efforts to gain
and retain certain definite knowledge', skill or attitude. Such an approach
may complement, the more usual reliance on the demographics and sociocultu-
rals; i.e., situations, life forces 'and negotiations within which the per-h
son develops and ptAssea hi/r days.

1
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In these recent studies, e4tcative activity is considered to mean
cons4ous voluntary effort on the part of an individal adult to learn
something. The usefulness of this broad interpretation, bearing heavily
on the perceptions of the.learners themselves, is 5upported by findings
abottt the prevalence of self-teaching (Tbugh 1971) and by more research-
based.observatiots.(Brunner 1959). "Learning is a change In responding

.

Liat involvds abilities, emotions, attitudes and all other behavior that
results from the a;ptivity of the learner".(Sorenson 19640 p. 4O4).

The acquisition of knowledge through conceptblearning differentiates
among three steps in the learning model: situation descriPtion and clari-
fication; analysis of relations and data gathering; predicting (guesging
ut),what will happen. Selectivity, differentiation and patterning are
processes that help people clarify the nature of "things." When a new
"thing" is noticed, a person unconsciously asks "what is it?" Tb increase
knowledge, tht person makes discriminations about its parts which are usu-
ally concrete components or attributes. But new knowledge can also be
clariried by naming, abRtracting, or categorizing it.

LA

Learning does not begin unless the organism is presented with rele-
vant data in the form of stimuli (Pressey and Kuhlen 1957). In other
words, a stimulus event must be so novel, so exciting or threatening that
it produces orientation and arousal; or the individual must choose to at-
tend to come wspect of-the environment (Nesselroade and Reese 1973). -Dur-
ing ,the subsequent episode of behavior, the surprised individual selects
some things and not others to attend to, 1,agins to-differentiate between
things, and then patterns what is seen or heard rrillving 1972).

Many people plan their days or at least do have an orderly orienta-
tion to them (Miller, Galnter and Pribram 1960). It is not just a case
or railing into a routine except perhaps for the most fatalistic of people.
There are c'mstraints on behavior and these imperatives tend to influence
pr persuade the individual (Janis 1959).

Meaniu occurs in an individual who is a unique product of the situ-
ation :. to which s/he has-been exposed throughout life. It follows that
the coping skillts and the learnings are also unique. In fact, the content
or prodnct of the sequential information processing is relative to the
manner'in which an individual human entity may define personal need and
intere..t. In this context "information" consists of any data whatsoever "6

which rrity have stimulus or surprise value to a particular individual.

The environment includes anything which may be a source of stimulus
ror the individual. The environment (channel) is the carrier and presen-
ter or any data which causes the individual to pay attention and sustain
that awareness. The environment will include the totality of audiovisual
and nonverbal channels as well as the more traditional carriers sudh as
book.) programs, journalc. Onlythe individual can determine whether any
or these channels are pertinent; and the "information" sought is Largely
processe: rather than subject-oriented.

i 9
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Motivation as stimulated by perception is considered to be most in-
fluential in a potential learner's initial de,cision,to participate and
also in its effect,.on self-educative behavior. These two aspects of moti .

vation, participation and learning, are highly interrelated but can be
examined separately. Participation is assumed to be a prerequisite to
learning. One of the motivational factors contributing to a potential
learneris initial decision to participate appears to be that person's
preferences as to methods Of participation. In many publications, the
term method refers to the techniques and devices,used by the.teacher in
teaching rather than how the learners arrange themselves for participa-
tion in educative activity (Yerner 1962).

It has been stated by some researchers such as Blackburn (1967) that
the extent to which the modes of:participation appeal to the learner could
greatly influence the initial decision to participate and the subsequent
levels of participation. These researchers believe that one of.the signi-
ficant factors contributing to apparent non-participation in institutional
prokrams, after an inAial interest has been expressed, is the individual
preference to learn the subject matter by metocis other than those offered.

Educative behavior will be persistently pursued if it enables the in-
dividual to experience basic satiaftIction. Unfortunately, learning all
too often is likely to be perceived as an evaluation situation in which an
individual may'become sensitive about hi/r own sense of worth. Thus, in-
dividuals with a strong fear of failure avoid enrolling in adult classes.
In talking about persons of low socio-eConorac status and those in the Ap-
palachian.region in particular, Weller (1965) suggested that: "Fear, a
tremendous sense of inadequacy, difficulty in expressing oneself, inability
to handle personal differences, almost antisocial behavior in groups
othe2 than one's own -- all these prevent group participation."

In establishing his approach, TbUgh.did not deny that motivation may
be inner directed as Houle had inferred from his findings. The distinc-
tion which was made between one episode and a series of episodes became a
defacto and operational definition of a learning project. In doing so,
however, Tbugh was careful to give numerous examples of episodes, sugges-
ting thqt these periods of time grow out of the transactional nature of
everyday life. Learning projects, on the other hand, devolve around the .

strategies and tactics required by longer term negotiations such as self-
educative activity.

Regardless of whether the motivation is transactional or negotiative,
the individual's attention Is considered to be focused on a dynamic situ-
ation almost exclusively instead of on the topics of subject knowledge as
presented in the traditional curricula. This "revolutionary" reorienta-
tion to adult learning, established in the many studies based on Tough's
research model, is supported by the findings of other researshers (Derwin
19-(1, 19(6; Reisser 1973).. As a result, the links in tae mapping matrix
between the behavioral analog and the more primary order model of informa-
tion processing has been strengthened.



Behavioral Analog

SELF-PLANNED LEARNING

I'

Individual learning is conceptualized within the frameword of the
various theories of learning (Hilgard 1966). At the most general level
learning is considered to bd a change in behavior, whether short- or long-
term and a response to u transactional environment (Sells 1963). .This
response to negotiation.can be expressive (Miller, Galanter and,Pribram
1969),,or coded (Pribram 1961)) or be indeed any combination of these
responses. Self-initiated learning, or sequentxal information processing,
is more likely to be problem- or complaint-oriented than it is,likely to
emphasize interests and subject content (Tbugh 1971; Childers 1975; Dervin
1976). .Independent self-planned learning is largely developed within the
context or situational transactions.

4110ft

Despite his general conclusion that the human entity is often a shel-
ter-seeking organism, whether physically or mentally, Berelson (1964) mus-
ters a considerable body of evidence which shows that most human organisms
will spend N great deal of energy in attempting to change the environment.
Thus', this present study is interested in the learner's attitude towards
self-planned education to the extent that it is reflected in his behavior
(HUvelock 1970, 9:19) which is usually more accurate than asking about
intrapersonal matter.? directly such as attitudes or needs.

It is difficult-if not impOssible to define-information needs; and
the literature does not provide much help in arriving at a conSensus.
Actually it seems more advisable to accept the position thrt "need" is a
theoretical 'construct which has developed to4explain the thrust or pro-
gressions in observed behavior (Childers 1975). Such vectors of behavior
cannot be obc'erved directly but only through what Childers (p. 16) calls
the traces of behavior, such as:

How people use things -- the mass media, informal communication
network:, social services.

How people live -- habits of economic behavior, homemaking
patterns, educational environment.

What.people.are --.conditions of health, domicile, family and
self, as well ds other sociocultural variables.

What the individual says he needs for himself, as well as what
th(2 professional or expert says these needs"may be.

It is necessary to probe4into the patterns of what people do with
the inl'ormItion to which they have been exposed and to which.they pay
attention. Previous studies including the sociological surveys and the
w,er .1tudies of the information processing professions have been largely
conflned to channel and media preferences. These studies have been useful
tn ..,ugge!;ting Ordinal displays of the channels and the media based on cor-
relations of them with demographic and sociocultural independent variables.
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Various findings from the literature suggest the wide ranging impact
a received information on the lives of the people concerned. Some of
these conclusions border on the unfortunate assignment of real human beings
to the categories of a unidimensional ladder of information utilization,
or course, the social mores dictate the provision of an equal opportunity
for ull people, based on an assumed commonly aCcepted process fcr all
citizens. On the contrary, self-planned,learning makes it possible for
any individual to route personal experience into that peculiar combination
or modes, where it will develop the most successful personally (Merrill
19(')).

Learning involves dhe t .sting and matching of outcomes against stored
knowledge as well as the modification of perceptual connections. Compe-
tence and knowledge inNolves the building up of new configurations of be-
havior rather than simply adjusting to conditions in a more or less fa-
talistic manner. Obviously, there are a number of psychocultural varia-
bles wIlich ure correlated with the configuration of knowledge seeking
and utilization (Havelouk 1970, Chapter 4).

Competence in learning is a patterned activity designed to perform a
coordinated of behaviors in order to accomplish a goal. In some in-
:tances, ft.arninr, may be limited to the S-R phenomena where behaviors are
chained together through conditioning and reinforcement (Skinner 1961;
Gagne 10T0). Competence in human entities, however, does not only arise
Clam irrversible connections between receptors and,neurological "grooves;
peoplc do have flexibility and the power to create new forms and entities

evidenced by the enormous range of continuing learning (Reitman 1965).

the participant is a4-ked to select a present interest, based on
pa:;t, experience. or current choice, and translate it into questions, then
Apo, may have been a static interest will become energized and given di-
rection. :3elf-planned learning projects are more successful when initi-
ally devetoped around .specific questions which have been identified as
.!".1tinc: into threp categories (Anderson Lnd Moore, 1960; packay 1960;
Aquit 1 heisser 19(3):

Intramdtive questions explore the nature of some subject;
What is it? Where did it mule from? Since they are predi-
cated on intransitive verbs, answers'elicit reports in terus

de,ription, definitions or comparisons.

Tr:alAtive que;Lion.; with both a subject and direct object de-
ayte dynamic reiationship. Since they probe about the ef-
re,t or one thing on another response requires explanations
or cause and effect, or connections between fact and theory,
translations and evaluations.

.;ub,lunctive questions'explore possibilities and syntheses of
a .samptions, calwe and etTect. They predicate change, new in-'
terpretations and knowledge based on cOnclusions, predictions
:t11(1 integxatiuml.

,,,
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Intrapersonal inforlutton processing follows in general the tr./di-
tional steps of stimulus, interpretation and response regardless of
whether the stimulus is presented in a learning or a 'communicative situa-
tion. The S-I-R process is presumed to rest on a lidWer-order (S-R) neu-
rological syntactical '.'unction called a TOTE (te61--operate-test exit)
°servomechanism (Miller et al 1960). It shOiild however, be noticed that
thi!' biological TOTE is much more sothisticated than the cause-effect
(C-E) proceses of the physical uni.erse.

The traditional informittion processing model (Shannon 19)4.8) limits
UW consideration of the human adaptive control organism to that of a
channel; but such a model is of questionable value when considering the
real tithe complexity of the human entity. In order to offset these con-
straints, the transmission of Ftimuli within the body as well as the in-
tegrat4i.ve capacity of the human processing system have been examined by
biotics and traditional experimental psychology (Adrian 1963). Structure,
meaning and concept formation are all considered to be products of the
intrapersonal information processing of the system (Garner 1962). In in-
formati6n theory noise is undesirable; whereas in communication theory it
may represent such a necessary process as the recalibration of the encoder-
decoder or interpretor (Garner and Hake 1951).

Many attempts hnve been made to explain the patterns and the diffi-
otlties iff human goal setting (Buhler and Massarik 1968). Some people
may be able to think conditionally about themselves without confusion or
hesitation (Ouilförd 1967). 'Others may be more conceptually interdepen-
dent within a resource framework (Harvey, Griffith and Kolb,1968). Still
others will be more cognitively flexible, closer to the open minded end
of the Attitude-stereotype scale (Rokeach 1960). In any event, few peo-
.ple.esoape from some of the psychocultural handicaps (Havelock 1970,
Chapter 4).

FrLp viewpoints such a:1 these and many others, most people have
great ditTiculty in goal formulation.. The variety and complexity of the
process has been explicated in survey 'research in at least 60 conceptuelly
distinct steps (Tough 1971, Chapter 6). Obviously both the learner and
th t. helping consultant will be'confused if goal setting stems from an end
pn,duct retrieved from the parking categories of classified knowledge
(Prooke. 19(4) or acquired from the organized tracking system of an in-
;trActional technologist (Cronbach and Snow 1976). As a result, a fresh
look lids been taken of the way people actually conduct their self-planned

-learning proj ectl; (Tbugh 19y1).

The theoretical model of information processing of which learning is
a pdrt dud upon which a behavioral analog has Veen taken to rest is a

ot the synthesis of researchers on sensory processing (e.g.,
Broddrent 19',8), researchers on learning development (e.g., Cronbach &
Snow lo()) and the cognitive psychologists (e.g., Weimer and Palermo
19(). While different people use the same machinery of perceiving, co-
ding, .toring,.and retrieving, variations in people's experiences do lead
to tifferent cognitive structures. Even small modifications in environ-
ment And experience can make large differences in knowledge structures
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including the learner's knowledge about how to.process infomation even
though it may be true -that the underlying machinery is the same for all
learners. A

Area of Assumptions:

A systems apprbach to the self-planned learning of individuals in
America should accept the multi-dimensional aspects of the various com-
ponents. These components have been fairly well articulated in the lit-
erature of attribute-treatment interactions as a three-dimensional-matrix

° of the variable setg of attributes, treatments, and tasks. These varia-
,bles are Strikingly similar to the variables considered under the librari-
an's terminology "information needs and interests."

The.components and patterns of vespondent designed learning projects
become the initially hypothesized dependent variables ofthe total study.
It is also hypothesized that the following demographic, scrsioeconomic and
sociocultural categories will serve as independent variables,: age, sex,
marital status, race, ethnic roots, education,,occupation: class (upper,
middle, working, lower), income, residence,. mobility, as well\as such i-
tems as religion and religiosity, dogmatism yersus openness, certainty
versus uncertainty, rural versus urban residences and other factors hy-
pothesized to have an influence on the learning process which haVe peen
widely validated and verified (Robinson 1975).

9

Thus the assumptions underlying the study,as summarized in the at-
tached Figure grow out of the literature analyses. This work, sought to
identify the dYnamic and functional models of actual learning rather than
to develop a precis of a subject area of knowledge. The definitions.re-
lated to the following assumptions are presented in the appendices:

COmplex interaction of factors predisposes the Individlgil to
seek and process information such as social norms, personal
values and attitudes, specific situation, previous learning
history, sense of helplessness, anomie, fatalism, education.

lielationship between information sought and processed and sub-.
sequent decisions and activity can be explored by assoCiations
between remembered information related behavior anh Femembered
.tubsequent activity.

Increased knowledge is an effect of mobility as well as vice
ven:a even though perhaps only correlations can be obtained
with such factors as:

Changes in the quality of.life -- for the individual
or community, in both the(long and short term.

Changes in service demands,on local and non-loc-al a:
gencies.
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INTRODUCTION

Changes in the indiVidualls decision-making procesi
. and habits or in the actual decisions made.

Penetration depth of media of communications Varies directly
with the saturation efforts of an orchestration of media'as ret
vedled by proportion of aware (informed) or unaware respondents.

Index space includes all of thpse items in knowledge and infor-
mation space which serve a linking function or point cto those :

'sourCes where informative-data may be found. 4.

Linking roles. may be considered 'as a subset os" index space far
such human interventions or services as organizing a community
fcr a welfare,:protest, authorizing the issuance of food stamps,
hiring an applicant, accepting a child into a day care center,
broadcasting. news of a welfare service) publishing a homemak-

,9, er's directory or telling someone the hospital's emergency
phone number.

.

Remurce as an entity which Can deliver data from knowledge and
,

information space may be composed of a channel, content data,
,,and a treatment (rhetoric and intentiOns).

1 3

The time lag between the creation of new knowledge and its acceptance,
,

3.1 particularly a function of the information seekingand. learning be-
havior of individuals, Related to this phenomenOn is the tendency,of the
follower or late adapter to seek out sources such as news media whose
viewpoints are known to be similar to hi/r own (Freedman,and Sears.'1965).
Ibis does not mean that individuals always reject incompatible attitudes
and beliefs; only that there is a tendency to,do so when the imperatives.'
(If reality are not as'strong as they may be at other times (Rokeach 1960).

k

An important variable in the search patterns'of the individual is the
reliance on friends and relatives as distinct from more impersonal sources
(L1.onberger 1960). A modification of thOit variable is the distinction be-
tween local as opposed to nonlocal sour,es whei P,eeking help or informa-
tion (Carlson 1955).. In generat,.people'who are open to new ideas and
are moreinclined to champion change.processes usually,seek out impersonal
ani nonlocal sou4ces over the local and more familiar personal ones (Rogers
1962). The innovators not only employ a greater number of sources, but
they seek out those where new ideas based on research findings are more $

likely to he found (Coleman 1966).

Prpdictor variables such aE the demographic and sociogul6ral char-
acteristics are frequently eMployed diagnostically by many consultants in
clienti,helping systems. One researcher (Dervin 1976) has however found
that these variables account for only a small amount of the total variance
-- not more than 10%. Establishing an almost entirely individualistic
perspective forbanalyzing the respondent's situation, Dervin has probed
for those "constructs" through which people transform retrieved subject
suurce data (Information 1) into "surprisefully" relevant data (Informa-
tion 2) by means of planner guidance (Information 3).
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Sociulscience has made a serious attempt to describe'and subsequent-
ly predict the behavior or individuals on the basis of attribute variables
such as age, race, occupation, "personality" (sociocultural traits), edu-
cation, literacy. But 'So far apparently these have proved insufficient;
and it appears that no single eet of variables is suMcient to describe
the behavior patterns which.may be called learning. The variable sets
employed need to be more representative of the situation within which the
individual is involved in a transactional mode.

In an attempt_ to replace the limited usefulness of the traditional
. predictor variables, Dervin has,sought to explicate the assemptions un-
derlying subject source, relevant data dnd planner guidance: "In my Phase
I study, I made an attempt to tap situational concepts -- situation dura-
tion, embeddedness, movement state; e.g., is the person trying,to choose
between two options? is the person trying to remove a barrier to movement?
is the person flailing around with options? is the person trying to under-
stand the situation/ system?" (Letter to principal investigator 1976).

Thia important line of research investigation complements the work of
Tough and associates as well as the Work of Reisser (1973) in exploring
self-educutive behavior. Employing a model of interpersonal information
processing, the linguistic behavior of respondente in a learning,mode was
examined. On the basis of these analyses, the processes of transforming
objective datwinto subjective data were in fact accomplished. Context
specific learning apparently evolves through several "developmental"
1;tages.

Such ure the models which are considered to be useful in taking an
hnaLytic approach to learning whether episodic or sequential because they
help to Indicate a cumplete cycle in the intrapersonal processing of in-
rermutiun. But since it is difficult so far to observe the processes in-
:ide the "bluck box" of the human organism, it is necessary to identify
thQ tb.;erva6le behaviors which reflect the intrapersonal examination mode.
The,cumplementury reporting mode requires not only the ability to communi-
CWA- 1:11t aLlo that clients be helped by professtonals (Barnlund 1968) in
order to offset the numerous soeiocultural and personal handicaps (Cohen

The :tbility to structure,and articulate response to a problem requires
orgnization of various comfanents into a plan and a personal program
leurning. With clients just.emerging from the transactional contexts

of reabilfe, it 1.; not appropriate to focus on subject content, but rather
on the ..telvAdre und processes which determine the content. Any growth
Ln ck.mpetence .;hould Involve the learning of simpler behaviors and the com-
bining of the:;e elements into organic and developing programs through the
followtnc, mode:. (1eisser 1975):

Dit:1 gutherLng und examination W4de wherein the client tdenti-
. rie:, dencribes, defines or compares one concern or interest
%.1th.another as they emerge from a transactional context.

0
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Analytical mode whcrein the learner explains the data in terms
of assumptions'and correlations, relates it to other relevant
dimensions for enhanced meaning, and transforms it into an ar-
ticulate program to enhance communication.

Synthesizing mode wherein hypotheses are tested or demonstrated
in a set of skills or in creating a new work from Which conclu,
sions are drawn and predictive decisions are made.

15

The vast majority of citizens are not familiar with formal modes of
intellectual inquiry. Iheir continual involvement in the kinetic episodes
of real life are not evident to them as extensions of more formal modes
of examination (Knowles 1973). If citizens as clien'ts can be helped to
see an organic and' logical relationship between their own natural methods
of thinking and the way knowledge is composed (Neelemeghan 1975) (and
eventually classified informal and more action oriented indexing.systems),

. then the'learning consultant can be a more effective helping professional
(Bremer 1973)..
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES

SELF-PLANNED LEARNING

There are three settings in which adult learning normally occurs:
formal adult education, non-formal adult education, the everyday activity
of individuals (which gives rise to deliberately structured learning ed-
forts) and'incidental learning. A number of studies have been conducted

'into the learning accomplished by adults who are engaged full-time in for-
mal education. But other than library user studies, the great variety of
incidental learning in which adults engage has been neglected. The spe-
cific focus of a few of the newer studies are the major and deliberate
learning efforts of individuals and groups of adults who are over 18
years of age.

It is expected that adult learning would occur as a matter Of course
within adult education settings. But there are many life situations which
require Oult learning behavior and which are not catered to by adult edu-
catfon programs. As .suche the phenomenon Of adult learning becomes a wi-
der and more universal phenomenon than ad14t education. For example, a
learning situation may result from what has called the "basic tasks of
living" (Havighurst 19T2). Adults are characterized as facing develop-
mental tasks which require the adult to learn new knowledge, -adjust to
attitudes, change behavior, seek information, acquire new skills and im-
prove existing performance.levels. It is evident that much of this
learning will be accomplished by the adult learner outside of what is nor- .

mully called an adult education setting.

An unknown amount of this learning behavior occurs incidentally,
thnt 1, in bit: and pieces during everyday activity, often without plan-
ning or dirr.ction. Brief episoe,is of information seeking, unconscious
imitation of another person's conduct, unplanned improvements in a physi-
cal are examples of incidental learning. Adults also learn in
many unanticipated ways: empathy role-taking, accidentally, from shock
or they may have'a "surpriseful" experience and suddenly hit upon the so-
lution to a difficult problem in the middle of the night.

Empirical findings increasingly indicate that adults often take the
initiative. in devising major learning projects for themselves in an effort
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to modiry their own behavior. They may become their own teachers or turn
over the responsibility of directing a learning eyfort to another indivi-
dual, group or object. A learning experience may begin through incidental

awareness and then develop into deliberate activity. An adult may back
into, so to speak, the realization that s/he has a need for nqx knowledge
or skill and then deliberately set about structuring a learning effort to
meet this need.

Other finding8 suggplst that.a large segment of the population uses
many approaches to learning other than traditional ones such as enrolling
in a course or attending'an educational progrpm designed for a group.
Self-planned learning seems to be an extensive activity; it may turn out
to be a very efficient way for individuals to learn many of the skills
and knowledge that are needed. It may also be that different individuals ,

have differeht capacities for learning based upon a number of factors such
as attitudes of spouses, personal attitudes toward schooling, amount of
time available, and stages in the family life cycle of people who do not
conform to such findings (Houle 1961, p. 6):

While the clientele of each institution has its unique features,
certain characteridtics are common to all the groups served.
In general, high income group s. are more likely to talt:e part in
educational activities than low income group's. Participation
is also positively related to the size of the community, the
length of residence in it, and the number of different kinds of
educational activity available. People with certain nationality
or religious backgrounds are more active than those with other
backgrounds. Age is important: the very young adult seldom
takes part, but there is a sharp upturn in the late twenties, a
f%irly eonotant level of activity until the age of fifty, and.
a decline afterward. Married people participate more th:an sin-

people, and families with school-age children more than fami-
lies without them. Many more professional, managerial, and tech-
ni'cal people take part relative to their number in the population
than do people rrom other occupational groups; next in signifi-
cince Ire whitecollar and clerical worker.;; then skilled laborers;

tind lastly, unskilled laborers. But the most universally impor-
tant ractor is schooling. The higher the formal education of
the adult, the more 4ike1y it is that he will take part in con-
tinuirw education. T'he amount of schooling is, in fact, so
.dgniricant that it underlies or rf:inforces many of the other
determdnants, such an occupation, ;ize of community, length of
..tny in it, and ntalonality and religious backgrounds.
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jhe main contribution of these recently undertaken patterns of re-
search study lies in the description end analysis of the various charac-
teristics of deliberately planned learning among respondents. This type
or research benefits from establishing measures of participation and ca-
tegorie.. oc knowledge and skill as well as describing the social rela-
tionships observed within participation. This approach to adult learning
could be advanced to asignitlicant degree by being tested with a sample
of the entire U.S. population.

A consaderable amount of work has already been done in the area of
independent self-planned learning. An initial and provisional model of a
citizen's independent self-study can be based on the findings of survey
research into the nature and design of letrning projects among a wide
rapge of adults in-the United States and Ganada..

.A continuing self-learner is considered to be""an individual (usually
adult) who Plans and designs an independent learning projeCt. For the
purposes of 4lis study, planned and sustained attention to one topic will
be taken to define a learning project. The minimum often established, of
seven hours pread over at least three days, is comparable to the defini-
tion or a learning experience posited by the Adult Educational Associa-
tion or the U.S.

One investigator (Collican 1973) employing the minimum time limit of
one hour discovered the phenomenon of "quick learning.-- completed proj-
ects which could be learned in less than seven hours. Such initially
short-term uctivities cbuld develop into longer projects depending upon
the strength of the initial stimulus. On the one hand, there may be no
particular magic in length of time except the "halo" eff.!ct whibh,carries
over rrom an institutional influence. On the other hand, learning psy-
rilLiogy rlay have to be revised to include a deeper understanding of the
role or so-called "incidental" learning in the development of an indivi-
dual's more deliberate learning.projects.

:elf-planned learning comprises a 'rerson's deliberate attempt to
learn :ome speciric knowledge and/or skill where that individual assumes
prlihmary responsibility for planning not only the why, but also the what,
how, wil'en and where to learn. That person may attend a course as part of
the Lotal learning effort or seek materials or advice from a resource per-
son in un'institution. But Jn doing so, s/he retains control of and re-

, ror deciding what resources and activities to use each time.

In unoertaking a learning project, the learner hi/rself largely de-
Ides whether to .,roceed with the project as well as what in a general

way should 1,e learned instead of just drifting into some activity. The
:Ippurent random activity at the beginning of some sequential endeavor
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like a learning project is probably due to the phenomenon of human per-
ception. At first, 6 diffused perception is "suffered" until through
what appears to be chance some patterns emerge in the transactional situ-

,

Components of Investigation:

A basic question is faced at the beginning of every learning project:
the extent of responsibility for the detailed planning -- what and how 0

the learning should occur during each episode. Tough adopted the label
"planner" to refer to the person or thing that did most of the detailed
day-to-day planning in these individual learning endeavors. This concept
of planner is needed in order to classify the source of the plans and de-
cisiöns, not the motivation or resources used to obtain subject matter.

concept of planner encompasses the person or thing responsible
for developing the majority of the learning episodes. 'The planner is re-
sponsible for more than half of the detailed day-to-day planning and the
decision making processes in a learning project. The planner makes the
majority of the decisions about what to learn (the detailed knowledge and
skill) in each learning episode, and/or about how to learn (the detailed
strategy', activities, and resources). The planner may also decide when to
be041 each learning episode, and the pace at which to proceed.

Method categories can be considered as either group or individual.
Group methods are those which a potential learner can utilize, for parti-
cipation in educative activity, which normally permit direct personal in-
teraction by two or more learners with a teacher(s) in face-to-face situ-
ations. In such instances, a number of individuals are involved in an
educational activity simultaneouV.y. Individual methods afe those which
a'potential learner can utilize for the educative enterprise entirely a-
lone or with direct or indirect association with a teacher. Four types
of planners have been identified:

Self-planned learning: In much self-instructional effort the
learner assumes primary responsibility for planning the entire
pro,;ect. The individual may seek help and advice about these
decisions from a variety, of individuals and materials, but that
person retains the control of and responsibility for deciding
what re:lources and activities to use each time.

Group-planned learning: The learner may decide to attend a
roup and let the group (or its leader or instructor) decide
what and how to learn. A group of this'kind may even have a
minimum of 3-5 persons, such as a course, workshop, conference,
or Informal assemblage of people with common interests.

One-to-one learning:, In some learning efforts, the planning'
and deciding of what to learn and in what order is handled by
one person other than the learner who telps that individual in
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a one-to-one situation. One helper (or nstructor, teacher,
expert, or friend) and one learner interact, usually face to
face, 41though it could be by telephone video link or corres-
pondence. Even if as many as four learners have received "in-
dividualized" attention from one other person a;t the same time,
itio. included in this category.

.ite!;ourcplanned learning: In these learning wojects, the
major part of the detailed directions tis to what to learn and
what to do at-each session is obtained from some material re,-
,iource (programmed instruction, tape recordinep, series bf TV
programs). The learner follows the programs or materials as
they unfold with instructions of what to do next. Tough called
this planner type a nonhuman resource; but other researchers
have named it object-planned, or inanimate-planned. -

In most learning projects, one of these types of planners ("teach-
crs ) predominates: A few learning projects, however, may not be clearly
marked by. a single major planner. If no one planner is responsible for
the majority of decisions, the learning project is classified in a re-
siduil category called mixed planning. In any event, this planner (or
consultant in the institutional sense) is to be distinguished from the
various and many sources from which "information" or subject matter may
be retrieved.

That which is sought for retrieval, however, remains in many of these
studies of self-learning not as clearly differentiated from the source of
planning help as one might expect to see. TO people involved in reallife
projects, information is more of a process than a product that one would.
e,Pect to find in a subject search. Such sources of subject data usually
sought by the individual skilled in library use include the numerous re-
trieval entry points explored in the typical institutional "user" study
(Gallup Organization 1976).

.Attempts have been made to rank the usefulness of reallife informa-
tion sources; and these previous findings indicate that most learning
project: are initiated for practical reasons -- to acquire knowledge and.
AiLl,related to one's job, home, family, sport, or hobby. A considerable
percentage of proj,ects predominate in the areas of vocational or occupa-
tional competence as well as home and family life, despite variances with-
in different groups of adults. Thc percentage of learning projects under-
tak,,-n decreases in the areas of public affairs,.religion, and general lib-
eral e,incation.

In.,tead of asking only one general question, several different ways
of tAing the person to recall additional projects have been tried in
prcvious resF.arch. Interviews of up to two hours or more devoted exclu-
sil,ely to discovering all the person's learning projects during the pre-
ccding year, and to the gathering of certain basic data about these proj-
ect-f. Despite these intense efforts, Tough reported that interviewers
.eit they-half not obtained all the possible learning projects in some in-
teriewJ.
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Note of the earlier studies-uncovered as much Self-planned learning
as WILI found in the TOugh study. Basically, the earlier studies uncovered
only the learning efforts that a 'respondent could recall fairly quickly
and dasily. It was undoubtedly easier to recall a course or conference
or discus:don group than it was to recall more individually developed
lenrning efforts. For this reason, many selit-planned projects probqly
remain undetected in previous studies. The interview schedule designed
by Tough called for a probing indepth and lengthy interview with the
learner. In the interviews, long lists of'subject matter and learning
methods were used in orde i. to stimulate recall.

As a result of their probing in-depth interviews, Tough (1970) and
his associates found that the pattern of a-respondent's daily activiiy
fell into blocks of time ranging from 17/minutes to an hour or more.
Theoe periods oftime were called episodes and represented spans of at-
tention when the individual's interest was aroused. If the precipitating
stimulus net was strong enough, than a series of these episodes might be
linked together over a period long enough to gain and retain certain
definite learnings..

Tough's study found that only a minute fraction (0.7 percent) of all
the learning projects were undertaken for credit. With onp exception .

(Johnson 1973), data from the other studies consistently indicate that
learning for credit and certification forms only a small portion of all
adult learning. Academic credit includes those learning from a business
sohooll or a college degree; Certification includes learning projects
undeltaken to puss a test or examination toward some license or driving
Le.;t, or to%, 1rd ,some requirement or examination related to a job. How-
ever, it is aopurent that credit and certification are not as powerful
motivators or desirable outcomes as traditional adult education has
always considered them to be.

Iloweve.r, tile findings Can oe considered as indicative of areas of
emphis within the more general model of knowledge production, distribu-
tion and utilization. The extent of learning involvement has generally
been considered under two dimensions: the number of learning projects
undertaken and the estimated number of hours spent. Tough found that his
.ihj(!cts organi.,..ed their learning efforts around learning .projects, de-.
rined .;eriei of related episores, adding up to at least seven hours.
In e:tch,epiLmde the learner's explicit intention was to gain knowledge
and :kibl and retain it for at least two days.

Tuugh reported a high involvement rate of almost 98 percent and
other studie.1 support this finding. Although the degree of participation
mrie, almost every adult appears to undertake at least some learning
act.ivities every year. The number of learning projects undertaken by the

picu1 ndult" in a twelve-month period apparently ranges from 3 to 13
depending upon the cut(:gory of general population or the sample of adults
who had.enrned a high school diploma or equivalency certificate one year
prior to the ilterview.
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There have been variations in the types of subject matter learned,
representing departures irom the patterns established in the Johnstone
and Rivera (1955) study. When all the- self-taught subjects reported by
the- interviewees in the Tough (1971) study were classified, the category
most frequently self-taught conderned the area of home and family. Fifty-
nine percent t, the learning efforts.in this area were Self-taught rather
than learned by some other,method. Forty-three percent of the courses
and projects in hobbies and,recreation were self-taught, as were 50 per-
cent in generwl education, 30 percent in personal development, 25 percent
in vJcational subjects, 23 percent in public affairs,.and 13 percent in
religion. A more detailed analysis of the 49 types of subject matter in-
vestigated round that at least 80 perceht cf all courses in technical arts
'and hobbies, gardening, and home improvement skiAls were self-taught.

Data Collection, Reduction and Display

Thi: :airvey of independent oelf.-planned learning is a study,of the
learning psyCilology of those who "do their own thtng." The patterns of
the wv people do their own learning are identified-and analyzed, not the
patterns which are so commonly presented as'a result of the way teachers
teach orJibrarians instruct in resource utilization. In addition thete
iA no inherent assumption or prejudgment that any one ordinal display of
resource utilization is necessarily determined. Previous research sug7
gest.; dynamic learner controlled strategies withinithiche sets of
taotical variables and a differential approach to e retrieval of re-
sour ce.: .

The present .;tudy does not Set out to deal with any particular group
(population segment) in isolation. The sample has.been drawn nationwide.
liecause or `Ili.; the findings can be generalized to the entire population.
It 1. also po:sible to analyze out patterns of information processing ln
relation to various sets of the selected independent variables. However,
the learning projects investigated are personal expressions of learning
development which trow out of individual negotiations with.a transactional
environment.

The bliAc conoept employed to assess the major learning QffQrts of
the individual subjects is the learning project defined as a series 4)f
'relate.; ..21)1:iode:; in lich the person's motivation is to gain and retain
.t!rtuiti rairly clearly articulated knowledge and skill. The learning
eri(-2re Crom an interaction of environmental opportunities, sociocultural
characteritic.., and of coping and'planning strategies. The interaction
or the:y-variables upon an withih the human organism result in a behavi-
oral plan that describes a particular learning project.

An initial and provisional model of a citizens independent self-
plann,.!d 'learning project has been based on the findings of previous sur-
vey research into the nature and design of learning projects. These

pri)vl:e theoretical basis for the behavioral items on the survey
intrument which have'been designed to serve as guides to interviewee
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responSe. Thuq, the data has been collected in the oategories which grow
out of the underlying conceptual'wbricand the development 'of an analog
within which the,observations can be anafyzed and interpreted.

As developed in the above sections of this report, the items for the
survey instrument were aSsembled as a result of previous research out of
findings guided by an advisory committee ancLthe consultants. A prefinal
version of the instrument was pretested for respondent understanding and
interviewer processing by the Opinion.Research Corporation (Princeton, NJ).
The principal invetigator analyzed these returns, discussed problems
with two of the interviewers on the scene and reviewed results with the
supervisor. Some oNOhe pretest respondents were involved with course-
like activities as well as being continuing learners. In addition, the
Interview period was rinning up to 90 minutes in length.

The questionnaire was shortened for completion in a one-hour inter-
view and revised somewhat to accommodate more efficiently .those who might
nut 1.) involved with continuing learning of any kind. The introduction
to the study was rewritten for the interviewers -- developed in a fashion
which apparently was more "logically" related to the situation dynamics of
the interview itself. As a result some items were rephrased and the se-
quence was changed to facilitate respondent articulation. A copy of the
final survey instrument appears in Appendix C.

Interviewing was conducted under the quality controlled conditions
of social survey research.by the Opinion Research Corporation. Trained
interviewers were oriented to the purpose, scope and' methods of the
study and were guided-by the protocol materials as well as precise in-
structions of the interviewer supervisoq personnel. The selection,
training and supervision of the s-urvey interviewers is detailed in Appen-
dix D.

The respondents were selected from the American population by means
.ut a modified probability sample. This probability sample was designed
by Marketmath, Inc. for the Opinion Research Corporation from a master
sample of 550 counties in the United States. The final sample of 1,501
individuals was selected on a random basis from 5,493 house4o1ds in 240
primiry sampling units or interviewing places. The structure of the sam-
ple, the interviewer starting points and the completion rate are detailed
in Appendix E.

The interviews for the study were completed among a national proba-
hility szimple of anults'age 13 and over during the pe71od of October 28
to December 1, 1976, An the completed study schedules were received in
Princeton, the interviewer assignments were reviewed Apr completion in
the check-in procedure. The assignment audits and the verification of
inter,iews (on a 10% basis) wel.e completed by December 9, 1976. These
procedures are detailed in the report appearing in Appendix D.

Data handling c6mprising the codingporganization, reduction and dis-
play Via.' done at the Center for Urban Research, University of Pittsburgh,
under the immediate supervision of its director -- an internationally
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respected :,ociologist. The scope of the work included such 'emponents
us: the coding and formating of closed and open-end questions; card
preparation, cleaning data and marginal delivery; the data runs, drosstaba
and correlation runs; professional reviews, evaluation and summary ler-
out,

The patterns and categories of the data reduced, based on standard
methods (omparable to the practice of othex social researchers, were
designed to maintain the integrity of the survey and displayEits results
ror multivariate statistical techniques. This rigorous control of the
data reduction has made the results of the study available in tape and
disc storage readily available for further comparative analysis.

The survey instrument allowed for the collection of both closed and
open-end data. The closed-end data was organized into 157 variables, and
that or the open-end into 118 variables. The assignments and the loca-
tion of each oC the decisions were recorded in the master code book. The
displays of the frequencies of all 275 variables were organized by com-
puter program and printed out in a set of marginals.

Guided by the asumptions and purposes for the study obtained from
previous research, a two-phase probe and ana],ysis of the frequencies was
initiated. In the first phase, the frequencies were organized in display
tables around the components and patterns of self-planned learning proj-
ects which the instrument had been designed to record. As a result, these
datt obtained"from a national probability sample could be compared with
the findings of the more liplted area samples employed in previous sur-
veys.

However, in order to realize the power of a national probability sam-
ple, a second phase analysis was" initiated. The literature had revealed
conslAerabie speculation that the influences and motivations, which are
presumed to govern traditional learning under institutional auspices, have

efrect on the self-initieted learning of individuals. Thus, a
second ithase analysis was conducted employing multivariate procedures on
the d'ita obtained in th.e survey among those variables commonly associa-
ted with motivational factors.

Thus, in summary, this study was developed and conducted within the
general KPDU model of (Knowledge Production, Distribution and Utilization..
All people are presumed to be involved in the.processes of information
utilization at some level and to some degree. From this viewpoint, learn-
ing can be considered as, a special case of the more general model of in-
formation utilization as.indeed education is of distribution. The pre-
sent study was undertaken because it was not previously widely known how
and to what extent the processes of information utilization and acquisition
are related to learning except possibly in short.-te= problem solving ap-
plications.
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Based on the initial, and provisional models aYailable from previous
in'ings, a national survey was conducted among adult Amertcans 18 years
of age and older during NOvember 1976. This survey was the major re-
sponsibility of'the principal investigator working with an advisory com-
mittee and a group of consatants through the GSLIS Communications Media
Research.Center, University of Pittsburgh.

ThAwresPondents were selected from the U. S. population by means of
a modified probability-sampre desi4ned bS, Marketmath Inc. for the Opinion
Research Corporation (Princetod, N. J.). The pilot testing and the sur-
vey data collection were conducted by the ORC Interviewing Department un-
der tHe quality controlled-and standard methods of social Survey research.

Data handling comprising the coding, organization, and reduCtion was
done at the University's Center for Urban Research; while the statistical .

analyses based upOn deccriptive frequencies were conducted by a team-of
sodial psychologists. Hawever; the conclusions drawn from the various
findings and the extrapplations made for inservice professional develop.
ment are the responsibility of the principal investigator.

Response frequencl.es for the demographic and sociocuftursl variables
are displayed in a set of 29 tables (Tables AA-BC) and presented on pages
A61T69 of the Appendix.. The descriptive frequencies about information
about,learning projectddevelopment and infotmation uitilpation are dis-
played in Tables 1-32 in Chapter 3.. The several analytical tables are dis- 4

tributed throughout the narrative of chapter 4, Analysis of Findings.
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a

THREE

FINDINGS OF THE SURVEY

Many studies of Americans, 18 years and older, have been made; but
few if any have ever been conducted into patterns of self-initiated'learn-
ing. A great deal is known about formal schooling whether for the labor
force, business and industry, the professions and the disciplines. In
fact, educational attainment is one of the major predictor factors in the
socioeconomic and cultural studies. On the other hand, the characteris-
_tics, differences and functional roles.of those who undertake self-initi-
ted learning projects have scarcely been considered among adult Americans.

This lack of attention cannOt be considered a surprising phenomenon.
After all, it was as recent as 1928 that Thorndike discovered that.adult
Americans have the capacity to learn, and indeed learn extensively. Be-
"fore that time, amny people were convinced that adults had lost whatever
ability they may have.ever had tb learn. In addition, it was not until
1962 that Johnstone and Rivera found, almost incidentally, that many
adults were engaged in planning their own learning projects.

Continuin Iearnin :

All the respondents to the survey, "Individual Self-Planned Learning
in AMerica,". were asked about their individual learning patterns whether
uelf-iriitiated or school-like, or hoth. One-fifth of the respondentt
( '1.1%, N 517) puld not think of any learning activity during the year
previow to November 1976. On.the other hand, four-fifths of the respon-
dents,((6.9%, N 1181i) could identify one or. more formal or self-initiated
learning projects during a similar time period.

- The American population can be initiallytdifferrntiated and charac-
terined in four groupS: (1) continuing learneis whether involved in self-
planned learning or in course-like activities (N 1184, 78.9%); (2) self-
initiating learners who are involved in planning their own projects (N

76.1%); (3) individuals involved in courses or school-like activi-
tie.L(N 18.9%); (4) those not engaged in learning of any kind (N.317,
121.1%). In dichotomous terms, the first three groups may be characterized
ae continuing learners (or.just learners); while the last group can be de-
fined, fcr the purposes of this ap non-learners. These data can be
1.Ammnrk.eii in the following manner:

41)
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PIRCKNT
POPULATION

SAMPLES CASES SAMPLE

Self-Learners
(Sample A) ,

Combination

Learner.s

(Sample B)

Course Learners

J(Sample C)

Non-Learners
(Sample D)

Self-Initiating
..."Lesrners

(Sample E)

, Continuing Lear-
ners

(Sample F)

901 6o.o

241 16.0

42 2.9

co

":14

kg 'rg

co (1)

w

4

317
1501

211 _L____
100.0

1142 76.1

-1184 79:6

9

2 7

The study, "Individual Self-Planned Learning in America," has iden-
Wied some striking differences and potentially significant characteris-
tics of -American adults. Almost 80% (78.9%) of-the population over'18
years of age perceivethemselves to be learners whether in formal,educa-
tional prOgrams and/or self-initiated learningprojects. In this group
there are a smal,k° number (2.9% total population sample) who are engaged
only in courses c school-like activities under mme formal auspices.

, Over three-quarters (76.1%) of the enti:e population have,planned
one or more learning projects on theia: own. Within this group is'a fair
ly sizable number (16.0%total population sample) who are both elf-
initiating learners and also involved in cpurses or schoolTlike activities.
For the total group'of self-initiating learners (76,1%), the number of
self-planned learning projects ralges from 1 to 18 per person. The dis-
tribution and range of the topica undertaken by selr-planned learners is
displayed in Table 1.

In the aeAregate, 4571 self-initiated learning projects were conduc-
ted by 1142 indiviauals during the twelve-month period preceeding November
.1916. In previous research, the criterion of 7 hours minimum has been .
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taken us part or the definitioin of a learning project. Employing this
cut-off point of a minimum of 7 hours duration, the total number of proj-
ects'falls to 3i12, or 3.5 projects per person identified as a self-
initiating learner.

Thia,a7mage of 3-4 learning projects per year per individual is con-
,

sistwft with the -itiAdings of previous survey research. Of all learning
'projects, -aL._6% were`df,7 hours duration or more (3812); while only 16.4%
(759) were of 6 tibtrujor' less, but not less than one hour. The range of
interests explored in all of these projects is evident feom the.following
categories which were abstracted from the actual topics mentioned:

Art: Painting, design, sculpture, archltdcture
Business: Finance, insurance, sales, real estate
Child Care: Raising children, child development
Clerical: Typing, shorthand, prograMning, systems
'Orafts or Hobbies: Photography, embroidery, collecting
Driving: Cari truck, farm machinery
English: Reading, writing, speaking, literature
Gardening: House plants, landscaping, farming
Health: Physical fitness, Health & Beauty, Vitamins & Nutrition
History
Homemaking: Sewing, cooking, decorating
Home Repairs: Woodworking, furniture, home improvement, carpen-

try, plumbing.
Job Search: Career planning, future planning.
Job Related: Decision making responsibility .

Language: Sign
Math

Mechanics: Television, auto, radio, weldi.ng, electronics
Medical: Medical problems, first aid
Music: Vocal, instrumental
Nature: Environment, ecology, animals
Philosophy
Politics: Current events, public affairs
Psychology: Groups, emotional & mental problems
RtLationships: Duting relationships, family, marriage
Religion: Bible study, Church
Sensory Awareness: Yoga, Transactional analysis
Science: Astronomy, Chemistry
Sociology: Social problems
Sports and Games: Dancing, navigation, bowling
Techniques: New ways of doing things
Travel and Geography
Volunteer & Civic: Volunteer, church, community work
Education: Adult

The interests and concerns of people which lead them to undertake
a learning project appear to emerge from the transactions and negotiations
or ev, .yday Life. The areas of interest apparently range all across the
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spectrum or human concern, but the project contents fall into prominent
'categories as ls evident Crom Table 2. Predominant among thbse topics are
those which resemble the transactional negotiations of everyday life.
Knowledge-oriented topi,.:s appear to occur with less frequency.

Out or ail topics mentioned, respondents were asked to select one for
further description and analysis. The distribution of these projects ac-
ross topic areas is shown in Table 2. These projects ranged in length
from 1 hour to 995 or more, with a mean average of 155.8 hours duration
(Table 3). The periods or time.spent on theq,particular learning project
were grouped.ifito multiples of semester credit hours even though the
learning project was self-initiated. This was done for comparative pm-
poses and to emphasize.the fact that self-learning projects are on the
average longey(M 155.8 hrs.) than ,course-like activities where practical-
ly nll or the'planning is dOne fOr the student.

There may be as many reasons for learning as there are individual
learners. The reasons for formal learning among both children and adults
have been explored over a number of years. But those which have motivated
adults to undertake self-initiated projects have only been identified in
more recent survey research.

The reasons displayed in Table 4 are.those which are perceived as
preserving the integrity of the project. Obviously; thue ranked least
important, which may be problems in formal education, are apparently peri-
pheral to the nature of self-initiated learning. The following individual
comments nty help to express some personal values for such learning:

Most packed commercial seminars available are rip offs both
in money and contents. But. if I ever did attend one this would
be my next most important.

Hard to L.,ay -- the things I.learnedrcouldn't be learned in a
classroom -- only by getting out and talking with people.

I don't know or anyone who will teach women what I want to
know.

I wanted to remain a free man and'had no other choice than pur-
uc this myself.

Need to learn. My wire was stricken two years ago. I resigned
rly b .to give full time to caring for her.

It LI intereLlting to note that the last three reasons, Tanked as
important in Table h, are ones among others which are usually ad-

vinced in explaining why people do not participate in institutional adult
education. Conversely/ those ranked most important may,be taken as indi-
cation: oT the maturity with whiCh self-initiating learners do plan their
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Table 3

One Learning Project Selected tto Explore

Planning and Processes - Length (Hours)

Percent CuMulative

'Hours* (N 1142) Percent
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U.1.
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00
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Percent

0 1142)

Hobhips. cyurts

Hotnertvi king

Hwile Repair
jvor

Uardening
Mechanictz

Business
Id care

Politics

Music
Religion
English

Nature

.

14.6

11.5

8,6

5.7
4,5

4,?

3.0

2.7
2.7

2%4

2.1

2.1

1.9

1.9

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.3

1.3
1.3

1.5

1.2

1.1

1.0

.8

.7

.7

.7

.5

. 5

.2

.1

1 6 12.2 12.2

7 - 20 17.6 29.9

21 - 35 9.9 39.7

36 - 5o 13.6, 55.5

51 - 100 15.3 63.6

101 - 150 5.4 74.0

151 - 200 5.6 79.6

201 - 300 4.7 84.3

301 -'00 4.2 58.5

401 - 500 3.2 91.7

501 - 995 8.3 loom

Medical
Hea 1 th, Beauty

Art
Job Related
Psychology

Travel.

CI IrL: Volunteer Work

C ler i en 1

Formal Learning
History
Sensory AWareness
Job Sear,Th

IYri vi ng

Re la tion5h ps

Language
Ma therm ti

Sociology
Science
lechnl ques

&location
Phi logophy

100.0

*Hours grouped in multiples of semester credit hours even though

learning project was self-lnitisted.



Table 4

Reasons Why People Prefer to Learn on Their Own, Instead of Taking a Course -- Ranked by Importance.

Category

Desire to set my own learning pace.

Desire to use my own style of learning.

I wanted to keep the learning strategy
flexible and easy to change.

Desire to put my own structure on the
learning project.

wanted to learn this right away and
couldn't wait until a class might start.

Most
ImportEll

46.8

37.4

31.0

27.8

36.2

I didn't know of any class that taught
what I wanted to know. 29.8

I don't like a formal classroom
situation with a.teacher. 14.0

Lack )f time to engage in a group
learning program.

Transportation to a class is too hard
or expensive.

I don't, have enough money for a course
or a class.

17.9

5.3

5.2

Next
Most

Next

Least
Least

ImRortant

43.3

41.2

4.9

10.8

4.9

10.6

45 7
th-

13.7 9.6

53.1 11.3 7.8

14.3 26.8 22.7

18.6 29.5 22.1

cn

t-4
15.0 32.9 38.1

16.9 34.1 34.1

7.4 42.9 44.5

9.8 35,8 43.2
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The length of a self-planned project is only one element which is
taken into consideration.in characterizing learning. The factor of moti-
vation is presumed to be a manifestation of enthusiasm. Almost all.of the
respondents (94.2%) were either "fairly" or "very" enthusiastic about that
one project which had been singled out for extended consideration (Table 5).

The knowledge, information or understanding gained may be taken as
another ractor in ti learning project (Table 6). In addition to the amOunt
or learning accomplished by the respondent, the project which was conduc-
ted could also'benefit others such as the immediate family, friends and
relatfVes, the staff or administration of the employing company (Table 7).

Once the dimensions of the Situation take shape (i.e., recvrring pat-
terns appear), the individual can apparently recognize a problem to be
solved or a transactidn to be negotiated. Thus a grasp of the constraints
and opportunities in u context moves from random awareness to more con-
trolled analysis and diagnosis that may lead into, the planning of a learn-
ing project. The tYpe of planner and the emphases in the responsents' dis-

, tribution in shown in Table 7.

The individual prefers those planning modes which include the self
or closely associated and personally accessable sources such as the human
and non-human planners. Clearly self-learners tend to deemphasize the
group planner. The overlap among planner-tapes or duplication factor of
employing more than one type is only 1.6 per.person.

From other studies of adult self-initiated learning, it appears that
some individuals at least initially become involved with a great deal of
random activity. Several respondents to this study "found themselves"
(discovered patterns) in termo of. reacting to perceived chance occlirrances
in serendipitous activity. The following individual expressions taken
I'VOM the "other" category of Table 7 may serve-to illustrate this pheno--
menon:

rLlri:tL .Ind error; it just happened; there wasn't any planning;
I decided to go and I went.

Forced into tlie situation, trial and error; my wife left me
with daughter last month.

Mostly going"to library and reading trade journals; I just
keep -eading until some ideas come.

Tilk to people connected with car ilepair and salvage stores;
experimenting and sharing information.

I ee omething I like and,I go from there through trial &
error: ir something is too expensive I like then I try to
ftarn how to make it.

Ny-to-day contact with people hit and miss; I just think
:Ind keep thinking.



Table 5

Ehthusiasm Expre6sed About New Learning

PercentCode Category

Very Ehthusiastie

Fairly Enthusiastic.

Not Very ihthusiastic

65.0

29.2

5.8

100.0

Table 6

Amount of Knowledge, Information
and Understanding Gained

Percent
Code CateEory (N 11424

Great Deal 57.0

Modest Amount 33.0

Little 10.0

100.0

Table'?

Extent Which Learning Benefitted Others

Percent
Code Category (N 1142)

(-3) Large Extent 44.9

(-2) Modest Extent 33.2

( -1) Small Extent 15.0

(-0) Not at All 4.9

100.0

?able 8

Ways Respondents Determined Day-to-Day

Plans on How to Go About Planning

Category
Emphasis
Percent

Self-Planner 40.6

Non-Hunan Planner 36.5

Human Planner 47.7

Group Planner 22.9

Othtr 14.3
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My husband decided I should make u western pants outfit, and
talked me into getting started.

I might go to the lillrary if I just couldn't lay my hands on
information any other way but libraries make me feel somewhat
uncomfortable and nervous. I would also prefer to see it
done or pictures as I don't like hard detailed reading either.

As a result of the findings cf previous research, it is assumed that
people process information in steps and in patterns which parallel beha-
vior. In general, this progression moves from the steps of articulation
and description (phase 1), through diagnosis and analysis (phase 2), and
into application, testing and acceptance of "innovative" (changed) beha-
vior (phase 3). These steps were articulated in six linguistic expres-
sions ror submission to respondents.

The phenomenon of the behavioral aspects of intrapersonal infornation
processing is presented in Table 9. Each step (two in each phase) as ex-
pressed in a linguistic statement was ranked by respOndents. There is, of
Qourse, a distribution of response across all of the six steps with emer-
ging clusters in the expected rank order.. Steps 1, 2 and 5, 6 appear to
be more clearly perceived in rank order than do steps 3 and 4. 0.bviously,
there is room for the further exploration of the congruence between a
Linguistic analog and the behavioral one.

Clearly, respondents do use some pattern in approaching a self-initi-
ated learning project, even if they begin by "reading and praying." There
apieurs to be a progression in this intrapersonal development even though

Linguistic expressions or it is difficult to articulate. In any event,
the following expression of reaction from the "other" category of Table 9
may help to elucidate the concomitant linguistic behavior:

Head and pray. I share the word, and trust the Lord for'my
uecisions.

ometimes things are hit and miss. If things don't work right
Cor the first time, you try it again a different way.

I basically find something I like to do -- and do it -- I don't
approach it -- I just do it.

I get the idea, think about it, get all my "junk" needed to-
gether and get to it. An idea may come to me more than once
berore I try it as I always think about things first. TY,en

how and what I'll need arid how long it will take -- if it will
conClict with children's school hours.

None or these. I went to.the store, gut the kit. If I needed
help I atIked my mother (other crafts) -- just get kit and try
it on my own.
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Table 10

Main Places Wbere Respondency ?refer.
To Do Their bwn Learning

liost Nmst Next LeastCategory Important Most Least Important
.

nHome
66.4 21.6 5.0 7.0

On-The-Job Training 37.9 33.3 16.6 12.1

outdoors
16.6 31.1 28.8 23.5

Discussion Group
14.3 32.8 30.3 22.6

classroom
12.5 22.0 33.1 32.5

Library
5.8 28.2 31.0 35.0

Public Events (Lectures, Concerts)

4.0 12.0 35.9 44.1
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I get books, depending on the situation. I mostly study then
. organize and do it. I talk with other people about what ever

it is I, am working on, I like to gab; so gioup-talk helps too.

Respondents do have 4weferences for the location in which they pur-
sue their learning projects, Table 10. It is probably not surprising that
the home is the best preference. It is however worth observing that on-
the-job training als6,has a high degree of preference. One respondent put

: the matter this way in ranking that catggory most important:

f would say on-the-job training with a guaranteed competent in-
__

structor: I hate a learning class interested in how many bodies
are warming their chairs.

Only a small number (43 cases) of respondents (3.7%) mentioned other
categories. These included the church (6 cases), the club or lodge (3
cases and the YMCA and Hospital, each with 1 response. Some of this
additional response could be fitted into the previous categories of Table
9. But the remainder of this open response resembled that of planning °
methods and sources (e.g., magazines, radio, asking questions) rather than
location.

The modality by which respondents prefer to learn was obtained and
displayed in Tasle 11. The modalities are the ways people receive the in-
rormation employed in the thinking process. It is interesting to observe
that "making notes and writing" is almost as seldom used as game playing.

Only 16 individuals were aware enough of other ways to mention items
which resemble the response when asked earlier (Table 7) how they went
:11,out planning a project. There the response ("write-in") was much lar-
ger (14.3%) and more varied. Apparently respondents had some dIfficulty
In distinguishing between planning methods and the modalities by means of
which information is obtained.

Among those who consider themselves to be continuing learners, whe-
ther in formal or self-initiated projects, a variety of sources are used
lo rind out that learning opportunities exist. These sources employed to
.eek leurning experiences of any kind are displayed in Table 1 .

A small number of those responding mentioned some additional sources.
These ranged widely from the supermarket bulletin board or barber-beauti-
cidn to un organization house organ or a hot-line phone. In other words,
the it gives the appearance of a sample of topical headings in a commu-
nity resource ddrectory.

The re:pondents were asked to rank a number of goals for any kind of
learning, each on a scale from entirely unimportant to a value of extreme
importance, Table 13. Some goals are perceived as having more personal
-elevance than others. Those which predominate revolve around the intra-
personal environmer or th person -- satisfaction with one's own intel'lior
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Table 11

Mein Methods by Whisk Seepemdents Prefer
to ipeern

Category best
Second
Bost

&woad
Worst. 'Worse

Seeing or Observing 45.2 42.4 5.1 6.6

Reeding 43.8 25.8 .13.5 16.9

Having A Chance To Telk To Sowe.:
one Asking Questions 33.3 44.0 , 16.2 6.5

Hearing Or Listening 31.1 40.6 14.2 14.0

Practice, Trial end Irror 29.2 23.5 29.5 18.0

Making Notes and Writing 2.1 8.0 400 40,2

Solving Pussies of Playing Some
Canes .1 2.8 35.8 61.2

Table 12

Sources Used To Find Out That Learning
Opportunities Of Any Kind Racist

Bourse Percent

Newspaper 74.0

Word Of Mouth 73.6

Televieioe 65.6

Rodio 44.5

Library Files 24.1

Library Display 21.9

Agency Files 8.3

Labor Uniot. 7.7

Hot Line 4.1
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"house." Grouped next in urder of siglificance are those which eubance
one's interpersonal relations ,either socially or economically. `

A smaller group of rclspondents (32.3%) expressed additional goals of
their own. These statements were distributed across seyeral categories
which haVe been ranked on the distribution of the first goal since only a 0

very few respondents (5,7%) identified'a second and third goal. This list
extends and refiftes those goal categories of the previous distribution
(Table 15):

Category Number of Goals

1 2 3

Suif Knowledge and Satisfaction 16.7 6.8
Broaden Self 9.0 10.2
Make Money 8.0 13.6
Happy Family Life (.7 10.2 14.)
Help ()them 6. 3.4

Get Good Job 6.4 9.5
Happiness, Fun 6.4 '1.5

Develop Skill or Knowledge c.1 6-6.8

Be Better-Christian 4.1 1.7 14.3
Learn Leisure Skill 3.9 1.7 28.6
Keep Active 3.9 3.4
Cv.t Most Frum Life 3.6

Be,Better Person 3;1 5.1

Haise Children Well 2.8 5.1

More Formal EducatiOn 2.6 1.7 14.3
Bette/ Healtn and, Physical Condition -2.3 5.1

Be C)uccessful 2.1 1.7
Pravel-Move. 1.3 1.7

fTect and Approval .5 14.3
Power and Influence .0 1.7

In addition tu goals, the application in areas of reallife of learn-
ing were explored in a number of categories, Table 14. The rank seems to
be comparable to that of the goal:, -- personal satisfaction before the in-
terper,tonal and other areas Of the social environment. There appears to
.be but a modest interest in the equality.of life such as public affairs
or th(-environment.

Ilie response to the "other category" was'so small as scarcely to
con1tut6 N useful sample. Only 20 individuals contributed an additional
appiL'ation and almo,t all sf these could as well have been ranked in the
iirt.viouA categories or Table 1. Apparently thedistinátion, between goals
and applintions io One that is often uifficult for people to make.

keeently (last 5-5 year), there hafs been quite a vocal interest in
nIking academic credit available for the completion of.self-initiated
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Goals For Learning
Zero Standing for
and 10 stands for

Table 13

-- Each Ranked On
something that is
sorthing that is

SELF-PLANNED LEARNING

A Scale 1-10 with
tuthwortant

extregial4 Aportas14.

Category

(10.0
Extremely
Important 'Important

(2-0) ,

Entirely
Unimportant

Increase Knowledge 85.3 15.3 1.2

Meet Responsibility 77.8 11.6 5.3

Complete A Test 75.3 19.7 5.2

Peace Of Mind 70.3 22.7 6.9

Curiosity, Interest 67.4 29.7 15.6

Solve Problems 66.6 25.3 8.1

Improve Job Skills 50.5 17.7 15.6

Meet People 46.0 39.7 14.3

Teach Someone 46.0 39.7 14.3

Educational Credit for A Diploma
Certificate, or Degree 28.6 30,7 40.6

Impress People 15.4 38.3

Table 14

Areas of Life in Which Respondent Use.
Each Ranked on a Scale 1-40, with Zero
somethinvthet is Entirely Unimportant
ing for something Extremely Important

Learning --
Standing for
and 10 stand-

Category

Personal Development

(las)
Extremely
Important

(7-3)

Important

14.6

(2.0
Entirely

Unimportant

2.7

Home and Family 80.1 15.6 4.3 4

Hobbies and Recreation 56.8 35.8 7.6
0

General Educetion 56.9 33,8 9.1
A

Vocational (Job-Related) 49.9 26.9 23.2

Religion 47.3 31.0 21.8

Voluntary Activity 35.3 47.2 17.5

Public Affairs 25.6 48.9 23.5

Agriculture, Technology 22,0 39.4 38.5
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learning projects. Sources or credentiallink are presented in T;gble 15.
In addition, a small number of respondents were:articulate in expressing
"other" ways in which academic credit might be awarded%

It lu interesting to note that no rdspondent felt that self-evalua-
tion is sufficient; apparently an "outside" evaluator is essentiii, in the
perceptions of respondents for awarding credit. In any event, the follow-.
ing examples may be of interest to educati6nal brokers4and others concerned
with the credentialling of adult learning experiences:

It would depend on what I learned and its benefits to other peo-
ple. There should be.some type of evaluatim institute set up;
or if the course is academic Maybe there should be tests set up
at colleges, etc.

IC you can do a job, and do it rightl.I think that there should
be some kind of test that you can take, and if you pass it, you .

should be given a certificate.

Depends on the topic. It's doubtful if my topic would be ac-
cePtable for academic credit. .If I had chosen "writing a book"
perliap it would be justifiable. But I am really not working
for credits -- just to be helpful to others as well'as myself.

. I should he tested by an authority to determine how much,I know
and how well I do.

Any competent sourbe -- a recognized expert -- anyone from pri-
rate.course teacher,to,accreditdd school but only in relation
to students competence and abiltty.

I think you should have an.evaluation and credit for what you
are able to do on your own, like CLEFtests at colleges.

Any teacher yr a professional; someone who could test you, evalu-
ate you and determine whether or not yoki should receive. credit.

Out or the total population sample, there were"283 Aults (18A019)
v.ho were engaged in one or more courses or school-like activities during
tnt previous year. Such learning experiences are characterized by their
al'flllation with an agency or institution, the group nature of the parti-
oipatlon, and the strong role of group leader or teacher,. Evidence of
these liaracteristics appear in the location (Table 16) where such learn-

experiences take place and in the lower mean hours 6f length (approxi-
n.t-ly 40 hours) as compared to the mean of 155.8 hours of self-initiated

pro:lects.

Ohviowly, the lengthy phases oC planning done by one person (the
t.c-icher) In l'ormal Learning have already taken piace by the time partici-
pants enroll and movement through the learning materials expedited by
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Table 15

Source From Whom Academic Credit Should
le Awarded for Self-Initiated Warning

cattle:4y.

Any School, or Non-Specified School

College

Specialistlor Other Qualified Permon

blfat

28.1

23.6

19.6

Government Agency (local, state, national) 8.3
On-Job Training: 5.8
Voc-Tech School 2.8
High School

Seminar, Workshop, Club 2,1

Year College 1,8

Adult amtinued Education 1,2

Other (e.g., "significant" otl.dre) 4.6

100,0

Table 16

Institutional Affiliation or Lacation Where

Anuses or School-Like Activities OcCurred

,cn Lego y
Number of Courses ,

1 2 le

57.7 45.7 45.5

. emlnAr, , Wiu.kstuip, Club 2 5.7 20.2 10.0 1.9

V, , -Th.s.h .4:hou I 1(.6 9.6 11.4 15.9

)(PA'\XII lege 6.0 9.6 12.9 9.1

II -0 ot) D-tini ng
t.), 5 5.3 7.1 4.5

4, chi'. I +J.) 4 ,4 2.9 4. 5

A la, t continuing ElitIontlon 4,1 2 ,b 1,4

2 .9

rt .p,)itti.qtre ( (A'r:le 1,'4

t" l i I " i , .1 hig.I.1

vt.r[Olilt

p pIP'11,

' I .9

1.4

4.3 4. 5

5 6

45,5 64.7

20.0 5.9

6.Y 5.9

16 ,/ 5.9

3.5 5.9

5.5 59

5,9
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concentrated activities. The number,of.such courses ranges up to 6 proj-
ects (Taple 11) ror any une person as compared to an upper range of 18
projects among those conducting self-initiated learning projects. Thus,
the range or subjects covered is about one-third less than those planned
by the learner.

The topics.themselves look like curriculum subjects in Comparing'
them with the more informal coping categories of self-initiated learning
(Table 'L2) as the rollowing examples indicate:

Category Example

Agriculture Agricultural economics, ag-
ronomy, forestry, and
soils

Architecture
Art Art appreciation, design,

photography, drawing,
aculpting and calligraphy

'Biological sciences Botany, ecology, predentistry,
premidiciné, zoology and
pollution-

, plack studicer' Mexican-American studies or
, other ethnic studies

Business Accounting, business adminis-,
, tration, industrial manage-

ment, irarketing, and fi-
nance

Computer and Inrormati.on Programming and aystems analy-
Sciencei; sis

Education Business education, elemen--
tary education, and femi-
nist education'

'11t7,ineering Chemical engineering, civil
engineering, electribal.en-
gineering and mechanical
engineering

Creative writing, speech and
drama, linguistics), litera-
ture

Forein languager, French, German, Italian, Latin,
and Spanish *.

lif:alth-rciated carcers Nursing, medical technology,
and x-ray technology

Home tconomios Diabetics, Child birth classes,
ramily and child develop-
ment, nutrition, and tex-
tiles and clothing

tudies
rnalim Communications, radio and tele-

vision
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Table 17

Number ur Courses or Schoo1-Like Activities Undertaken in Previous Year

Number of Courses
Csteiory 1

l3n3iness 17.3

Vocational - Techni ail .1 5.8

Science, Social 12 A

Home Economics 8.1

Health Related 7 .1

Spur te & Recreation 7.8

Religion & itii losophy 5. 5
,

Ar i
o

4.9

Riu atlon 4.2

Blo logl km I Science. 4 .2

1.111;1i:it, 3.9

,MetilemakAcs
r

,` .1

,10,1rnn 1 i sm 1.8

:ic i ettoe, FtlyslCa 1 1,4

mArAc 1.1

,'A.mputer Science r

2 3 4 5 6

8.1

5.4-

28.4

6.8

6.8

2.7.

,

14.3

6,1

8,2

8.2

6 .1

8.2

'16.1

6.5

16.1

12.9

6 . 5

3.2

21.1

5.3

21.1

5.3

5.3

.. 4.1 6:;1. ...10.5,,

2 ,7 6.1

5.4 .0

,.
5.4 2 .0 10.5 :

9. 5 14 . 3 12 .9
4
10.5

, 5.4 t 2 .0 3.2 5.3
4

l'.4 6.1 3.2

5.4 2 .0 3.2 5-5

4.1 6 . 5

1.4 2.- 3.2
4

3.2 5.5

5.2

10.7

5.8
...

2 3.1

11.6

5.8

1.7

0.5

3.3

6.6-

5.3

9.1

2.5

.8

..

2.5

2 . 5

4.5
1,ang;Aage : .7

1.2igi neer ing , (

Agr 1 ,.ul cure . 4 .8

i, te. .s. ::t mite..s

mcht.r , r) 0 ,..0 1.4

G
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guthematics
Music

Philosophy or religion
Physical science

Social sciences

Vocational or technical

Recreation
Other

Information Utilization

Calculus and statistics
Music appreciation and composi-

tion

Ethics, logic, and theology
Astronomy, biochemistry, chemi-

stry, geology
.Anthropology, economics, gov-

ernmentl, history, politi
cal science, prelaw, psy-
chology, social work, soci-
ology, and urban affairs

Automobile repair, carpentry,
computer programming, draft-
ing, plumbing, stenography,
and television repair

Physical edu'cation'
=11

45

,This study has been developed and conducted within the general
KPDU '(Knowledge Production, Distribution and Utilization) model. All
people are presumed to be involved in the processes of utilIzation at
some level and to soue degree. However, it is no't as widely,known how
and to what extent the processes of informption utilization and acquisi-
tion are related except pospibly in short-term problem salving applica-
tion.;. Since it has only recenItly become evident that self-initiated
learning is common, the effect it has upon info lation retrieval and ap-

' plicaLion and vice versa is open to investigation.

From this viewpoint, learning can be considered as a special case
or the more general model of infornation utilization as indeed education
is of diJtribution. Respondents were asked to indicate and rank the main
ionre:; from which informative data is retrieved as presented in Table 18
(continuing learners) and Table 19 (non-learners).

Rita WNC, obtained about tne recency and duration of the information
:ceiling :Ana utilization processes among the 1501 respondents in the total
popui.ation L.ample. Among respondents who perceive themselves to be con-
tinuing learners, 75.2% had deliberately looked up some information with-

' in the previous 7 days. The amount of tine spent in the retrieval process
vhried, with '6.'/)() of the response limited to one hour or less. In think-

.!beut the information obtained in the last retrieval, 84.5% of the re-
tiondents con rined their deliberations to one hour or less.

This probe was conducted within a sequence of qUestions about the
retriev 11 and utilization of information. These data are reported out in
Table '0 (Recency), Table 21 (Retrieval), and Table 22 (Thinking). Non-
le.irner did not look up information as often and spent less time both iD
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Table 18

Main Sources Respondents 8..k When They Want
To Know Something. or Ott Intormetion On A
Subject -- Continuing Learners.

Zero stands for something that is completely unjmOortant, and 10 stands for

an tstass_ieljamaat source.

Category

Expert Whu WaX Also A Friend OT Relative

Books

Close Friend or Relative

Traval

Newspaper

Paid Export

Ixtrenely
Important

75.2

31.2

58.7

52.5

48.1

48.8

Important

19.5

23.:7

32.8

32.5

40.7.

'33.4

Rntirely
Unimportant

5.3

5.1

8.3

15.0

11.1

17.8

Television 44.2 42.9 12.8

Self-Formed Group of Equals 41.8 45.1 13.2

Individual Instruction or Tutoring 49.2 30:5 20.3

Croup, Class Ore Lecture Series With An

Instructor 43.1 4Q.7 16.2

,

Magazines 39.0 49.4 11.7

Exhibits, Museum, Field Trips 32.3 41.0 26.7

Browsing in Libraries 32.3 41.0 26.7

Radio 27.3 50.0 22.7

Films 27.6 45.8 26.5

Human Relations Training, Role-Playing 26.8 43.0 30.1

Btochutes, Newsletters, Mailings 20.0 51.8 28.2

Fhonorecords and Topa Recordings 16.8 48.8 34.4

correspondence Study 19.3 40.7 40.1
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Table 18

Main Sources ReeponAenta Seek When They Went

To Know Something, Or Get information On A

Subject -- Mon-Learners .

Category

Expert Who Was Also A Friend

Isttemely
Important Important

Intively
Unimportant

Or Relative 65.5 21.4 13.0

Close Friend Or Relative 58.0 28.7 11.3

Telvision 56.5 36,4 7.0

Newspaper 49.6 38.5 12.0,

Books .48.0 37.4 14.7

,

Paid Expert 45.0 27.7 27.4

Radio 35.5. 47.6 17.1

Travel 38.4 33.3 28.2

Magazines 23.5 51.3 25.2

Group, Class or Lecture Series

With An Instructor 28.1 ' 35.7 '36.3

Self-Formed Group Of
24.1 43.2 32.7

Individual Instruction or Tutor-

ing 33.6 22.4 44.1

Exhibits, Museums, Field

Trips
26.2 31.8 42.1

'Films 17.2 40.8 42.1

Browing in Libraries 21.5 29.3 49.3

Correspondence Study 16.8 29.8 53.4

Brochures, Newsletters, Mail-

ings 13.1 38.1 48.8

Human Relations Training, Role-

Playing 13.4 32.6 54.0

Phonoracords end Tape Recordings 11.7 37.0 51.4
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Recency of Lest

Table 210

TIM When Respondent
Some Information

Conttnuing
Population Learner Won-Learner Self-

Looked up

category Sample Response Risponse Ulmer.
(11 1501) (II 1164) (II 317). (m 1142)

One Day 39.8 43.5 23.6 39.9

Two Days' 48.4 52.4 31.0 48.4

Three Days 52.6 56.9 34.5 52.6

Pour Daye 54.6 59.5 35.4 55.2

Five Days 55.7 60.2 35.4 55 i

Six Days 56.4 61.1 35.4 56.9

Seven Days 68.8 73.2 50.7 70.0

Two Weeks 76.4 80.4 59.2 77.7

*Three Weeks 78.1 82.1 60.7 79.1

Fuur Weeks 78.8 82.6 62.0 79.7

Two Months 88.4 91.1. 76.9 89.4

Three Months 90.8 93.5 79.5 92.3

More than
Three Months 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Amount of Time Spent
Looked Up Some Information

category

Tahle 21

During Lest Time Respondent
-- Retrieval

Non-Letrner
Response

(V 317)

Sell-
Learner

(V 1142)

Population
Sample

(N 1501

Continuing
Learner
Response

(II Liu)

Five Minutes 19.3 17.0 30.! 17.0

Ten Minutes 34.0 31.3 47.2 31.8

Fifteln Minutes 45.0
, 42.0 59.9 42.8

Twenty Minutes 51.5 48.8 64.8 49.2

Thirty Minutes 71.0 68.7 82.1 69.5
Forty-Five

Minutes 74.3 72.3 84.0 73.0
one Hour 81,5 86.5 92.9 87.2
One and One-half

Hours 89.5 88.1 94.3 89.2
'Two Hours 95.4 95.0 98.1 95.4
Three Hours 97.3 97.3 98.1

97.4
Four Hours 98.0 97.9 99.1 08.0
More'than
Four Hours 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

c: 4
'
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Table 22

Amount of Time Spent Thinking About Information

49

Obtained on Last Occasion -- Thinking.

Continuing

,

Population Learner
Categery Sample Response

(8 1501) (M 1184)

Non-Learner
Response ,

(N 317)

Self-

Learner
(8 1142)

Five Minutes 29.3 26.8 42.3 26.2

Ten Minutes 41.3 38.9 52.2 30.4

Fifteen Minutes 51.0 48.4 64.7 47.9

Twenty Minutes 55.4 52.9 .67.P 52.4

Forty-Five
Minutes 73.9 0 71.8 84.1 I 71.4

One Hour 86.0 84.5 93.5 83.6

One and Half
Hours 87.2 85.8 93.5 85.0

Two Hours 92.2 91.3 96.5 900

Three Hours 94.8 94.2 98.0 93.6

Four ilours 95.8 95.3 98.5 94.8

More than 4
Hours 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Tahle 23

DEPLIMOIT.'

INDEPENDENT

Recency of

Look-up
(Days)

Time

Retrieval
(Minutes)

Time

Thinking

(Minutes)

Gruues 9nd Under 1d3.6 41.0 46.9

H-141 S,hool 56.5 71.3

Sohool Grad. 14.5 5B.6 60.5

Vt7.1 t ('nm 1 59.1 126.5 135.9

buo!ness 5!'.] 33,4 54.7

rvolv11091 60.2 Y6.2 50.)

me Cillegf. 44.) 62.3

c.,11Pg.ip 38,7

Wori l3.4 44.3

Popla!ItIon (HJ anwic) 59,4
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retrieval and in thinking about the information obtained than the continu-
ing learner The relations of recency., retrieval and thinking to educe-
tion anti. occupation are presented in Table 23 and Table 24 respectively.
Those same relations to sex, ageand income appear in Table 25.

A distinction can be made between the use of information Por limi-
ted or sporadic periods of time and the application of it in continuing
learning projectr. The categories of use of information as ranked by
continuing learner: 1 ;prented in Table 26, and for non-learners in
Table In addition, a small group of respondents wrote in "other"
comments. The::e few responses am extensions of the ranked categories and
appear to indicate that information utilization is applications, and goal-
oriented:

my own information or curiosity; broaden my knodedge into
something practical and useful.

Injoyment of learning something new, the surprise element and
,;e1C-satisfaction of learning.

TransCorm culture (impact on value of others), helping them
live richer lives and achieve enlightenment.

Th library as one community resource center was selected to obtain
data on the Cregaeney of ivle. While.17.1% of the continuing learners say
they use the library-on.a regular basis, this use by the total sample
drps L. 14.0% Nnd to 6.2% for non-learners. .As for oCcasional use, an
adOitional nf continuing learners were included; whereas 26.3%

the totn1 population described themselves as occasional users, and
only ! or the,nonlearners gave comparable responses Conversely,
on!y oC.the (ontinuing kearners.have never used the library as
covTard to a ,,.:14) "never used' by the population up a whole, whereas a

or non-lerner were in this category.

viu. these C.ir.,ures are "self-perceptual" and would need to be
r-:ined in Carther :;tudieo. The-data can be of interest because very few

:tudie.; or library use based on a probability sample are conduc-
!t,: in any rive- or ten-year period. However, despite the "hawthorne"

,,:' a question, only 40.3% of thie American population used
dflrinr the year previous to November 1976 on a regular or
hasi. What seems to be an even more disturbing fact is that

f)k) }nye never ased the library or so infrequently as to
n.:Tond with a "cion' know" or "no answer" (Table

library :,ervice WNt; explored in a simple checklist displayed
cateries are procedurally, or'perhaps behaviorally-

reritammlt, zE; to subject interest or user applications.
0!.,11. in which the ,ategories are ranked would seem to indicate an

'ritICAtion towards librarY u:;e !! non-human resource. Tne small (::.5%)
, ,Jwr" response apparently was provided from N similar orientation, such

followint; examples:
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Tabie 24

e

Recency of 'Time Time
Look-up , Retrieval Thinking

INDEPENDENT (Days) (Minutes) (Minutes)

-N

Student 3.3 56.1 55.6

Private Household Worker 9.7 89.1 147'.5

Sales ,Worker 14.8 '29.3 44.4

Clerical 19.3 39.3 44.4

Professional, Technical 21.8 55.8 53.3

Service Worker 23.2 79.0 1.16,1

Manager, Administrator 34.1 36.5 34,3

Housewife 33.2 39.0 53.6

Craftsman, Foreman 62.6 53.4 55.7

Unemplo.;ed 63.9
v

73.9 50.7

OthPr Blue Collar )0.2 44.5 46.6

Ltibor Pr Q5.9 35..8 49.0

Hetired 99.5 ._.

Transport OpPrator 114.6 25.5 31.8

Farm Worker 117.3 42.5 154.1

Other Operptor 141.7 25,1 39.5
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Table 25

DEPENDENT

INDEPEIDENT

t Female

Male

Po pu ti on ( Bo th)

Recency of4
Look-up
(Days)

33.2

71.5

48.7

Time
Retrieval
(Minutes)

. 42

53.5

46.8

Time

Thinking
(Minutes)

55.8

64,6

59.3

2 1K-21F yearcl ,S.3 57.0' 78,, 1

36.5 41.9 54.9

-44 . 26.5 46.1 53.3

/ 33.6 45.9

7.7 55.0 70.1

(.) d1 r t. 111.0 57.5 56.6

Inucs2 1.-2.;L;

tlrtn 6.1 59.3 46.6

000-4,999 90.2 38.1 46.5

b9., To.3 116.1

*. 1 54.6

lo,ouo-i- 9)9 59.'3 514.4
4

5(.9 40.1 62.1

000 /And ovr .25.9 44.9
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Table 26

Lees of Ynformatiun as Ranked by Respondents
who ars Learners (X 1184)

Category
Most

Important
Next
Most

Next

Least
Least

Important

Make Progress Toward a Goal 60.7 33.6 4.0

Understanding and Diagnose s
anion

44.3 45.4 4.3 5.9

Choose Between Options or Alternative
Ways Of Doing Something 35.4 34.7 16.6 13.4

Clarify s Situation 22.8 51.4 15.3 10.5

Achieve Self-Control 19.6 37.1 26.7 16.6

Plan a Learning Project 18.2 27.0 35.5 19.2

Remove A Barrier
15.8 15.6 41.3 27.4

Just To have Something To Do 9.8 7.5 44.6 38.1

Win ApproVal By Others 1.3 4.3 32.0 62.4

Table 27

Uses of Information As Ranked By Respondents
Who Are Non-Learners (N 317)

Category
Most Next ,Mext Least
Important Most Least Important

lInderstand and piagnose a

iituation 52.5 39.6 5.8 1.2

Make Progress Toward a

Goal 43.9 42.3 7.3 6.5

Clarify A Situation 35.0 51.5 10.7 2.9

choose Between Options or
tse

Alternative Ways Of Doing
Something 31.9 34.7 22.2 11.1

Adlieve Self-Contxol 21.9 2.0 29.2 24.0

Just To Have Something To
Do 21.2 1'4.8 30.7 35.2.

Remove A Barrier 17.0 6.8. 38.6 37.5

Plan A Learning PrO)ect 10.5 15,8 38.2 35.5

Win Approval By Others 1.6 7.5 39.8 51.1

1,
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Table 28.

Regular

Occasional

Never

DK/NA

Category

Look in Card File

Look For Books On
Shelves Myself

Ask A Librarian

Browse In Reference Books
(Enc:clopedia, Handbook.
Manual)

Browse In New finoka Area

linowge In Magazine Area

SELF,-PLANNED LEARNING

REQUENCY QF LIBRARY USE

14.0

26.3

40.3

25.3

34.4

59,7

Table 29. WAYS IN WHICH RESPONDENTS
GO ABOUT USING A LIBRARY

Learner Self
Response Learner
(N 1)42) (N 901)

48.9 44.6

41.2 41.9

39.8 38.9 40.9

Population
Sample
(N 1501)

45.5

40..1 ,

19.0 '

16.7

8.8

17.3 18.0

16.3 16./

7.60 7.9

Table 30. NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
HELD BY RESPONDENTS

Category
Sample Self
Population Learners
(N 1501) (N 901)

Learner
Response

(N 1142)

Non-Learner
Response
(N 317)'

22.4

38.1
0

45.6

10.9

17.0

3.4

Non-Learner
Response
(N 317)

0 38.8 38.0 35.6 52.5

1 66.6 65.6 63.0 80.9

80.5 80.2 77.6 90.8

3 89.0 89.0 0.3 95.0

4 93.2 93.7 92.4 96.4

96.6 96.6 96.0 98.7

6 98.4 98.9 98.1 99.7

7 98.9 99.3 98.6 10.0

Mor more) 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Depends on reason ror going to library; i.e., pleasure, refer-
ence or Cur information -- sometimes I ask a librarian.

'I,do readirw there because itls quiet, more concentration can
be achieved .

tIeud wire or secretary, my wife picks up 4 book if I want it.

55

The organi-Lationa lire of the respondents was explOred:. Organized
grMups my be sources of information and learning; but they are also areas
qf lire where inrormation and learning can be applied. The cumulative
distribution of organizational memberships is presented in Table 30. It
appearL; that the distribution-of.memberships held for continuing learners

hi,ther than for the population as a whole and with pronounced differen-
ce: rrom non-learners. "Over half the non-learners hold no organiational
mer4,erships.

A slightly larger percentage of learners (.7%) were o icers of
orw,anir...ations as contrasted witli'20.5% for the population same. The
numher of hour: per week spent volunteering appears to be comparable arrong
learner and the population sample, Table 21. Approximately 80% of both
ia!rlpies contribute one day or less a week to voluntary activity. The

or kinds of valunteering done appear to have a similar rank order4
in both the population sample and among continuing learners, Table 32.

a
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Table 31 NUMBER OF 8-HOUR DAYS PER WEEK

Category

SPENT IN VOLUNTEERING BY RESPONDENTS

Population Self Learner
Sample Learner Respondent
(N 1501) (N 901) (N 1142)

Non-Learner
Responddnt
(N 317)

Halt Day 64.7 63.6 65.7 53.8

one Day 79.6 77.8 80.2 76.9

Two Days 88.9 d8.2 89.7 84.6

Yhree Days 91.4 90.7 91.7 92.3

Four Days 94.0 93.2 93.9 94.9

One Work Week 96.9 96.2 96.8 97.4

Over Five Days ).00.0 100.0
,

100.0 100.0

Table 32 KINDS.OF VOLUNTEER WORK TO WHICH
RESPONDENTS CNTRIBUTE THEIR TIME

Category

N.

Population
Sample

(N 1501)

Self

Learner
(N 901)

Learner
Respondents
(N 1142)

,.

Nun-Learner
Response
(N 317)

Religioue 17.4 17.5 16.3 33.3
0

Health Related 14.,9 14.9 15.5 2.6

Educataton 12.7 9.9 13.2 7.7

citizenship 8.8 8.9 8.9 5.1

ocial Welfare. 9.3 8.6 8.5 15.4

Recreation 7.6 9,4 8.2 2.6

Fund Raising 7.0 7.6 7.0 7.7

t ivic, Community 5.8 5.7 5.6 5.1

Help Friends and
Relatives 3.9 4.2 3.7 5.1

Political , 3.0 3.1 2.9 0.0

,Justice .9 .8 1,0 55

ified other 8.8 9.4 9.1

r
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FOUR

RESULTS OF'THE ANALYSES

Self-planned learning has already been found to be a prevalent char-
acteristic of Americans of 18 years of age and older. The aggregate of
these responses can be viewed as an estimate of an empirical probability,
to learn. Almost fo,lr-fifth of the respondents (78.97) could identify
one or more formal or self-initiated learning projects dtring the 12
month period previous to November 1976.

Of all the respondents to the'survey (N1501), 76.1% were involved
with one or, more self-planned learning projects. As a result, it is
legitimate to argue that the national likelihood of involvement in self-
initiated learning has a high probability ( over .7). Similarly, it is
appropriate to conclude that formal learning has a probability of about
.2 since 18.9% of the respondents had participated in courses or school-

,like activities.

'Not only is learning prevalent in America but the scope of involve-
ment is considerable. The total number of self-initiated learning pro-,
jects undertaken by individuals ranged from 1 to 18 but with an average ,

of 3.3 projects per person (Table 1). On the other hand, the length of'
time devoted to each project ranged from 1 to 900 houts or more, with an
average of 155.8 hours per project. Actual hours were combined into mul:-
tiptes of semester credit hours for comparative purposed (Table 3). ,

cn page 27 of the previous chapter the various groups of respondents
were shown as subsamples of the Population sample. The essential com-
ponents of this information is presented in a somewhat different array in
order to facilitate the analyses which follow:

v 1 pter, "Finumgs of the Sqrvey"; and those'numbered from AA

Marginal tables, as nuMbered from 1 to 32 appear in the pre-
ious

,

throughW appear in the "Appendix" to this report (pages A6149).
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yes

FL,4 no

FORMAL

yes. no

Thus, the four groups of respondents (population subsamples) identi-
fied 'on the basis of descriptive frequencies include the following:

Yes-Ye.s: Learners who conduct their own learning projects
and participate in courses or school-like activi-
ties (N 241, 16%) who are called combination learn-
ers or Group 1 respondents.

Yes-No: Learners who initiate and conduct their own learning pro-
jects (N901, 60%) are defined for the purposes of the
study as self-initating learners or Group 2 respondents.

No-Yes: Learners who partici pate only in courses or Achool-like
activities (N42, 2.9%) who are described as formal
learners or Group 3.respondents.

No-No: Remainder of the resporidents are considered to be non-
learners (N 317, 21.1%) because they did not participate
in learning activities of any kind during the 12 months
previous to November 1976 or Group. 4 respondents.

The demographics are fairly representative in distribution across
the various cells which can be observed in Tables AA-BC (pages A61-69
of this report). Apparently the sampling procedure employed worked well
in practice despite the economic limitations on call-backs. As sub-
sequent analyses show, many of these demographics can be collapsed into
a smaller set of discrete variaibles such as _sex, age, education, income,
occupation and political interest.

fhus,,learning may be conFideredtobe a "fact of life" and the pre-
valence of self-initiating learning surely occurs for various reasons
and because of certain conditions. Although many patterns may lie be-
hind learning,or be fundamental to it, they are not immediately obvious
from the data frequencies. The reasons and c,mditions have to be in-
vestigated in an analytical manner guided by Lhe initial and somewhat
provisional hypotheses. To assist in this process, numerous statistical
'analyses were undertaken.

0'1'

0
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In overview, a number of sets of statistical routines were planned
and conducted to respond Lo the substantiative and demographic questions
raised by the findings of the survey. These analyses are presented in
considerable detail in the hope that other researchers can followup with
additional studies of self-planned learning. In general, this process
occured in three phases: (1) statistical analysis of response within quest-
ions; (2) statistical analysis between response patterns among such groups
of respondents; (3) "global" consideration of variable.sets presumed to
be'interrelated.

As the various sets of statistical routines were planned and conduct-
ed, correlation coefficients (or point biserial correlations in the case
ot dichotomized variables) were calculated in order to investigate the in-
terrelationships among the variables. Several crosstab contingency anal-
yses yielded differences in response patterns that were greater than could
be accOunted for by chance alone. Unless specifically noted, all differ-
ences claimed were Significant at the .05 level.

All of the steps in each of the several sets of itwolved and exhaust-
ive analytical routines are not reported in detail. As the data from the
actual questionnaires were reduced and organized into a set of descriptive
tables, so also is the statistical detail summarized in the following
sections for ease of perusal. Some of the differences which did occur were
organized into a set of descriptive tables, so also is the statistical de-
tail summarized in the following sections for ease of'perusal. Some of the
differences which did occur were organized into analytical tables in order
Lo highlight the relationships among the variables.

Topics of Interest In Learning

In the survey, respondents were asked to list the various self-plan-.
ned Learning projects which they had undertaken inthe year previous to
November 1976. TheSe topics ranged in number from one to eighteen with'an
average of 3.3 projects per person. After this initial response, the self-
learners weru asked to select one topicoto keep in mind while answering
additional questions about self-planned learning. Each of these topics
were recorded by the interviewer as well as the rrAmber of hours devoted to/
it.

On an ad hoc basis the topics of self-planned study were regrouped in-
i. tri-part scale resembling the learner orientations developed by Fic e

(1903). These were: (1) formal topics similar,to Houle's knowledge
orientation; (2) practical topics similar to problem solving; (3) intra-
self topfts resembling the processes of personal development. The follow-
itw, may he considered as examples of che assignments:

Formal Topics (6.97)

i'ormal Learning English
History Language
Mathematics. Science
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Practical Topics (75.9%)

Business
Clerical
'Driving
Health/Beauty
Home Repairs
Job Related
medical
Techniques
Volunteer/Civic

SELF-:PLANNED LEARNING

Child Care
Hobbies/ Crafts
Gardening
Homemaking
Job Search
Mechanics
Sports/Games
Traver
Education

Intraself Topics (17.27)

Sensory Awareness
Religion .

Psychology
Philosophy
Music

Sociology

Relationships
Politics
Nature
Art

Employing these three major topic sets, a number of statistical rou-
tines were eMployed to study the relation,of these topics with a number
of variables assumed to be associated with information utilization and
learning behavior. Crosstabulations were made between these three topics
and several other variables. Some of the significant ones are shown in
the following discussion along with the chi-square calculation for each
contingency table. 6

The topic-oriented groups were fairly equally diStributed in response
to recency of an information retrieval as well as in time spent in both
looking up information and in thinking about it. While some variations
did exist, they were not significant. Thus, the distribution of response
on the marginals (Tables 20, 21, 22) could be taken as representative of
these topic-oriented groups.

Readiog as a preferred mode of learning has been selected as an ex-
ample uf the analytical processes being employed and as a patterned re-
lationship with the three topic sets within which respondents learned.
From Table 11, it was previously noted that respondents were asked to rank
reading along with.six other modes as methods by means of which respond-
ents prefer to learn. In Table 33, "Reading as a Modality of Learning,"
it can be pbserved that reading is ranked highest by those who undertook
lo lehrn fo rmal learning topics as defined by this analysis. This mode .

of learning was preferred in second rank by those who selected the intra-
self type of topic, and was ranked lowest by those with more practical
inLerests.

The library as a place to learn may serve as a second example of a
pottern in relationship to the tri-part topical inalysis. Despite its
presumed visibility as a community resource center few people actually do
use'it. in the accoranying contingency table (Table 34), the essential

0
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, Table ,55

Reading as a Modality or Learning hanked by
Respondents Who Learned Certain Topic Sets --

Contingency rpable Significant at .05 Level

61

Worst and
second Wor:It Did Not RanK

Best and
Second Best

P

Form ;

.

a

7

.

..09

, .

PP

.28

49

.,.

.

.63 .

78

E'rict.,1(:t L
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.
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.42
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.38
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Itart:..e 1 t
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.40
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.45
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,
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Table 91

Lihrtry a! N Place to Learn Banked by Respondents
Who Leirned Certain TopiC Sets -- Contingency

.Table Significant at .05 Level

Wovst and
:lecond Worst Did Not Bank

Best and
Second Best

Formai

,

lb
,

.,21

40

.51

22
.

.28
78

IT.wtica!
I '

.

iY

.,).'i

.

492

.59

110

.13
839

,

Int:e1.1
51

.

t

115

..60

25

. .13

191

.

5o4 647 1.57,
.

110 8

x- = 14.1, d.f. = 4

C.
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pattern of the relationship to the three topic sets can be noted. Those

respondents with formal learning topics selected the library as "best"
or "second best" to a significantly greater degree than those with prac-
tical or intraself topics. Of course, the total number of reapondents
ranking it high is small in comparison to those who ignored the library
or ranked it "worst" or "second worst."

A number of other interesting patterns were observed in addition to
the examples given above. All of the following conditions are significant
at the .05.1evel:

Among places to learn (Table 10), the library and the classroom
are ranked highest by the formal learner; whereas the intraself
Learner prefers the outdoors and discussion'groups; and the
prac:tical learner ranked on-the-job as highest.

Among the ways to learn (Table 11), reading and seeing were ranked
highest by the formal learners; while practice was preferred by the
individual with practical interests. Other modalities were not
significantly different among topic sets.

Formal topic set respondents use the library most often (Table 28),
prefer to browse in reference books when using that information
center (Table 29), and employ a group planner in developing their
learning projects (Table 8).

Among other sources of information (Table 18), the intraself topic
set prefer close friends; while magazines received a slight pre-
ference among those with a practical interest. The remaining sources
of information as well as the nine uses of information (Table 27)
were not preferred with any significant differences.

Among the nine ways to discover learning opportunities (Table 12)
and the eleven goals for learning (Table 13) there were no signifi-
cant differences among the topic sets.

Respondents with a practical topic set ranked "home and family" high-
est as a use to which learning is applied (Table 14); while the
intraself topic set ranked vocational use lowest and voluntary
aclivity highest.

Significant differences were not found to exist among respondents in:
(l) the three topic sets and the reasons for selecting self-planned learn-
ings (Table 4); (2) the degree of liking for intellectual figures (Table
AY); or the steps with which information is considered (thinking -- Table 9).
It should not be concluded that these nonsignificant patterns are to be
ignored. lt merely means' that these variables were not correlated with
type of topic. However, these facts may of themselves be of considerable
interest to the study being conducted.
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IL also seemg of interest to note that no significant differences

were obtained among respondents in: (1) the amount of learning gained

(Table 6); (2) enthusiasm for the learning (Table 5); or (3) benefits to

others (Table 7) of the one project selected for more of an indepth re-

view aL the'beginning of the interview. In addition, no differences were

obtained as to whether academic credit should be received for informal

learning or whether respondents engaged in courses and school-like activi-

ties.

The three types of interestgroups were analyzed in relation to the

hours on the learning project. The distribution of the number of hours

for each of the three topic groups is shown in Table 35. The average

number of hours spent by each topic group is shown at the bottom of the

table. While this table shows the percentage of each group spending vari-

.
ous number of hours on the topic, the raw data were analyzed by ANOVA and

the difference among the means was significant.

The grand mean based on thesestatiStical analyses of all respondents

who planned self-initiated learning projects is 154.3 hours. This differs

by 1.5 points from the 155.8 mean hours reported earlier on the basis of

the marginals. But it should be remembered that the latter mean provision-

ally took into account a cut-off point of 7 hours minimum for a learning

project. In any event, the much higher mean number of hours for a learn-

ing project among the intraself group in contrast to the much lower mean

hoursfor the practical group is a significant finding of considerable in-

terest.

The differences among the three topic groups as to the active status

of the one learning project originally selected for consideration in the

interview were significant. The intraself group learners were mogtly

active at the time of the interview, followed in turn by.the formal and

then the practical learners. As related to (1) information gained,

(2) enthusiasm about the knowledge gained, and the (3) extent to which

that knowledge benefitted others, there were no.significant differences

among the three topie-oriented groups of learners.

The three topic.groups were equally distributed (approximately 10%)

in replying that academic credit shbuld be available for self-learning

projects. A similar pattern was observed in regard to whether any formal

teariung had been conducted in the previous year. The proportion across

the three groups was'approximately 60% no and 40% yes.

lhere were no significantdifferences among the three topic groups in

the distribution of admiration or lack of it for politically interesting

pcopl(!, the intellectually curious, those who appreciate fine arts, or the

--scholarly interested persons. The three groups were also more or less

equally distributed with respect to: (1) number of organizational mem-

bcrships, (2) leadership as defined by'officering, and (3) whether they

had volunteered in the previous year.
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Hours (Credit Hour Equivalents)
Spent, on Se lti-Learning .Topic (% shown)

65

Hours Formal Practical Intraself

1-6 7.4 14.8 3.8, ,

,

7-20 17.7 17.1 19.5

0

21-35 8,8 10.3 8.4
4

36-50

51-100

101-150

151 and over

Mwin

Si

41,

2491 13.2 11.2

10.4 17.2 12.9

8.8 5.0 ' 6.7

22.8 22.4
'

6 ( hour S) .138.6, (hours)

The respqnse to length of-time devot,ed to

learning-,projects ranged from 1 hour to
900 houi-s and over.

0

r

5.

k

P

37.5

216.8 (hours)
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s

Although there was a significant difference in the hours spent per

week in volunteering, the magnitude of tho difference was small. Ob-

viously, from Table 36, practical'interested people spent a great deal
less time volunteering than do the ii4raself and formal interest learners.
However, in terms of kinds of volunteer work, there wbs d'much more equal

distribution.

Similar analyses were conducted using other variables presumed to

have an effect on these three topie-oriented groups. All of the demo-
graphics and the:socioculiurals were entered into these analyses. Of

all these variables only the following were significant at the .05 level:
sex, education, self-TerceiVed social class, occupation, degree of poll-

,

tical interest, and income.

In planning learning.projects there was no significant difference
among thl three learningtopic groups in employing the self-planner.mode.
This was trut as well in employiong both the non-human resource and in
using ano,t,i'vr human planner in a one4to-one mode. The intraself group ap-
parently relies more ileayily on the group planner'than do the other two

. topic-oriented groups.

Planning and Deveroznent

In the dynamics of individual development,the planning of a learning
project is assumed to gro,w out of and exLend'the episodic behavior of a

span of attention, lf the external imperatives are sAong enough, the,in-
dividual tends to link these together into the sequential activity of sev-
eral related episodes which defines a learning project.

It is ptesumed tbat those who do link episodes together in the sequen-
tial activities of a learning project(s) differ in many ways froni those
who do not, or who only participate in courses ot other school-like activi-
ties. These many differences were explored'among respondents in various
questions dealing with sources of information, goals and uses for learning,
imcterns and time spent in "thinking" processes as well as the socio-
culturals of intellectualism, religiosity and organizational membership
plus a number of demographic variables.

The resPondents to the survey were asked to indicate the methods by
means of which they went out about planning the day-to-day activities of
a learning projecto The raw survey response appears in Table 8 which in-.
dicates-that four major.planning methods were identified: (1) self as

planner; (2) non-human planner; (3) another person as planner; or

(4) group as planner.

A lu order to identify the actual differences among respondents, a
cross tabluation Of the joint response patterns over the four methods was
cojiducted (Table 37). Fromthese data the following observations are
.evident:
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!flu in Vol LID Lee Wurk
. oriented (;ro (% 'shown)
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67.

I.

Formal Pract1ca1 Intraself

Half day *58.1 66,1 .59.1

co

One.day 9.6 17.2 6.0

`fwo days- s97 8.7 10.8

Three days .0 2.1 2.4
4

i
Four days 2.4 1.4 6.04

Onf; weir4k week' .0 1.9. 7.2

, Over 5 days 20.2 2.f 10.5

atA,
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11)

(Tabl6 i!Imployed by Lle1V-Learners

in Linkini,, 410,ie or Leirning Behavior (C!To:;s Tabulation Analysis)

remora.

YR; NO

.,

.4)un'e

no

It
P

14-5'';)

;1 (J)

100%
N

groi4

yes no

5% 50%
(_.5)11.P ( t1)

.

100%
N

.uu-r

A

nt 64,

100%
N 501

ifyoup

ye:1 no

56%
,t3( (0

10011
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Of those4who use a self-planner (method No. 1), two-thirds of
these individuals "go it alone," not employing any other method
of planning.

Of these whp use a non-human planner (method No. 2), fifty
percent of these individuals do NOT employ methods No. 3
or No. 4.

,Of chose who do NOT use a non-human planner (method No. 2),
the previous pattern is reversed (i.e., they use a self-
planner).

Of thoSe who do NOT use either a self-planner (method No. 1)
or a non-human planner (method No. 2), then more than fifty
percent of these individuals use another person planner (method
No. 3).

OnLy 270 (23.67,) of the 1142 self-planning learners among the
respondeAts employ the group (Method No. 4) for assistance at
some pointin planning a learning project(s).

These methods employed by the individual in linking episodes together
are of parallel if not v:eater importance than the lifecycle of a self-
planned learning project. However, these patterns by means of which pro-
jects are planned remain one of the as-yet unexplored areas (f. self-initia-
ted Learning. In fact, as further analysis shows, the 1.ast three (non-,
human, another person, the group) of the four planning modes are multiply
correlated with the first (self-planner).

In Table 37, it can be noted that all four of the planning variables
are interrelatel. This interelationship holds true when the multiple cor-
relation of the fou r are examined with reference to subsamples Yea-Yes
(combinatiol learners) and Yes-No (self-initating learners). In Table 38,
self-planner is held dependent .for the other multiple correlations which'
exist in Table 37.

This analysis is carried one step further by breaking the elements of
the table down into subsample groups Yes-Yes and Yes-No as is shown in
Table 39. A similar analysis was performed by collapsing the data on,the
variable: rroup as planner. This set a. outines is not shown in a table,
but the chi-sqoareof significance was 3u.o with 7 degrees of freedom.

Thus, using all four planning variables the X
2

testing no multiple
correlat ion with the self-planner was 58.5 with 16 degrees of freedom.
When the variable using the group planner was dependent, the X decreases
by almost 507. to 30.6 with 7 degrees of freedom. This reduction is a
measure of the importance of the group as planning variable for predicting
membership in the other subsample learning groups.,
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TN ble

:1e 1 7 tnne r Dependent, Other

Pl./inning Variuh1es Independent

,

1f -Planner

No

21 56

# .
39

1,........,

9) 134

.".
15 14 27

---_-

(1 128 199

1.,f) 49 62
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.
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.
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Table 39

71

Self au Planner Compared with
Learner Subsamples

1 t' timer, : Yes

Sit bsa mp1.e

Y; -Yes
4

:2;ubs Li mple

Yes -No

J7C"
.)

10 29

11 15

1

II.
71

b
.

.

1.5

50

1.1 19 -:50

_,

1A1

(9 585 . it6p

Self -Planner : No

.,

Subsample
Yes -Yes

Subsample
Yes -No

1 9 12 21

2, 26 69 95

3 6 8 14

37 91 128

5 13 36. 49

6 59 198 237

1 d3 62

8
,

9 42 51

162 518 68o

d.f. 16
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A clear demarcation seems to-exist in the minds of self-planned
learners between group processes and individual or at most one-to-one
processes. Apparently, the group is avoided perhaps because it reminds
the individual of the classroom and the clfildhood learning of topics of
little relevance to adult life.

Self-planned learning seems to be a pattern of learning behavior
which is largely undertaken by the individual. Much lf any reliance upon
a teacher and a class or group is displaced by one's own effort (planning
method No. 1) or by those planning methods (No. 2 and No. 3) over which
one can exert personal and immediate influence. The need to talk out one's
thoughts is met on a one-Co-one basis and not by group sessions.

Processes of Learning

On the basis of survey returns, respondents were grouped into four
patterns on the basis of their approach to self-planned learning, course-
like activities or none at all. Over three-quarters (76.1%) of the re-
spondents had planned one or more learning projects during the year pre-
viouscio November 1976. For the purposes of the analyses these respondents
were considered in WO groups:

a

Group 1: 'Learners who conduct their own learning projects. and
participate-in courses or school-like activities
(N 241, 16%) who are called combination learnerS
(Yes-Yes).

Group Le4rners who initiate and conduct their own learning pro-
jects (N 901, 60%) are defined for the purposes of the
study as self-initiating learners. -(Yes-No).

[he locations where respondents prefer to learn are.displayed in
Table 40. Respondents,in two of the population subsamples (Groups 1 and 2)

had.some significant differences with.respect to the main locLtions they
prefer to do ,their own learning. The home was ranked most important by
both groups With public events in second place. However there were con-
siderable differences in ranking among the remaining locations. Discus-
sion group and classroom were ranked worst.

The relsons which people give for undertaking learning projects on
their own were initially displayed In frequency Table 4. The first four'
reasons given are presumed to be an integral component of the self-initiat-
ing learning process. Reasons 5 and 6 are somewhat peripheral to that
process even though associated with it. The last four reasons,had con-
stitted the traditional assumptions as to why people do not enroll in tile
institutiunal adult education programs (Table 41). From this Table 41,
it may'he noLed that almost 507 of Group 1 endorse reasons 1-4; while Group
2 haS only about 257, of its respondents endorsing (le same reasons.
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t,

LocaLion Where Respondents

73

Prefor to Learn

Home,
Public
Events Other

Group 1 99 51 . 85 235
42.1 21.7 36.2

,roup 2 480 169 232 881

arbrow
Tota)s 579 220 317 1116

Al are signinirant)

0

a

0.
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41.

Reasons Why People Learn
on their Own

Reasons 1-4 Reasons 5-6 Reasons 7-10

Group 1 97 64 63 224
43.3 28.5 18.2

Groun 2 243 293 291 827
28.1 35.4 36.5

Totals
14() 357 354 1051

v2
A 1_1).0, (1. t'.

(Differences are significant)
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Table 42 indicates the main methods by Ileans of which self-planned
learners prefer to learn which were previously listed in the descriptive
Table H. On the basis-of a nonsignificant chi-square, there were no
dlffereoces in percentages choosing these methods. In Table 42, the
methods by means of which respondents prefer to learn are ranked on the
raw response of the two 'groups. These ranks are essentially similar in
both groups.

The response to questions dealing witb the goals of learning as well
as the uses for learning were first presented in Tables 13 and
14 respectively. Among those questions dealing with goals and uses of
learning, one-way analyses of variance were performed separately for each
word or phrase in the three areas. Tables 43 and 44 indicattie whether there
were significant differences (at .05 level) among the four means of the
population subsamples. In these tables, the obtained significant mean
differences are displayed for che specified group conCrasts.

In their perceived goala for learning, there are some significant dif-
ferences among the four population subsamples. These variables included:
improving job skills, increasing knowledge, teaching someone, and education-
al crediC (Table 43). There were little.or no significant differences
among the four population subsamples in the rating of the several other
goals for iearning.

Among the uses of learning, there were some significant differences
(Table 44) in the rating of personal, development, vocational activity,
public affairs, hobbies, agriculture and gefieral education. For example,
Group l's mean importance rating of vocational.activity is 1.85 points
,larger than Group 2's. On the same use of learning Group 1 is 1.42 points
higher than Groups 2 and 3 combined. However, the conclusions drawn Irom
the descriptive data about uses for learning would seem to include the
principal areas of concern for which learning activities are undertaken.

The relationships were,examined among the responses to the question on
intellectualism (Table AY) for those respondents who were engaged in self-.
learning activities. In these analyses, contingency tables,relating each
intellectualism response set to the six steps in 'thinking about information
as shown in Table 9 were constructed: However, in'these analyses no sig-
uificant relationships were found.

Response on the intellectualism question set was examined in relation
to the subsample groups who had or had not been involved in learning activi-
ties. The percentage oi each group answering "always admire" to the varia-
ble, "Admiring people interested in international, national, and local
affairs," was lowest for subsample Group 1 and increasing over Groups 2 and
3 Lo a high for Group 4.

These percentages are shown in Tables 45 except that Groups 1 and 2 as
well'as Groups 3 and 4 have been combined. This was done because there was
little difference between the components of each combination. The large
magnitude of difference in admiration for politically interested people
were significant at the .05 level.
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Table 42'

Methods by Which Respondent*
Prefer te UNIX%

Rawlins, and

Questions/Talk

3..41a:serving,
Notes ting

Praotiee4:1:1
Tussles

Hearinetistening

Group 1 Group 2

117 . 457

78 279

33 130

5 9
1 0

X2 was non-significant

Table 43'

GOals for Learning -- loch Bated by Respondents

(Table 1)) AnalytJd on Basis of Pour Patternt of
Learning Behavior (One-Way Awards of Variance,
Significance at .05 level).

Group 2 Gioup / Group 1
Groupe vs. VS, VS.

Categories Different? Group 3, 21.121211J12-2 Group 2

Improve Job Skills Yee Yes Yee Yea
-1.54

.66 1.43

Inerease Knowledge Yes Yee No Yee
.55 .27

Meet People No -- .. ..

Curiosity, Xnterest N ... v --
..

Oesce of Mind Yea No Nc Yee
-.42

Teach Someone Yes No Yes . Yes
1.01 .47

Impress teople No -- --

Oducntionel Credit Yee Yea Yes Yea
-2.1 ' 1.11 2.17

3olve.Problems No

omplete a Task No -- ..

Meet Responsibility No . ...

fi('sulte of ANOVA's on importance rating (scaled 0-10) for each
goal fur learning). Tabled "ves" if significant difference
1:05 level) between meane (obtained differences shown, "no" if
non significant.

(),)

NO 41.
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Table 44

Uses for Learning -- Each Rated by
Respondents (Table 14) and Analyzed on Basis

of Four Patterns of Learning Behavior (One-Way
Analysis of Variance, Significance at .05 Level)

Group 2 Group 1 Group 1

Groupe ve. VP. VP.

Qategories Different!, Group 3 91aelki, Group 2

Personal Development Yet No Yee Yes

.53 .37

Vocational Activity ,Yea No Yee Yes

1.42 1.85

Public Affairs Yes No Yea Yes

1.17 .99

Voluntary Activity No .... .... ....

b

Hobbies/Recreation Yes Yes No No

1.3

Home & Family No

Religion No,

- -

Agriculture/Technology Yes Yea Yea Yes

1.17 1.25 .67

General Education . Yes No Yes Yes

.9 .99

Results of ANOVA's on importance rating (scaled 0-10) for each

(uses for learning). Tables "yes" if significant difference
(.05 level) between means (obtained differences shown, "no" if

non significant.

Yen

Groupe
1 and 2

L.0
No

- Groups
3 and 4

Table 45

Admiration for People Interested
in Political Affairs

Dislike/
Depends

Always
Admire

.51

562

.49

546

1108

.37

119

.63

206

681

0

2 20 05

,

752

Obtained Frequency and Conditional (Row) Percent

325

1433
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On the variable articulating admiration for those with an "active
interPA in ail things scholarly", a riscombination occured..-The per-.
centare of Grouns 1 and 3 together was different than the percentage
'an;wPring,"always admire" for Groups 2'and'4. On the other two vari-
'ables in the question about intellectualism, there were,no signific-
ant. differences among the various pairs of combination..

In general, it would appear from these.analyses that tAose respondept§with greater Involvement in continuing learninipare less likely, to adrifire)
.unoritioally those with already established'attainMents.. Conversel,
gthose with less involvement in learning'activities are either'less critical
in their admiration or were attempting 'to ingratiate themselves with theOnterviewers.

. Free or not of the stereotypes which cloud thinking; the learner links
episodes of time into a'sequential learning p*oject. These episodes of
thinking or spans of attention may range with an average of 30-40 min-4utes. Thinking is presufiled tO.oecur in a number bf-six steps which Were .

listed in Table 9 in the previous chapter.

The percentage of subjects ranking/each of the six steps first was
compired with the responses on most of the other variables in the study.
Si'gnificantdifferences were obtained on only the following vaxiables:
group or human plannet (Table 8), enthuGiasum for project learnings crabk,e,
5), educational,credit (Table,15), reading as,a method of learning (Table
1 1 ) .

Contingency tables were constructed and further grouped to combine
steps 1 ana 5 together and steps 2%3:4 and 6. Steps'l and 5 are those
reflecting "talking" as a mode of information processing. The percentage
ot respondents choosing 1 and 5 first were different from the percentages
choosing the others. However, the differences within steps 1 and'5, or
2.3,4,6 were small.

Information Sources'and Utilization

.The sources from which information is retrieved are often considered
of major importance in the KPD11 model of which librarianship .is'a part.
A factor ayalvsis routine was conducted among the 19 sources exhibited in
Table 18. Three factors were .identified; butOt was found that practically
all oi the variables were loading on the first factor.accounting for 65.3%of the variance. Therefore it was not considered advisable.to different-
iate 041Lin the sources much less group these sources of information ipto,
mutually exclusive classeo.

An ajwwri/sis of-variance was conducted employing .the four.subsamples of
the total survey response. An eleven point scalm waslpsed byespondents.
These analyses are presented in Table 46; atid it appe'ars) that these sources
trom which information is rettiEved'are employed in signifricantly differ-
ent ways by each of the four populdtion subsamples. Such diversity among
intormation sources has seldom been taken into the 'consideration it de-
servesvithin the KPDU mo4e1 of knowledge production dlissemination, and
utilization.

% sit
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Ttibie 14.)

aourese 'pi' Information -- Moak. Ratod by Rospondeots
(Ibble 18) and Ana1yrod on Oasis of lbw POtterna of
LearningIehavion (Ono-Mny Aookysis of Varlosoa,
F-riaman mported, itiopifieamt at .0, Lima)

1

°tongs 1, 2 t 3 Orono 2 oroup 1
,

_
. Ovoupo vs. vs vs.

QataLoriss, RAMEga ...1.11MMO.:...

Close Friends/Relatives Yee No No No

Expert/Friend Yes Yee No No
2.1

..

Paid Expert YEW Yes no
2.8

No YesBooks Yes Yee
4.5 2.0

Group/Class Yee Tee Yes

7.1 -1.2 le.:

Self-Mrs/A Group Yer Yes Mo Yes
lw.6 1.9

Magazines Yes Tos Yes Yes
2.9, 1.3 1.8

Tapes/Mono:4=rd. Yes Voo No Yes

3.3 1.5

Radio Yes Yes No Mo
Q.7

Films Yes

Newspaper No

Television Yes Yes s No
41.8

Exhibits Yes Yes No
4.8

TUtors Yes Yee
6.1

Correspondence Yes Yes No No
2.7

Nhilligs/Brochures Yee Yee No No
4.4

Huron Relations As . Yes
5.4

Yes Yes
3.4

01, OP WOO

No Yes

2.1 '

No Yee
1.5

Library Browsing Yes, Yee No Yes
4.9 2.9

Travel Yee Yes No Yes

3.5 1.7

p.

79

f
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!rom thils Table 4, it can be seen for example that'non-tearners
,(UroAp 4) rank radio and television almost 3 scale points more import-
ant than all learners combined (Group 1, 2 & 3). On the other hand,
learners think that organized groups and claks are 7 scale points more
ImpoTtant than non-learners. In the.same contrast, tutors (one-to-one
human'rvohrce) were 6.pdints higher; exhibits almost 5 points com-
Paripg,similarly with 'Adman relations training and library browsing.

:Other sigificant differences are smaller it) scale points such as
.books,.selfrformed groups, mailings/brochures,,travel, phohorecordings,,
thagazpes, etc. It ii however, surPrising that no significant differende
existed in the cdntrast being noted between learners ahd'non-learners over

. the newspaper a& a source of information.

TI;a2 discovery of ledrning opportunities *ere rateCby the respondent
in the twodgroups of self-planned learners: Group 1 (Yes-Yes). Group 2,
(Yes-No), In a second phaSe comprehensive analysis, each of these ten o

portunity-sources'*ere compared with all of the demographic variables i
the study, 'clie sigifificant results (at the .05 level) of the chi-square
summarized in the following statements:

0 Newspaper is associated with race,.education and income.

Word=oi-Mouth dnd Radio are associated with race.

Television fs associated with sex, marital status,. occupation
role in the household. ,

I.

Library Files are assocated with age, occupation: household
having children and where lived as a child.

Commercinl Display is associated with sex, educational lev
household role.

Li6r,ary Displayiis associated with edtication, age and, oc

4cncy Files are associated with education, age, occupa
househod role.

A

Labor union is associated with sex, occupation, and S
class.

Hot Line is associated with educationand number of
has moved .

oi the many demographic variables, only a few are
ly to the sources for discovering learning oppokuniti
therefore, is that the det,lgraph cs as a whole are no
predicting sources of learning op ortunities.

and

role,

el, age,

cupation.

tion and

elf-perceived

times which one

5,

13-

related -si cant-
es. The cdpJèion ;--

t of great Value in

.T
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One of the presumed majpr locales for the use of information is the
organizational life.of the community. The frequency distributions for
respondents who during the previous year were officers of organizations
and who had volunteered during the same time period were displayed in
Table AR and AS (Page A66). Cross tabulations were made of each of these
r,esponse patterns among the four groups of the population subsamples with
results significant at the ..05 level.

From Table 47:it can be seen that both items (officering and volun-
teering) had a decreasing percent participating from GroUp 1 down through
Groups 2, 3 and 4. Obviously those people who can find the tithe for vol-
unteering and for officering organizations can also find the time for
learning activities. It may also be the case that such involvement in com-
munity,affairs requires of the individual to keep up-to-dat6 and interest-
ed in a greater range of knowledge than the uninvolved.

The respondents in two of the population subsampie grbups (1 and 2)
,were significantly different in the ratings they assigned to many of the
uses of information (Table 48). They were largely in agreement that in-
formation can be employed to clarify a situation and achieve self-contkol.
Beyond those two uses there was little.agreement except that the making

of progress towards a goal was third in importance. From a tabulation em-
ploying "worst" ratings, which was significant, both groups weieplargely
in agreement on only "to win approval by others," but were different on the
remainder.

The survey response to the uses of information was previouily ranked
by learners and nonlearners in Tables 26 ane 27 respectively. These varia-
bles were submitted to crosstab correlations with each of tho other varia-
bles in the study. The independent variables which were of significance
(.05 level) included the following: degree of political interest,,occupa-
tion, age, martial status, educational level, number times moved, sex,,
organizational membership and officering, voluntary activity, use of li-
brary, formal courses, enthusiasm and informafion gained in the one select-
ed learning project.

The variables as coMponents of the uses of information were submitted
to further analyses. These subsequent analyses were performed on the last
place and first place "votes" of the four groups of the population sub-
samples. The response for the individuals in Group 1 (combination learn-
ers) was compIL:ed for.least and second least place. This calculation

generated a total of 463 votes which were distributed across the 9 possible
responses.

Similar computations were made for Group 2 and 4. Group 3 was omitted
from the analysis because it contained only 42 cases. Table-49 displays
these computations. There is almost perfect agreement among the three
groups over the ler.st and second least choices. Thus the three groupfend
to agree across the 9 components of use as to what is.least importent.
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Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 1

Group 2

Table 47

Organizati.onal and Voluriteer Involvement
, During the Previous Year

Officer of Volunteer
Organi,zation i'tctivtty

41.6 53.8

33.7. 43.4

33.3 31.0

25.7

(Significant at .05 level)

Table 48

Uses of Information

Clarify Situation Goal
/Self-Control. Progress Other

13..2

157 27 52
66.5 11.4 22.1

497 83 299
56.5 9.4 34.1

, 236

879

Totals 654 110 351

0
- 3

1115



Table 49

Uses for Information Ranked Least and Second Least,Important (Table 26)
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11
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14
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Numerical Display

31 , 36

128 138

52 59

45

221

69

153

457'

121

161

585

174

Group 1

Group 2

Group 4

411111=1111 =11.1.

Ranked Display

9 8 6 7 5 4 3 2 -1 Group 1

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 . 1 Group 2

7 9 8 6 5 4 3 c 2 1 Group 4
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Similarcalculations were made for these same three groups among
their votes for most important and second most important. There was a
gad agreement among the groups oVer first and second choices for im-
portance. Essentially the ranking of the components was the inverse of
the ordinal display of least important. ,

Of greater interest are the characteristics of those individuals who
ranked items of high importance when the groups as a whole ranked them
of least importance. Conversely there were a number cf respondents who
ranked low what the grOups as a whole ranked of most importance. For the
purpose of further analysis, the following subgroups were indentified:
(1) respondents who voted with the group ("normal," 75.17); (2) re-
spondents who voted high what group voted low (positive deviants, 14.9%),
(3) the converse of t4e previous subgroup (negative deviants, 6.7%);
(4) those whowere both positively low and negatively high(double de-
viants 3.4%).

The data for subgroups 2 and 3 were collapsed without significant
loss of information. This resulted in 3 subgroups of. "normal" respond-
ents, single deviants (whether positive or negative), and double deviants.
With these three derived subgroups, it was possible to examine (in cross-
tab corre/ation matrices) various questions which were presumed to be re-
lated to learning. In general, the scale of deviation based on the uses
of information is negatively correlated with various aspects of learning
which were considered. In other words, deviants from the group norm are
not much interested in learning activities of almost any kind.

Comparisons between the 3 subgroups and several demographic, socio-
cultural and presumed learning variables were made. Many of analyses
were unproductivD but those upon which the following list of observations
is based were significant at the .05 level. The greater the deviation
from the group norm in use of information, the greater the expectation
that. the following conditions will occur:

Earn a low income and have a low educational level with 50% having
less than a high school education.

Plans learning projects with the aid of a 11bn-human planner and
definately avoids the group planner '(Table 8).

Credit (academic) for self-planned learning is not important, nor
is the working forA degree a desirable learning goal (Table 15).

Goal expectations for learning are low which include job'skifis,
teaching others, solving problems, completing a task or meeting

. responsibility (Table 13).

Use expectations for learning are low which include vocational,
public affairs or.general education. However, hobbies received
a high rank as a useful application of learning (Table 14).
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Classroom is the worst place, while the outdoors is the best
place within which to conduct learning (Table 10).

Sources of information were all ranked low except radio even
though there was a considerable variation in response (Table
18).

Information is not retrieved very frequently (Table 20), the
library is almost never used (Table 28), and neither newspapers
nor library files (Table 12) are employed to find out about
learning opportunities.

Organizational leadership positions (Table AR) ore seldom if ever
held and interest in political affairs (Table AU) is low.

The definition of a deviant from the group norm as a function of the
ranking of information use has served a useful purpose in further analy-
ses. Since people generally confuse goals with use, this profile of de-
viance derived from the application of the uses of information appears,
to have been appropriate. Certainly the deviant, so defined, holds some
interesting views and characteristics. The double deviant ranks job
skills low as a learning goal even though such a person has in general
a low educational level.

85

Having less of an educational level than."normal" persons, the de-
viant apparently has not learnedito play the social game as effectively
ag others. It is not surprising that such a person lacks a concern Enr
political or social affairs; but it is worth noting that the double de-
viant ranks the "teaching of others" very low indeed as a goal for learn-
ing. Obviously with information use at variance with the "pajority;" it
is also not surprising to find that the deviant is seldom picked as an
of ficer of an organize Lion.

Learning and Information Processing

As a systems approach to the recognition of various relationships,
correlation, regression and discriminant analyses were undertaken. Some-
times, a "global" approach of this.nature can uncover more underlying re-
lationships missed in the detailed analytical routines. . For this cor-
relation analysis, the reasons and conditions for learning were assumed
to piovisionally include the independent variables of the study, such as
background traits, importance indices of acquiring information, eleMents
of intellectual style, and the respondents awn assessment of political
interest and religiosity (Table 50).

The demographic ara sociocultural variables were selected.from hose
presented in Tables AABC(Appendix E); while thOse variables comprising
the learning and information use patterns are presented in the previous
sections of the previous chapter (Tables 1-32). The dependent variables
selected to characterize learning behavior included the following: (1)
probability of involvement in a self-learning effort ,(2) number of the

12
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If

Table 50

SUMMARY OF ZERO-CRETE CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ,

INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES ,

varb.

Self-Learning Ttojects
Time

Investment

.;

6

Formal
Learning

Bagkground Traits

--

.-

.246

.141

.292

.212

.060

.216

.179

.225

.202

..124

-.068

.152

-.069 ,

.078

.120

.154

-.256

.235

.100

.090

.214

.192

.188

.181

.127

_

'.165

.097

. .104

.131

-. 4

-.092

, .066

.052

.093

..

.053

a..

-.109

.412

.131

-.339

.196

-.081

.075

.118

.207

I.331

.145

.084 ,

.135

-.079

.163

Sex

Race

Education

Social class

Age

Income

Importance of.

Friend or rela-
tive

Expert who is a
friend or rela-
tive

,Paid expert

Books

Group, class
with instruct-,

or

Self-formed
group

Magazines

Recoilds,

tapes

Radio

Films

.1 93
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Newspaper

Television °-.100

Exhibits, musea,

Table 50 (conit)

.05;

-.079

field trips .163 .199

Individual An-
struction or tu-
toring .188 :153

Correspondence
study .088 .067

Brochures, news-
letters, mail-
ings .159 .128. -

Human relations
training .189,.186

Browsing-in li-
braries .187 .207

Travel .149 .173

Admiring people with

Interest in inter-
national, na-
tional, local af-
fairs -.120 -.066

Intellectual
,

curiosity Y .052 .119...

Appreciating
fine arts 00. .104

General scholarly
interests -.060

Self-Assessment of

Personal in-
terest in poli-
tics .153 .158

Religiosity
6

IND I=

87

-.129

.120 .161

.061 .203

.086

.156

..078 .164

.058 ..200

.085 .119

-.058 -.054

.089 .082
,

.11 .072

-.098

.150
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various self-learning projects which respondents listed; (3) average
hours spent on self-learning activities; (4) probability of formal learn-

, ing in the,12.months prior.to the timing of the field work.

In table 50 the zero order correlationgcoefficients are provided be-
tween each of the four Possible dependent variables and the demographid
and attitudinal items explicitly considered in this analysis. Negative
correlations with sex.indicate the greater tendency of,women rather than
men to respond positively to the dependent variables.. Positive values of
race correlations point to a greater 'tendency of whites to,respond posi-
tively. 'Religiosity is coded from low to high so that negative correla-
tions indicate propensities of less religious respondents to give the
positive answer on the dependent variables(s).

It should be noted that, for the most part, these zero-order correla-
tions are quite low. The significance of a correlation coefficient is a
function of sample size. That is, the larger the size of the sample, the
smaller the correlation coefficient needs to be in order to be significant-
ly differ"ent from zero. At the same time, small correlation coefficients,
even though significantly different from zero, may-have a small value in
explaining variance in the dependent variable. Thus the following ob
servations are provisionally accepted:

The lower the age, the-more likely is self-learning, the greater
the number of projects, the greater the time investment for those
who become learners, and the greater the propensity toward formal
learning.

The highJ the.income, the more the tendency toward self-learning
and formal.learning as well as towarg,Anvolvement in many rtther
than fewer projects.

The higher the social class identification, the more the self-
c, learning, the more the formal learning, and the greater the num-

ber of projects.

The higher the education, the more the self-learning as well as for-
mal learning, the greater the number of projects and the greater
the time investment. Whites tend to spend more time on projects.
Blacks tend to be more involved in formal learning.

Race is rather'unrelated to propensity toward self-learning or
the numbers of projects.

Except for the time.investment among the self-learners the im-
portance of books, group or class instruction, records and tapes,
films, individual tutoring, browsing in libraries, travel and
human.relations training is relevant to the three remaining de-
pendent variables: self-learning prqpensity, formal learning
likelihood, and number of projects the respondent becomes involved
in.
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The importance of exhibits, musea or field trips correlates with°
all the dependent variablea; while brochures, newalerters or mail-
ings as important information sources relate to self-learning as
su.ch (as well as in terms of projects and time investment) but not
to formal learning.

The .iiiportance of television has a negative relation to both self-
learning and formal learning; and a negligible negative relation
to the numbers of projects and time inve ments of he learners.

The higher the personal interest in pol tics, the more likely the
self-learning, the greater the number of projects,- the greater the
time, and the more formal learning.

In a second phase analysis, seNieral of the salient demographic or
socio-cultural characteristics of the respondents were included in order
to determine the extent to which the (linear) multiple regression model
could shed light on eachof the same dppendent vriables of self-learning,
number of projects, hours spent, and formal learning. The attitudinal
variables considered were those which are presumed to mirror the self-aso
sessed imporCance of various information sourceo which Americans use in
either episodic or sequential learning.

I

InvolvemInt.in-aElf-planned learning was employed as a dependent varia-
ble in_the first of four multiple regression analyses (Table 513 52). It
-Table 51, the.imultiple correlation coefficient turns out to be R2= .358
accpiihsking fox only. 12,.5 percent of the variance in the dependent variable.9

This is'not'a'robust result but suggesta a tendency for the likelihood
oe self-learning to increase the younger the respondent, the'higher the
ormal education, the higher the income, among women, and the higher the

hocial dlass%elf-identification.

In Table 52, the multiple correlation of R2=.415 accounts for 17.b
' percent of the variance. Similarly, some guidelines emerge which may
prove useful.in subsequent research, such as:

Printed media importance as an information source are con-
ducive to,furt.her self-learning; while audial or visual media
(radio, television) are likely to affect self-learning pro-
babilities negatively.

Admirthg people who are themselves interested in politics
seems to be associated with lower inclinations to learn; wheye-
as one's own interest in political matters does contribute to .

self-learning propensities positively.

Use of experts who are also friends or relatives tends to stim-
ulate self-learning; while the use of paid experts affects self-
learning probabilities somewhat negatively.

Correspondence study importance has a modest but significantly
negatively effect if self-formed groups or individualized tutor-
ing lead to self-learning.
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T8ble 51

MULTIPLE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS*WITH
SELF-LEARNING AS THE DEPENDENT VARI-

ABLES AND DEMOGRAPHIC TRAITS AS INDEPEN-

DENT VARIABLES

B coefficient Beta

Age -.051 -.227

Education .021 .
.133

Income .021 .088

Sex -.035 -.041

Social class, .029 .046

(Intercept) (..724). R
2

.35
8

Education coded from least to most formal

education.
0

Sex coded 0 forIemales and 1 for males

0ds
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Table 52

MUTLIPLE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS WITH A SELF-
LEARNING AS TEE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND SELECT-
ED ATTITUDINAL VARIABLES AS INDEPENDENT PRE-
DICTORS

Importance of selfformed

B coefficient Beta

groups .017 .127

Importance of bdoks .016 .106

Admiring politically interest-
ed people -.170

Respondent interest in politics .054 .129

Importance of radio -.016 -.115

Importance of magazines .021 . .147

ImportanCe of human reldtions
training, role-playing .011 .091

Importance of television -.011 -.076

Importance of an expert who
is also a friend or relative .010 .065

Importance of paid exi)ert -.008 -.069

Individual instruction or
tutoring importance .011 .096

Importance of correspondence
study.

-.009 -.072

(Intercept) (.551) R2 = .415

i
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The extent of involvement in self-planned learning was employed as
a dependent variable in a similar routine. In both analyses the multiple
regression correlation coefficients are essentielly 'the same. Either
set of independent variables can explain the comparable result of less
than 15 percent of the variance. However, the results of the stepwise
'regression suggest soMe exploratory tendenaes, sUch as:

Involvement in more projects is the more pronounced the more
formally educated the respondent, the younger that person is,
the higher the income, and among whites and women.

Books and magazines, when emphasized as important sources of in-
formation, induce the respondents to be involved'in more projects;
radio and television as information sources-have more a negative,
or deterrent effect in;this regard.

Having a liking for inttllectually curious people and for those
who have a strong interest:1:n the world of fine arts, music, drama
literature, ballet and the like, are also factors which contribute
to greater project involvement; while admiration for people with
interest in politics or in scholarship in general has a negative
relationship_to the intensity of self-learning.involvements.

Respondent's own inttrest in politics yields a positive regression
coefficient ...the moie interested the respondents are the more
they tend become engaged in a variety of seif-learning activities.

Self-formed groups, human relations training and exposure to e -
hibits'aw an important way of acquiring information are all al
positive'factors in the numbers of gelf-learning projects. 'Correa-
pondence Study,-similar to the effect of that variable on the pro-
pensity to, engage in Ea self-learning, leads to a negative co-
effici-mt.

The time invested in.a welf-planned learning'pect is not predict-
ed very well, even at a modest level', by any of the independat vcrianles
employed in the study. Neverthlegs, since some the regression-coeffici-.
ents are significantly different (.05 level) from zero, these'weak re-
lationships could be noted for possible comparative purposes, such as:

More educated white males tend to spend more time once they be-
come learners.

Lower income learners and younger people invest more effort in -11f-
'learning activities even though people with higher incomes are more
likely to become self-learners to begin with.

People who are more lilcely to spend a great deal of time on their
project ten4 toconsiderthe'importance of exhibits, records and
tapes,"and of human relations training more important than do
others. They also admire intellectually curious people, but not
those whose major interests lie in the sphere of politics, whether
national or international.

09
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0

'Brochures, pamphletsand mailings, as well as classes:pr group con-
texts in which an instructor provides the informaton; fn 'turn, are
fhe less important the moretime the respondents tend to spend on
their self-learning ventures:

,

Involvement in formal learning as expressed by participation in
courses or school-like activities was-employed as a dependent variable
for the fourth of these regression analyses. Perhaps because.it is not
so prevalent as self.;planning learning, the results as displayed in
Tables 53 and A are somewhaL more reObst. These preliminary findings
include such observations as the following.

Education, age and race affeot the propensity tg engage in mpre
formalized learning.as indicated in ene significant regression co-
efficients.

Formal learning is the more likely the more the respondent
is educated to begin with -- a datum not different from the
self-learning result. The younger the respondent, the
greater the tendency is to engage in formal learning which
is also similar to the basis results previously observed.

7

Formal learning is more likely among blacks than among whites,
i.e. younger, well...educated blacks tend to become involved in
formal learning more than do other Americans.,

The greater the importance of classtoom-type situations or
'books or film and mailings the greater the tendency toward,
formal learning..

The greater the interest in politics, the.greater 'he learn-
ing propensity.

4

The lower the importance of radio or televisiontand.the correspon.
dence approach to study, the greater the tendencytoward formal
learning.

The less the admiration for people with general."scholarly"
interests and for those with political interests, the greater
the propensity toward formal learning.

To alternate the "global" strategy somewhat three sets of discrim-
. inant analyses were undertaken on the three cohort subgroups which emerged
as a result of some initial analyses. It appeared that renpondents'
could be grouped in two additional functional ways besides the subsamples
of learners yersus nonlearners. The first of these two other cohorts
was derived from the topics of the self-learning projects, and the sec-
ohd from the uses of information. Thus, in total, the three sets of de-
pendent variables for the discriminant analyses were:

DISCRtM A: Population subsamples "Yesoies" (Cell 1), "Yes-No"
(Cell 2) and "No-No" (Celli); see above ior derivation.
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Table 53

MULTIPLE REGRESSION WITH FOAMAL LEARNING AS THE
DEPENDENT VARIApLE AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERIST-
IC AS TEE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

B coefficient Beta

Education .062 .362

Age - .056 . .235

Race . .207 - .125 (I

(Intercept) (.647) e m .492
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Table 54

MULTIPLE REGRESSION WITH FORMAL LEARNING EXPERIENCE
AS MT-DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND SELECTED ATTITUDES
AS TEE PREDICTORS

95

4

ImpOrtance of group, class
or lecture series with an

B coefficient Beta

instructor .042 .310

Admiring people with scholar-
ly interest -.096 -.122

Importance of television -.015 -.098

Personal-interest in politics .048 .107

Importance of books .012 .075

Importance of radio -.014 -.098

Importance of film .011 .085

Importance of correspondence
study 7401k -.117

Importance of brochures, news-
letters, mailings .012 .086

Admiring politically interest-
ed people -.060

.,
2(Intercept) (.202) R

-
- .433

4

1 ')4i.Aw
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DISCRIM B: Topic sets derived from self-planned learning pro-

jects -- formal '(Cell I), technical (Cell 2), intraself
(Cell 3); see section above, "Topics of Interes", for

'

derivation.

is.

DISCREM C: Information use as included in the following groups --
understand/diagnose situation (Cell 1), progress to-
wards goals (Cell 2), remaining seven uses (Cell 3);
owe section above, "Information Sources," for deriva-
tion.

Each ofthe three sets of dependent variables in A, B and C were in-
vestigated in turn. The independent variables emplOyed in each of the
statistical routines were: enthusiasum for topic learned (Table 5), edu-
cational level (Table AK), self-perceived social class (Table AT), age qv

(Table AD), degree of political interest (Table AU), amount learned in
topic chosen (Table 6), libraty use (Table 28)1 organizational member-
ship (Table 30), and where lived as child (Table AP).

In the first of these three routines, ,the variables selected for the

discriminate analysis were able'to correct classify only 62.3% of the re-
spondents into the three cells. Since the base rate was only 60% classif-
ied in Cell 2 (self-initiating learners), the discriminant analysis was
able to increase this predictive ability only 2.37. Essentially, cells
1 and 3 "look likenCell 2 in terms of the variables employed in the dis-
criminant routine.

The discriminant analyses performed on the other two sets of depend-
ent variables (derived topics and information use) were no more success-
ful. Essentially the analyses could not discriminate among the vaiious
groups, or to such a small extent that they overlapped with one another.

.

Therefore, it was decided not to employ further multivariate analyses on
these dependent variable sets.

Even though the factor of' learning was appropriately weighed in each
.

of the three sets of discriminant routines, the response rate on the items
studied varied greatly. When the discriminant analyses were attempted
with a large number of variables, the lack of response vectors resulted
in very few cases being availlble for the analysis. Consequently, further,
work.on this approach was considered not to be feasible.

In expressing these provisions, it should also be noted that non-
significant differences may hold considerable import for the study as a
whole. For example, the fact that the demographic variables are stronger
in predicting formal learning may on the other hand point up the pre-
valence of self-learning in contemporary America.
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FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND. RECOMMENDATIONS

97

The prevalence of learning in America is becoming evident; and the
realization of a learning society appears to be much closer at hand. Con-
comitant with this emerging picture, and.perhaps because of it, there is .

no single profile of the continuing learner. Four out of five Americansl.
over 18 years of age and older were involved.in some kind of learning ac-
tivity during the year previous to November 1976.

The probability of involvement in learning activities is about .8; .

and the likelihood that such activitieb are self-initiated is almost as,
high (.76). In thi3 involvement is so widespread and has so demo-
cratically saturf.ted the American population that the traditional demogra.-
phics are no longer ad effective.in predicting the phenomena of self-
planned learning' as,they may still 66 for formal learning.

Learning has become a fact of life. Indeed, how else would one re-
spond as effectively to the transactional imperatives of everyday life?
Even in an episode, or span of attention lasting 30-40 minutes, learning,
occurs. When these episodes are linLed together, as they frequently are
under the pressures of reallife negotiations, they show-the planned se-
quentiality so prized by the learning psychol6gist.

Learning in.real life is closely related.to the environment out of
which lt grows in an organic and developmental manner. Humans learn to
respond effectively to. other people, pl-sects and events aroUnd them by
-using selective perception and differentiationvforming patterns or con-
cepts and seeing relationships, as well as organizing information into out--
come coinpetencies or products. In other words, the individual articulates
perceptions, analyzes situations for opportunities and constraints, and
mximizes desirable relationships with retrieved data in order to produce
dome outcome which enhances elf-esteem or impacts favorably on the en-
vironment.

d

Of parallel importance to the emergenceof the learning society is
the obvious individualism of self-planned learning. In the past, it has
often been a voiced regret that Americans are becoming conformists, orien-
ted towards group-think and institUtional loyalties. But the evidence is
emerging that individualism is alive and well in America expressed in the
prevalence of self-initiated learning activities.

111
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Indeed, the more 1,nvolvement in learning activities of any kind, the
more critical are respondents in admiring those with established attain-
ments. Findings such as these take on added impact as Arrericans both have
more leisure time and increasingly turn inward because of curtailed out-
ward expansionist opportunities. Learning could well be the key to a new
Individualism that is more 'socially responsible than the exploitive be-
havior it would replace.

Unrortunatelyhowever, there appears to be a clear demarcati6n in
,

minds or individua0 that groups are classes or vice versa and that the
Individual's planning efforts have to be limitedto the one-to-one con-
sultant and non-human helpers such as books, recordings, libraries. As
the adult coping skills are a prerequisite for using the latter effective-
ly, so are the group skills for the former. Unfortunately, for most Ameri-
cans the group is a class and they are inhibited by what might be called a
"puritan" outlook about group processes and from even attempting to con-
sider participating in groups effectively.

This finding is of gonsiderabie importance to informal educators such
as librarians Who are in a position to try and change such attitudes and
motivate participation in informal groups. This opportunity is a challenge
as well since these same educators and consultants may at best suffer the
similar stereotypes,abOut the group as their clients. At woyst, librarians
have tAmost no personal experience in this type of group participation let
illone any training whatsoever in eliciting appropriate responses among
clients in groups.

This stereotype about the group is the more unfortunate as it
inhibits the ekpression of a basic need in planning learning projects.
The planning and developing of sequential learning episodes can be a
complex and difficult set of tasks; for in a new field, how can the
individual know what resources are most useful? How can s/he predict
the emotional blocks, the required skills and other problems that may
arise later in the project? Actually, it is a credit to the remark-
able potential o'e the human individual that self-learners will set
out in most instances without professional help but with varying de-
grees of deftberateness to plan a strategy for the entire effort.

The talking out of one's ideas.about a situation, a personal diagno-
sft or even retrieved informative data appears to be a necedsary step in
the learning process among most people. But of'equal or even greater im-
portance is the deep-felt need to preserve the "right" to'set one's own
learning style and pace. Unfortunately, stereotypes about the group limit
the range or exploration in t:he minds of many people to another person or
thing (non-human planner) over which one can exert personal and immediate'

,influence.

Self-Planned Learning

Several striking behaviors and potentially significant characteristics
of American adults have been identified. Almost 80% (79:9%) of the popu-
lation of VI years and over perceive themselves to be°continuing learners
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whether in self-planned or formal courses. Surprisingly, very few (2.9%)
were engaged onlOn courses or school-like activities. Apparently,
coursework in continuing education is but a supplement to the more commonly
accepted self-initiated learning projects..

Over three-quarters (76.1%) of the entire U.S. population had planned
one or more learning projects on their own during the year previous to
November 1976 when the data were collected. These learners had initiated
a number.of projects ranging from 1 to 18 per person in a wide scope of
topics largely related to the transactional nature of everyday life. Em-
ploying the cut-off duration of hours minimum, established in previous
re ;earch, the number of projects was 3.3 per person who was identified as
a selr-initiating learner.

The lengttl of time devoted to a single project may range from 1 hour
to 900 or more but Uae mean average was of 155.8 hours duration. Thus,

0
selr-initiated learning projects are on the average about 3-4 times longer'
than a tYpical 3 credi,t semester length course of about 45 clock hours.
or course, in the latter instance, it must be recognized that most if not
practically all of the planning is done for the student. The teacher takes
away the "burden" as well as the opportunity to be obtained in planning
one's own learning behavior.

'here may be as many reasons for life long learning as there are in-
diviaal learners. Certainly, numerous reasons have in the past been
given a.' to, why adults may be inclined to avoid the program of institu-
tional adult eLcation: but among respondents to this study such tradi-
tional reat;on.; a.; the following were ranked very low indeed:

back or time to engage in a group learning program.

Transportation to a class is too hard or too expensive.

Didn't have enough money for a course or class.

Didn't Like a Cormal classroom situation with a teacher.

On(Jhu other hand, a number of other reasons for planning one's own
lcarnir; behavior emerged and were ranked very high. These reasona

tiLlt .1 great many people are concerned about setting their own learn-
pLire lnd exploring their own style of learning rather than submitting

to Corlal course-oriented experiences. The following comments indicate ,

la, increasing maturity among adult learnerr;:

I wanted to keep the learning strategy flexible and easy to
ch.Inge.

wint to put my own structure on the learning project rather
than wait for a course.

The prevalence of reasons ch as these for undertaking self-initiated
learning,have implications for librarians as adult educators. A rapidly
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growing number of individuals prefer those planning modes which include the
self as planner ("teacher") or a closely associated and personally accessi-
ble instructional "assistant" such as another human or a non-human planner.
Clearly self-learners tend to deemphasize the group planner with ita asso-
ciated reliance upon a teacher, Adult educators may increasingly want to
take into account this growing need of many people for more control over
tae learning enterprise.

The topics of everyday concern to self-planned learners cover a full
range of human interest. As one may have suspected, three-quarters (76.9%)
of these topics are what might be described as practical concerns. Less
than one out of five topics (17.1%) devolve around intrapersonal affairs,
ouch as interpersonal relationships or sensory awareness. A minor propor-
tion (6.9%) of the topics were in some way related to formal learning or
school-like activities.

The purposes for learning include both gpals and,uses; and respondents
along with most people appear to confuse the two. The evidence of his
confus,ion may be taken from the fact that the two goals listed most impor-
tant are essentially the same as the two uses for learning ranked most
important, Such as:

Goals Uses

Improve Job Skills Personal Development
Increase Knowledge Vocational Activity

The thild ranked goal/use for learning was public affairs. These pur-

pooeo for learfting are not to be confused with the topics studied in'a self-
planned learning project. Any or all of th;-, topics studied could be rele-

vaat and applicable t6 the three main purposes which respondents had in
mind when learning, such as: personal development, job/vocational condi-
tiono, and public or community affairs. These priorities seem also to be
expreosed in the greater degeee of organizational involvement among con-
tinoing learners. Certainly those involved in learning expressed a greater
degree of interest in political affairs than those who were not.

Re:ponaento ao have preferences for the location in which they pursue
their learning projects, such as the home, the church, the club or lodge,
the YMCA and, the hospital. Course-oriented locations were the least ac-
reptable. It is probably not surprising that the home is the'best pre-

C.erence. One respondent put the matter this way in ranking job training
as most tmportant:

I ou1d say on-the-job training with a guaranteed competent in-
structor. I hate a learning class interested in how_many bodies
are warming their chairs.

lieopondents had some difficulty in distinguishing betWeen planning
methods and the modalities by means of which information is obtained. The
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modalitie are the ways people receive the information employed in the.

thinking process. It isftinteresting to observe that "hearing and listening"

is almost as seldom usdik as "trial and practice." On the other hand, those

individuals who use thrrass. media of communication, particularly television,
,10 not do nearly as much continuing learning as those who use individual hu-
man and non-human resources.

Individuals-get involved with a number of transactions whose place in
the proposed sequence may initiallt be only dimly perceived. These sets

oC negotiations have been called planning modes which respondents articu-
lated as clustering around the following four major methods of planning a
seLf-learning project:

Self-Planner retains the major responsibility for day-to-day de- '
-ci: ion making about needs and criteria for selecting and using
'intOrmative duta.

Non-Human Planner such as a series of television programs, pro-
r

grammed instructional materials, a workbook or other printed

matter can provide a learning blueprint.

Human Planner or.significant other person helps the learner in
one-to-one situation to fill the gap between the individual's

level of cdmpetence and the skills necessary to access appro-
.

printe reuources.

Group Planner such as u workshop or a class is accepted in
whole or in part by the learner as the source of directions
regurdint/ what to learn or do in each episode.

-

The duplication among or combined use of these-qbur planning modes by
any one individual iu not us great as one might.hame suspected. Given the

tereotype which people have of the group as class; it is not surprising

that the human planner ree.eived the greatest response, and that the over-
lap whiclj does occur is with those who employ the non-human planner. Of
rurticlar lignificance is the fact that, of those who use the self-
planner mode, overtwo-thirds of these respondents do not use any other .

,,wthod oC planning. Thus, almost thirty percent (27".2%).of the self-

pl inner. do not use uny other mode of planning despite'the need of the
rrajority to talk out one's,developing ideas 4nd plans.

Only , 5.61. (N ;70) or the 1142 'self-initiating learners in this pres-
ent .1tility cmplcyed the group planner for assistance at some point in plan-

n'zw learniur, project. Apparently from the "write-in" response, the

roup wAn erve as a source of ideas for information, iesources to explore
und tactics whir:h might be employed in a subsequent learning strategy. But

in prictically every instance, any reliance ypon the group for support
u; tut ,t temporary expediency among this sample of continuing learners.

In the laot 5-1, years, there has, been quite a vocal interest in making

.tcAdemi,! credit available For the completion of self-initiated,learning
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projects. Most respondents recognized that credentialling has been.lon-
trolled by.the academic institutions such as schools end colleges. Mit
enough "other" responses mentioned various nonforMal agencies which thus
raises the question of Aether the state may in the.not too distant future
be asked to broaden the base of credit awarding instrumentalities such as
libraries and other informal learning qenters,

,

Formal Learning

.While the likelihood of informal learning is high, the probability of
being involved only in courses or school-like activities is very low in-
deed. Of.the total.sample, only 2.9% (or 42 individuals) yere engaged
only in courses where the planning and scheduling of what to study was
done by a teacher.

However, there were a number of respondents who throughout this report
have been called combination learners. These individuals together with
the course-only learners brings the probOility of involvement in formal
learning up to almost a .2. About 1 oui: of every 5 Americans (18.9%) are
involved with courses or school-like activities.

The combination learners, those engaged both in self-initiated and in
cour. es, tend to differ in some ways from those who are only self-planned
learners.. From traditional viewpoint, such individuals are more socially
11

mature" whatever that means. At least, there are not as many "deviants"
among them or those who "shy away" from the group processes so often cm-
sidered essential to social maturity,

It Lthould not be construed from these observations that such people
art. limited in their learning activities. They simply have not been given
auequwe attention when the scope of research studies are limited to formal
learning. In this study, on the,other hand, there have been a'number of
finding: whirh may leud to a more comprehensive and integrated perspective
about all types of learning or sequential information processing.

A

The more eduation people already have, the more prone they are to
acvire,more. This means, of course, that opportunities to learn which are

, uidepread und so numerous are inequitably utilized. More specifically,
it we aisume that higher formal education.does equip the individual with

'more information and knowledge to begin with, and if it shapes hi/r atti-
tudes differently from those with lesser formal educational accomplishments,
then Am(.ricans who might most benefit from further learning are making
le.: u.,e of the opportunities than are Americans already better equipped
.ilono; the leurning front.

Invariahly, younger people tend to be more inclined to,learn, infOr-
mally and formally; and they.spend more time on more varied projects.
Clearly, younger people have.sbmewhat more.tim on their hands because they
are generally les:: integrated into the ongoing fabric of society and have'
fewer mutually binding obligations within the existing social structure.
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However, older people too have more time on their hands -- in absolute,
if not also in relative terms. One might have expected to find a U-ghaped
relationship with both young and old Americans being more likely to become
learners, while the patterns of responsibilities which surrounds or even
delineates adulthood could be of interes4but the genuine opportunities
are more often unavailable.

Rather, a strong tendency can be noted for younger people to learn
. more often and more. Tb the extent to which the younger generations of

today might sustain their interest,in learning, the Puture augurs well for
self-learning as well as for formal learning, and the new national pattern
in the making may increasingly be recognized. Tb an extent younger people

or may feel forced to abandon their hunger to learn ag they too be-
, come more intermeshed in the fabric of daily life. Thus considerable social
, unrest may occur as coming generations continue to have a desire to acqUire
knowledge and information but without the capacity to sustain these moti-
vations throughout their lifetime.

Women more than men itre likely self-learners, and they also become
involved in more varied self-learning exercises. But men, once they be-
come learners, use up more time. It is probably quite tenuous to conclude
that this suggests that women are seekers of knowledge and information of
vuriow; kinds, perhaps, in an effort to anchor themselves in the ever-
illusive identity for which knowledge can provide an appropriate nesting.

In turn, men seem to focus more, and thus display higher intensity-on
the rewer and more speciri7TEIngs they are likely to want to learn. And
rewer or them it leetw seek.to learn, at least in the informal context:
thus there is some indication that the fabric of nale obligations remain
4 parti,11 deterrent or one in terms of time or of unrealized opportunities.

People with higher incomes learn more
u greater variety of undertakings. But peo
time learning once they become learners. A

between men and women, the higher income ear
the lOwer income eamlers,are focusing. It i

higher incpme females (.ontrast in these rega

mules.

ten and are characterized by
le with loiNer income spend more
in, somewhat like the contrast
ers seem to be searching, while
not surprising to argue that

ds most with lower income

Individuals who use the printed media as their important information
ource.;, e:Ipecially books and magazines, tend to moiie likely be learners

invo1ve,t in more projects and spend more tinily learning. By contrast, A-
mericans who rely more on audio (radio) or audiovisual (television) media
ror ,Leir inrormation are less inclined to become learners. Perhaps.it is
too much to ,:ay that television (and radio in part) deter rather than en- .

courAge learning. It could be, perhaps, that the learning which occurs
through radio and television is assimulated differently

However, learning would also occur through the printed media; yet
their impact on the propensities to learn is generally a positive one.

Perhaps this is due to tae fact that formal learning, at some point, tends

12
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to require the perusal of the printed word. Thus, people more attuned tp
the world orrint are ipso facto intellectually and emotionally croser to
1;orrie of the key ways by which knowledge and information is conveyed in

modeut socletier,. At least, that constitute the traditionally held expec-
1,..tiurt: or the role or learainr, in :ociety. Prom ouch a viewpoint, the
other me 17 pthy l'erent role and are largely cAsidered to be surro-
gates or substitutes for personally intensive learilIng experiences whether
informal or formal.

Persons who conFdder self-formed groups of equals to be important
sources of learning are more likely to participate in courses or formal
learning. They are also more likely to be involved in a variety of other
learning projects. In turn those who favor group learning of a classroom .

variety tend to spend more time once they become learners, and they also.

tend to ravor formal. learning over self-learning of an informal type.

Americans who view exhibits, visit museums or take trins as important
sources of inrormation tend to be engaged in more projects and spend more
time in learning activities once they become learners. But self-learning
or Cormal learning is only very little affected by such exposures. Thus

it appears that once the desire to learn°is present and once it becomes
activated, exhibits, museum and'field trips become excellent'sources for a
variety oC opportunities. Learners tend to expand their use of them which
also affects the time investilibnt in the variety of learning efforts posi-0

tively.

Personal interest in affairs of the body politic, too, are conducive
to learning. All the dependent variablesare positively related.to poli-
tical interest. However, admdration for others with,interests in inter-
national, nationnl or local affairs is actually negatively related to self-
learning, to the number oC projects and the time invested as well as to for-
mal learning: Thus, it cah be construed that the vicarious political in-

mea:itre 1:1 a-proxy for personal interest in the.world at large.

Learners are themsel_ves the curious and interesting people. While
they may admire general intellec-eual curiousity in others as well as the
intere.,t or others-in the world of the fine arts, they do so while trying
te ,tfluitte them on an equal basis. But the political interests of others
Or their scholarly endeavors are in themselves unappealing. There i5 even

perhap a stigmatiing undertone attached to-the term "scholarly" interests,.
there i too much of a reminder ofthe "schools".and "schooling"

which tend to be associated with these terms.

Int'ormac.ion Processing

,Fror the perspectLve of the KPDU model (Knowledge Production, Distri-
krlon, and Utilization) within which this study was conceptuali.zea, learn-
Ant- ,,ne-aspect of in1ormation utili.:,ation. As h broad topic of social
20acera, inrormation ,A)urce and utilization have been investigated exten-
sively hy librarians, adult educators, information specialists and other
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\.
social scientists. In relation to information sources and retrieval pat-
terns, it is interesting to consider the response to those sources used to
find out that learning opportunities of any kind exist:: Only learners, .

whether informal or formal, were asked to respond to this questI;on..

Many investigators have found patterns in information retrievals and
in utilization which are associated with the variousdemographic and socio-
cultural variables. For example, those with a lower-educational and eco-
nomic level are presumed to Dse television'or the eighborhood "elders"
to the exclusion or a greater variety of aources. Conversely, those who
are more cognitively flexible and plu-clistic in their values are pre-
sumed to use not only a greater varieby of sources but also those which'
are mong complex such as news magazines, books, libraries, etc.

ame of the analyses in this study would tend to support such gener-
alizutiono. For example, non-learners rate radio and television more im-
portantly as sources of information than do all of the learners'combined.
On the other land, .formal learners think that prganized groups and classes
are superior Sources Of information than those who do not learn. The dif-.

ferences among other sources were less pronounced, such as travel, phono-
recordings or magazines Among several Of the other sources there Were.no .

4ignif1cant differences at all. This suggests that many peoplejoay employ
whatever source that comes readily available. y

A distinction can be made between the use of Infortation for limited
or sporadic'periods of time and the more sustained application of it to

continuing learning projects. The categories of use of information as
ranked by continuing learners appear to be related to the sophistication
with which learning is undertaken, such as:

Clarify a situation and make progress towards a goal..

Undertand and diagnose the situation and thus-achieve self-

control.

Chooe between options or alternative ways of doing something.

.The library EL; one community resuirce center was selected because of

.
presumed "vis%biliV" to obtain data on fresuency of use despite the

nt4:1 Lhat response muy be "self-perceptual" and would need to be refined

in further studies. The data can be of interest because very few national
:tt4lie: of library use, based on a probability sample, are conducted in
-Any rive or ten-year peeiod. However, despite the "hawthorne effect of
a Airect.question, only 40.5% of the American population uSed the library
!irin4 the year previous to November 1976 on a regular or occasional ba-

What seems to be an even more disturbing fact is that almost 60%
hav,-2 never used the library or used it so infreciuently as to re-

:Toni Attli a "don't know" or "no answer."

The organizational life of the respondents was explored. Ortanized

groups may be sources of information and learning; but they are also areas

IP
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of life where infOrmation and learning can be applied. 'It appears that
the distribution of memberphips held by continuing learners is higher than
for the population as a whOle and with pronounced differences from_non
learners. Over half.:Pie non-learners held no organizatiOnal memberships
whatsoever, Apparently organizational involvement provide* a framework
within whiCh to apply individual learnings.

Somewhat more than 3 out of every 5 Americans (64.7%) spend 1 day or
less a week in volunteering. The amount of time spent in ,volunteering
tends to increase-with'learning activities. Apparently those who are al-
ready involved find tdme to hold more organizational membefships than
others; and these persons also are frequently elected to office. Findings
such as these are dommon in other stadies of learning; but; unfortunately,
they tend to support a hidden assumption that learnitg and information
processirigis or "snould be" oriented towards group activity.

The concept of an episode has been established by this and other'
studies as the basic unit around which the development of a learning proj-
ect is .constructed. klearning episode has been defined ap a period'of
time that held together by the similarity of intent,, activity or place
within which it is involved. The episode has a definite)Deginning and end-
ing, and is not interrupted to any extent.bydome other,acti4ty or pur-
pose..: Spisodes are not jugt mental construCts superimposed .upon.human be-

havior but correspond to actual "chunks" of. time and activity.ihto which
mostoadults appear to divide their working hours in everyday life.

. This episodic "span of attention" may be as brief as ten minutes or
last more than an hour. Among respondents who perceived themselves to be
continuing learners in November 1976, 73.2% had deliberately looked up
some information within the previous 7 days. The amount of time spent'in
the retrieval process,varied, with 86.5% of the resnondent's time limited
to one hour. In thinking about the information obtained in the 'last (re-
trieval, 345% of the respondents needed the better part of an hour to de-
velop learning tactics and presumably their thoughts as well.

, Sustained attention reduces "vandom" activity, discovers the informa-
*tion and builds the competence ts, plan an entire learning sequence. In
the .procevsS, new 'competencies are built by observing and receiving "in-
struction" from environmental imperatives; by making trial performances
before adjusting.to feedback; and by srowing more flexible and independent.
The choice af a particular planning mode seems to'loe bdsed to a considera-
ble extent on individual and transactional considerations, at least mi-
tially.

Cuipetence in learning is a patterned activity designed to perform a
coordinated set or behaviors and accomplish a goal set. Self-initiated
learnlhg by respondents involved the comparing of behavioral patterns a-L.
gainst remembered or retrieved knowledge as well as the modification of
perceptual connections. As predicted by previous researchers, Continuing
learner:. tend to articulate behavior in the following ordinal display of
questioning modes:
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Intransitive.questions explore the nature of some subject: What
is it? Where did it come from? Since they are predicated on
intransitive verbs, answers to sudh questions elicit reports in
terms of description, definitions or comparisons.

Transitive questions with"both a subject and direct object de-
note a dynathic relationship. Since they probe into the effect
of one thing upon another, response requires explanations of
cause and effect, or connections between fact and theory, trans-
lations and ',evaluations.

Subjunctive questions explore possibilities and syntheses of as-
sumptions, cause and effect. They predicate change, new inter-
pretations and knowledge based on conclusions, predictions and
integration$.

In real life, the individual apparently mulls such,questions over in

mind. They may lie dormant for weeks while the strength of their interest
dissipates if the stimulus is not reinforced. If, however, the individual

has been under siegeas it were from several 'stimuli, s/he may be induced

or motivated to become involved with episodic information processing in

the following behavioral steps as ranked by respondents:

Naming and describing an area not only separates it from other
areas but'alloWs the individual to concentrate, screen out in-
terference and in general "get a handle" on things.

Analyzing the referent situation into constraints.and opportunis.
ties helps the learner to get going without coming up immediatelY

with a full-blown statement of the topic, or problems of interest.

Free ussociati.ons, not inhibited by outside expectations allows
the individual to "play around", with any variety ,of if-then "tax-

önomies" about the nature, effects and conclusions implied by hi/r
concern.

Overt questions, tasks or "shopping" lists of things to do indi-
cate that the learner is ready to "go public" about hi/r project

nnd talk Wth other people about it. ,

Blueprint emerges from "going public" including articulations a-
'0out wants (goals) and activities which in practice remain un-

differentiated.

Satisfaction occurs when the learner tries somethings out and
rinds that feedback'is favorable where feedback is largely non-
verbal, supported perhaps by a brief word or appreciation, or
where feedback is just a feeling of "that's enough."
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In the dynamics of individual development, the'planning of a learn-
ing project grows out,of and extends the episodic behavior of a span of at-
tention. If the external imperatives are strong enough the individual
tends to link these together into the sequential activity of several re-
lated episodes which defines a learning project. From this point of view,
it is probably not surprising that so many Americans are involved in life-
long learning.

Professional Implications

In drawing out these recommendations from the study, it shOuld not be
concluded that they are limited to librarians. The findings of this type
oC research have implications for a broad range of social professions and
disc,lplines. It is to the benefit of the citizen that these recommendatiOns
are made. Since that citizen has increasingly taken on the characteristics
of a continuous learner, s/he will become increasingly impatient with a

run around" from one professional consultat co another.

In general, it is becoming increasingly evident that the learning
needs or Americans cannot be serviced from a single agency however visible
library service has traditionally been presumed to be. Ihe prevalence of
self-initiated and self-planned learning demands a "shopping-center" ac-
cess to the delivery of appropriate human services. Librarians will in-

creasingly be expected to participate on the specialized teams, required
by the demands of the new learning society.

The librarian's traditional message of quality service/to the indivi-
0

dual appears to be still relevant to the needs of the times. But this

mersage has to be reformulated in the idiom of the day. Of even greater
priority, it needs to be given a firm foundation in the psychology of'
learning behavior and become enriched with the personal competencies which

come only rrom effective group participation.

All people can and presumably do learn. At least, the findings of
thig .;tudy wouleseem to indicate that learning is almost a fact of life.

Encouragement, a helping consultation and professional Support appear to be
more rigniricant in bringing learning out in people than characterizations

baseJ on the traditional demographics.

In other words, learning is almost an ubilluitom response to a situ-

ation. The stronger the contextual imperative, the more likely is ser. °

quentiality to occur. However, sustained effort is impossible to maintain
when the life coping skills are difficult to perform and the availability
or professional help is distant. This distance in accessibility may be

either a matter oF locational or of policy limitatibns.

flome or the traditionally significant predictor variables may still

have gome value in indicating formal learning. But apparently along with

the concept of class, self-planned learning as a unique phenomenon is be-
ginning to disappear. Certainly, the role of the demographics are no
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longer unique explanations of the reasons and conditions for learning
which continues to spread. Learning is a way of life and can not be.con-
sidered as a yerticular Characterietic of dembgTaphically "mature" persons
in the sociological sense.

The support of survey research in a university' setting has considera-
ble pay-off value to funding sources even though the field work required
,by a national survey demands a nation-wide data collection network. tut
once the data has been collected under quality controlled conditiOns, the

3reduction and analysis of that data can be efficiently handled by the
small or large teams available from a wide range of spersialized personnel
resources available to library school faculti largely to be found only in
major univerSities.

The recommendationslf this study grow out of the implications of
the findings. These recommendations are in two parts .4- those concerned
with research and those for professional applications:

4

Research Recommendations

Since this study has addressed one of the major problems which
has continuously plagued librarianship, the second problem of
the effect of message treatment on people should also be in-
vestigated.

Since the traditional demouaphics exhibit considerable weakness
NS sociocultural predictors, components of the contextual situa-
tion,within which,information is processed may, have greater dis-

,

criminant value.'

Since re,Jearch depends upon the extensive resources and flexible
tennio or specialists"to be found in the university, library
:;chools in major universities should begin to train the social
researcher:; needed when the profession becomes involved with the
L;ocial psychology of individual, group and community problems.

Professional Recommendations

Since administrators and supervisors now have the "evidence" of
prevalent learning behavior, current limited service patterns
nued to be examined and changed to meet the conditions of the
nr!w learning society.

Since so manSr udultL; are,involved with sequential learning ac-

tivities, the servirrOf the "floor" librarian could be reex-
amined in the light'of the case-load patterns required by the
continuous involvement of learners.

Since learning adults initially "waste" a great deal of time
in what appears to be random activity, librarians trained in
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developmental counseling could be more effeCtive in helping
clients articulate needs..

Since the interests of the continuing learner grow out of the
negoLiations of everyday life, librarians would be Qise to ac-
cess community resources indexed b.y coping-skill categories
.that are more appropriate to the information brokerages and
referrals needed by involved citizens.

Since so many learners have negative tendencies towards group
activity, librarians could help individuals increase social
competencies by counseling for group participation.

a

Since -self-planned learning develops out of the imperatives of
daily life, community-oriented research specialists should be
employed by local library systems to plan and conduct the market
analysis and audience studies needed to support relevant changes
in policy.

Sinbe learning psychology and instructional design have scarcely
ever been considered as service prerequisites, recurrent profes-
sional education has a theme to emphasize for the next five years°.

So often when recommendations are couched in the phraseology of in-
formal learning, interdisciplindry teams and community psychology, many
types or librarians turn a deaf ear pr "pass the buck" by pointing the
finger of reTonsibility at the public librarian. If these recommenda-
tions are'thought to be limited to any one type of librarian, much of the
emerging social science approach to libraridhship will be doomed. In
point of fact, it is.the academic and school librarians who have the larger
respOnsibility because of the greater range of specialized resources a-
vailable to them.

Recommendations such as these will not just be picked up land acted
upon by the average librarian no matter how strongly supported by research
findings. It used to be said that it is the administrator as a leader in
the proresslon' who Is "on the spot" as it were. But today it is the super-
visory staff who hold the responsibility and thus the power to accept and
act on these recommendations.

Perhaps of even prior attention, however, is the imperative felt by
librarians ii. forcing thanges upon the training progams of the professiunal
sOlools. For how realis;tic is it actually to expect rapid change or even
my change at all in the inservice programs of libraries? Can expectations
ouch as these be anytling more than doomed when one finds that those li-
brary stuffs have beel trained in schools where human learning or human
communication are not spoken or, worse, remain but "dirty" words?

This study supports a behavioral psychology which i$ in conformity
with the traditional principles of librarianship. As to practice or the
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application of. those principles, it may take more than the findings of this
study to encourage any implementation at all. Nevertheless, the basic psy-
chology is available (and hopefully will be expanded in further research)
whenever librarians are for-ced by external itperatives to participate with
the interdisciplinarY teams required in today's community.

Some of these social imperatives have'already forced librarians, how-
ever hesitantly, into such developments as the information broker.and the.
learning consultant. These services will remain as they now are largely
limited to those few people lino do use libraries anyWay until librarians
team up with.other professionals in the mmmunity dedicated to the delivery
or human services through shopping center access. Then, librarians will
be forced to turn to a behavioral psychology which 'accommodates their
principles in a "language" understandable to the cohorts of other helping
pi.ofesslonals in the community.

L1brarianshipjl4p the opportunity.in this laat quarter ofthe twenti-
e& century to realize the human:Objectives held for it by several genera,-
tions of leaders. Resource sharing networks have made the redeployment of
staff possible, and given librarians the opportunity to develop a truly
professional helping rplationship. This'study has added to that endeavor
by.defining-the ppychological groundwork for its realization.

ley
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APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Within the profile being developed, the preliminarY literature
searches, have already revealed certain concepts which keep coming
up re§ardless of the area of focus and regardless of the level of
analysis. These themes can be stated as definitions which may ,serve
an integrative influence as the literature analysis, the data collec-

,

tionoend interpretation develop.

. Adaptive control organism (usually human) is the micro-system
which negotiates its way through the physical, KPDU and socio-
cultural environments that are always perceived as transaction-
al and thus informative.

Communication (nonverbal And verbal) is a process (persuasive)
of engendering meaning in (an) other person(s) by creating the
condition's within which it can occur or be discovered.

Episode of Learning is a short (perhaps 20-40 minutes) uninter-
rupted period.of, time similar to span of attention which has a
definite beginnihg and ending.

Formal Leiarning is the participation in a course like activity
of a sequential nature where content and sequence are largely
determined by one or more persons (e.g. teacher) not involved
as participants.

GrOup Resources: Sometimes learners attend a group or conference.
In this instance, the grcup (or its leader) makes the decisions
about the activities and the subject matter to be learned. The
groups considered by the participants are less formal than in class-
room instruction. They are more a resource, which suggests and
guides,, rather than holding the participant to a detailed'syllabus.
Informal group meetings help the learner estimate the current level
of personal knowledge or the progress being made in acquiring some
skill.

Human Resources: The planning or deciding on details may come from
another person who helps the learner in a one-to-one situation as a
human rcsource who can provide guidance and advice. There is a need
for Lhis kind of helper to fill the gap between the individual's lev-
el of competevce and iNe skills necessary to access appropriate re-
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sources. Learners may kuow the sort of person they needor, the kind of
knowledge such a person'would have, but they are not often able to think
of some partidular individual who has the competence to help.

Information processita 'includes the behaVioral dynamics (intra-and-inter- .

personal) set up in a human adaptive contiol organism wl-en confronted with
informative data.

Information space is the totality'of objects and artifacts (real ormade),
various visual (painting) and audio (music) representations as well ad
the speech and sounds of real life which have not been recorded--in'other

'words, all the stimuli to:which the senses repond, including humans as re-
'source persons,.

Information data (newsworthy items) has surprise vaiue.(in the Shannon
sense) including those knowledge and-or information components which have
temporarily become stimuli to one ormore human beings and atrong enough
to cause them to pay attention.

KPDU (knowledge production, disseLation and utilization) is the macro-

,

system encompassing the scientific and professional communities, the vari-
ous media of communication (dissemination channels) and the network of
media, library and information,denters which store and retrieve documents,
as well as the general effect of that knowledge (diffusion-of,innovations)
on the various collectivities of individuals in society.

Knowledge space is the corpus of human recorded thoughts in whatever form
it is composed and produced, including the viaual and audio if accompanied
by language discourse.

Learning (project) is a series of episodes on one or more closely'related
topics consciously and deliberately planned so that each episode activates
developing brJhavioral patterns which 'achieve articulated goals.

Motivation is the response made to environmental influences whether external
cr internal and is expressed in activites or projects related tD some godl
sat.

Self-initiated learning is a systematic and sequential donsideration of
the information associated with an interest oT concern with the deliberate
intent to achieve some purpose or,goal.

Self-Planned Resources: In many instances, learners retain the major re-
sponsibility for day-to-daSr planning and decttion making. A learner tries
to detect specific errors in durrent knowledge, or specific weakr,Isses in
current skill or style. This person studies hip/her awn particular ne'eds
and decides on the criteria to be used in selecting a particular resource.
Such an individual also gathers information on the advantages,, weaknesses,
accessibility, level and suitability of certain resources or activities.

15 t
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'§pan_of Attention (10-60 minutes) is the period of time which it takes
an individual bb process the informative data received from stimuli
through a cycle of behavior.-

ev,
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tIA. INTERVIEW STARTED:

APPENDIX C

SELF -PLANNED 'LEARN INC

65211
I uktrowlati ENDF.D: 101876
LINGTH OF INTERVIEW:

LLI

SURVEY OF INDIvIDUAL SELF-PLANNED LEARNING

1 I I

29 Data
Card

I'm , and I'm working on a survey beihk conducted by Opinion Researth
Corporation of Prineton, New Jersey. WO're talking to people about activities they
engage in and things they have tried to learn on their own. I'd very much like to
interview you. The interview will be completely confidential.

I. I'm interested in Listing the things au,have tried to learn during the past
year on your own initiative.

hhen I say "learn,'" I'don't mean learning the sorts of things thit people
learn in'schools and colleges. I mean any sort of deliberate effort at all
to learn something, or to learn how.to do something.

PeKhaps you tried to get same information or knowledge, or to gain new
skills or improve your old ones -- or to increase your sensitivity or
understanding or appreciation. Just as long as you spent some number of
hours at these efforts to learn something.

Can you think of any efforts like this that you have made during the past
1' nths? Did you actually complete some lemming' project on your own --
hat is, not in a formal teaching setting for credit? Have you, in other

words, gone as far as you wanted to and felt diet you-had finishbd the
articular projects? What were the projects or the, things that you learned?

(IF RESPONDENT NAMES ANYTHING, CHECK "ITS" AND LIST THE PR)JECTS OR THE THINaS
LEARNED UNDER "TONC" ON PAGE 3. THEN TAKE RESPONDOT THROUGH ALL THREE PROBES
SO AS TO GET AS COMPLETE A LIST OF TOPICS AS POSSIBLE. IF RESPONDENT-MEW
NAMF ANYTHING, ALSO commE THROUGH ALL THREE PROBES. DO Nar.Aanir "NO," I,
"DON'T KNOW," OR "NO ANSWER" UNTIL YOU HAVE BEEN THROUGH,ALL THREE PROBES Aff
RESPONDENT STILL IS UNABLE TO NAME ANY TOPIC. CHECK "YES" IP A TOPIC IS
NAMED AT ANY POINT IN THE PROBING, BUT ALWAYS 00 THROUGH ALL THREE PROM TO
GFT AS COMPLETE A LIST AS POSSIBLE.)

YES

NO

DON'T KNOW

.NO ANSWER

' 30/9
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Th

2

Probe l
.

, Fry to think.back over all of the wt 12 months -- right back to last year.
'I am interested in any deliberate effont you made to lbarn anything at all.
Anything at all can be included, regardless of whether it,was easy or hard,
big or little,' important or trivial, serious or fun, highbrow or lowbrow.
(PAUSE LIST ANYTHING MENTIONED UNDER "D)PIC.")

Probe #2

It doesn't matter when your effort started, as long you have spent same
. time at it sometime during the last-74E77-

We want to get as complete a list as possible, because we think that people
,make far more attempts to learn than anyone realizes. We can include any
sort of information, knowledge, skill, or understanding at all that you have
tried to gain -- just as long asyou spent some nuiber of hours at it during
the.past 12 months. What else do you recall?
(PAUSE --.LIST ANYMING MENTIONED UNDER "TOPIC.")

A

Probe #3 -- HAND gESPONDENT CARD "A."

Now, / have a list of some of the things people learn. It may remind you
of other things that you have tried to learn during the past 12 months.
Read and try to think about whether you have tried to learn samething
similar.

(GIVE RESPONDENT TIME TO READ THE EXHIBIT CARD. LIST ANYTHING MENTIONED
UNDER "TOPIC.")

TAKE RACK CARD "A."

0

A -2 5
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Q.1

Topic

3.

4. -..4

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18. ,

namil06110111111ao

(FOR EACH TOPIC LISTED, ASK):
Would you please tell me approximately how many hours
overall you spent in learning (topic)
(131sTrER ACIVAL HCURS NEXT TO EAGI 'MM.)

Hours

=11Ims

MIMINIONIMESINDO

/1.1111

mmimmomNo

Okay, thank you. That gives us a fairly complete list. If you suddenly
think arrinething else you have learned, though, please tell me.

1 5

3
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2. Now, let's take any one of your learning projects which you have listed. I
would like to find out how you went about doing it. (HAVE RESPOND/I' CH)OSE 'ONE OF ME TOPICS. ENTER IT AND THE HOURS SPEW ON IT BELOW.)

Topic Hburs

313)1999 3's-I6/998

IRNI) RESPONDENT CARD 1.

2a. Here is a card that describes'same:of the main ways by which people who try
. to learn something determine their detailed day-to-day plan on how to go about
doing it.

Please look these itenm over and tell me which ones, if any, apply to your own
experience. If there is something else you do that is not listed on the card,
would you mind telling mellow you actually go about the detailed planning of a
learning project? .

I make all detailed plans for the learning by myself.

I get detailed direction regarding what to learn or what
to do from some object (from a nonhuman source).

4

rhe planning and deciding on details comes from one
other person.who helped me in a one-to-one situation
(a himian resource).

I tried to attend a group meeting or a workshop or
conference

Other: (Please specify)

(AKE RACK CARD 1.

to

37/0, 9.

38/0,9

39/0,9'

40/0,9

41/0,9
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INIEKVIEWER: QUESTIONS 3 TO 7d REFER TO THE TOPIC ENTERED ON Q.2. REMIND
RESPONDENT OF THIS, IF IT IS NOT CLEAR.

3. Which one of the following answers describel your learning project at tiiis time?
(R4AD-WitSWER.WEGDKES-To. REspomert )

NOT VERY ACME -- that is, you have dropped,it or.
completed it, or you have set it aside for ohne
(or you are spending much less time at it now than
you were before)

- DEFINITELY ACTIVE'-- that is, are yawdefinitely
continuing this learning effort right now? Are you
spending about as much time as ever at it?

0

42/9

4 Please think for a moment about how much knowledge, tnformatian, and under-
standing,you gained as a result of ilitione learning project -- or think abouthow much your skills and habits improved -- or how much your attitudes or
sensitivity changed. Wauli you say that altogether --
(READ ANSWER CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT.)

Fl
-0

you leained a large 'amount or changed .a great deal?

you learned or thanged a modest amount?

you just changed of learned a little?

5. ilow enthusiastic have you been about having this new knowledge and sKill?(READ ANSWER CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT.)

- 43/9

VERY ENTHJSIASTIO

QUITE ENTHUSIASTIC Ok FAIRLY ERDIUSIASTIC

NOT ESPECIALLY ENTHUSIASTIC.

44/9

6. Let's set aside your own benefits for a moment and look at any benefits for
other people. Your new knowledge and skill might have been of some benefit
ti7576-ur family, your friends and relatives, your boss, your company or organ-
ization, your job, or even to people who live in'other places.

To what extent did the knowledge ana skill you gained provide some benefitto people other than yourself?
(READ ANSWER ('. ATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT.)

0

O A FAIRLY LAKE EXTFNT

TO A MODEST MINI'

(AI 0 A SMALL EXTEllf

N0T AT'ALL IJ;

45/9

5
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lAtO) RESIPONDEW CARD 2.

7. Here are listed some of die main reasons forwhich people prefer to learn on

their own, instea,; of taking a course or class somewhere.

7a: Wtiich one of these reasons would you consider to he the most important one

for y our decision to learn this project on your own?

( POR ITEM NAMED MOST IMPORTANT.)

7h. Which one is next most important?
(MARX "2" FOR ITN NAMED NEXT MOST IMPORTANT.)

7c. Which one is feast important aS best you can tell?

(MARK "1" POR-TTER NAMED.LEAST IMPORTANT.)

7d. And which one is next least important to you?

(MARX "0" FOR ITENINAMED NE(T LEAST EMPORTANT.)

(NOTE: MARK "8" FOR EACH REASON NOT RATED IN ABOVE (90ESTIONS.)

I wanted to learn this right away and
couldn't wait until a class might start.

A didn't know of any class that taught
what I wanted to know.

I don't like a formal classroom
situation with a teacher.

TransOortation to a class is too hard'

or expensive.

Desire to set my own learning pace.

I wanted to keep the learning strategy
flexible and easy to change.

Desire to put my awn structure on the

learning project.

Desire to use my own style of learning.

Lack of time to engage in a group

learning program.

I don't have enough money for a course

or a class.

Other: qlease specify)

lAKE HACK CARD 2.

19/

EEl

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-8

-8

-3

-3

-2

E

;

A -29

46/9

47/9

48/9

49/9

50/9

51/9

52/9

53/9

54/9

55/9

56/9
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aAND RLSPONDENT CARD 3.

8. What steps do you usually take in making your planning decisions?

,cl

In the process, as you get information on a topic over4:,some period of time
from various sources and explain it to yourself or other people, can you
think of the ways you go about it?

lb any of the steps listed on this card describe what you-do?.Could you
put them in the order which you use than? Which one would be first,. which
one second,,and so on?

(HAVE RESPONDENT RANK AS MANY STEPS AS POSSIBLE. ENTER RANK NUMBERS IN
APPROPRIATE BOXES.)

I talk about the interest I have and the. situation which
made me t.-!'ink. about it.

I try to clarify it by thinking about the problems in it,
and what I want to get out of it.

l'try to organize what I want to .get out of the study
project.

'look for soMe infqrmation that will help me, and then
try to organize what I have found out.'

When it seeps like I have a good approach, I try it out
by talking to several people, or putit into action if
it is something I can do.

After it sounds all right, or it works, I just seem to
lose interest or go on to something else.

other: (Please specify)

t.;

FAX!' BACK CARD 3.

A( 5

[I] 57/1-7,9

[11] %58/1 -7,9

[I] 59/1-7,9

[::]
60/1-7,9

c
61/1-7,9

.62/1-7,9

[1::
63/1-7,9
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8

9, When you learn something on your own rather than in a more fonnal course,
do you feel that you should be able to get academic credit for what you have
learned if you should desire academic credit.?

Yls

DEPENDS

no

DO NOT SEEK ACADEMIC CREDIT .

DON'T KNOW

NO- ANSWER .

IF "YES". OR "DEPENDS", ON .9 ASK:

- 2

*paw.

--------loGO TO Q.9a

rn

9a. Who should be able to award such a credit?

TO Q9a AND Q.9b

r-4 GO TO Q.11

IF "DEPENDS" ON Q.9, ASK:

9b. What does it depend on? How would you explain this?

64/9

V
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10. We are interested in finding out the things you may have learned during thelast 12 months by way of courses or school-like activities,,rather than thingslearned ccopletely on your own. Have you taken any courses or workshops or
seminars in the last 12 MOnths?

EYES

[] NO ---,IF 'NO" HERE AND AIX) ok Q.1, GO TO Q.16a.
IF ONLY "Mr RTE, C(WTINUE WITH Q.11

6519

IF "YES" ON:00, ASK:

10a. What were the topics covered or included in this more formal learn ?

Q.10a
Q.10b Q.10cTopic Where. Taken Hairs

3-

lob. (PIM EACH TOPIC LISTED, ASK:)
Where waS this course, workshop,
or whatever held?

10c. (HDR EA(H TOPIC LISTED, ASK:)
How many hcurs overall did you spend in this course or workshop?
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.4.

LU

11AND RESPONDENT CARD 4.

11. From which.of these sources do you find out that
kind exist?

TELEVISION

RADIO

eNEWSPAPER

LIBRARY DISPLAY

COMMERCIAL DISPLAY

LIBRARY FILES

WORD OF MUM

AGENCY FILES

learning opportunities of any

66/0,9

67/0,9

68/0,9

69/0,9

70/0,9

71/0,9.

72/0,9

73/0,9

74/0,9

75/0,9

HOT LINE

LABOR UNION

OTHER: (Please specify)

TAKE BACK CARD 4..

76/0,9
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11

10,W ituIPONDENT CARD S.

AH Data
II Card

02

1;,. Despite the length of time spent in finding mit about sceiethin, people havevarious goals for going about that learning.
On.this card is a.simple scale.Zero stands Col something that is entireb, u=tant, and 10 stands forsomething that is extremely ',..rtant.t The rs in between, of course,'represent various degrees of O O rtance:

I an going, to read several goals or
f

objectives that you might pursue when you learn. For each one, please tellle how,Leportant it is to you personally -- using the scale.(READ EACH (BJECTIVE.
ENTER SCALE NUMBER IN BOX BY EACH cesEarvE.)

IMPROVE JOB SKILLS

INLMEASE KNCWLEDGE

AET PEOPLE

CURIOSITY, INTEREST

PEACE OF MIND

TEACH SCMEONE

IMPRESS PEOPLE

EDUCATIONAL CREDIT POR A DIPLOMA,-
CERTIFICATE, OR DEGREE

SOLVE PROBLEMS

COMPLETE A TASK

MEET RESFONSIBILITY

,111111/

11
El
111M11

12-13/99

14-15/99

16-17/99

18-19/99

20-21/99

0 22.23/99

24-25/59

26-27/99

28-29/99

30-31/99

32-33/99
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1 2

12a. There may be other iwortant
goals which I have not mentioned. If there aresuch other important goals, please tell me what they are.

13. Now, I'm going to read several possible
areas of life in which you might usewhat you learn in your learning projects. Using the same scale from tero to10, rate how important to you each area of life is with respect to puttingyour learning to use.

' (READ EACH AREA. ENTER SCALP. NUMBER R4 BOX BY EACH AREA.)

.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
1:1] 34-35/99

VOCATIONAL PCO-RELATED)
[1] 36-37/99

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

[11] 38-39/99

VOLLNTARY ACTIVITY
40-41/99

HOBBIES AND RECREATION
42-43/99

HOME AND FAMILY
44-45/99

4
RELIGION

6-47/99

AGRICULTURE, TECHNOLOGY

GENERAL EDUCAr1CN

[1]
OTHER: (Please specify)

. TAKE BACK CARD 5.

't-

1 c,3

52-53/99

A -35
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HAND RESPONDENT CARD 6,

14: People have preferences for the way they learn. On this card are listed someof the main methods by which people,learn.
.

..

14a. Which one is the best method for you?
.

.. ,

0

(MARK "3" R)RBEgnorrirr
.

t14b. And which one, if any, is second'best?
(MARK "2" POR SECOND BEST.T----------

14c. Which one is the worst method for you?
(MARK "1" POR WORST.)

14d. And which one is second worst?
(MARK "0" FOR SECOMVALST.)

(NOTE: MARK "8" POR'EACH METH)D NOT RATED IN ANNE Q(JESTIONS.)

HEARING 0114LISTENINC

READING

SEEING OR 011SERVING

SOLVING PUZZLES OR PLAYING SOME GAMES

HAVING A TO SCNEONE,
ASKINC QUESTIMA

PRACI:ICE, TRIAL AND ERROR

MAKING NOTES AND WRITING

OTHER ( PI ease spec i fy)

1AKL BACK CARD et.

-3

-1

-3

=1,
-2 FT]

El

-0

E3

-0

-0

54/9

55/9

56/9

57/9

58/9

59/9

60/9

4 4
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14

A-37

ItAND RESPONDENT CARD 7,

15. Where would you say you most like,to do your learning? On this; card are listed
same of the main places Where people tio their learning.

15a. Which one do you like best?
(MARK "3" PaR BEST.)

Which one is the ne(t most preferred place?
MARK "2" POR NantEr.)

Isb.

1Sc. And which one do you like least as a place for your learning?
(MARK "1" MR LEAST.)

15d. And next least?
NARPTCP FOR NEXT LEAST.)

q.NOTE:1 MARX "8" FOR EACH PLACE NOT RATED

HOME

L LIBRARY

OUTDOORS

CLASSROOM

PUBLIC EVENTS (LECTURES, CONCERTS)

DISCUSSION (110UP

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

(YTHER: (Please specify)

IN ABOVE QUESTIONS.),

mu. BACK CARD ? .

.v4

oat

1 0.,), )

5-1

-2

113

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

-8

....11
-8

WHEWC

1,

62/9

63/9

64/9

65/9

66/9

67/9

68/9

69/9
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16a. -When was the veil last time thdt you looked
up some ,information? llow long ago?

(Days) OR (Weeks) Ct
(Months) 70-72/999

166. About how much time did you spend on that particular
occasion looking upthe information you wanted or needed?

(OBTAIN ANSWER IN MINUTES.)

Milutes)

, 1(c. Did you spend some time thinking about the information you got this veryI4st time? About how much time did you spend thinking about it?
(OBTAIN ANSWER IN MINUTES.)

73-75/999

. (Minutes)
76-78/999

1

Data
11 Card

#3

17. 1 will now read you a few statements.
Please Indicate for each one of thanwhether it is something you always admire in other people, or something youalwa s dislike in other people, or something that depends on the situationwhether you admire it or not.°

Having a keen interest in international,
national, and local affairs

Having a strong intellectual curiosity

Developing an appreciation of the fine arts
music, drama-, literature, and ballet

Having an active interest in all thirgs
scholarly

ALWAYS ALWAYS ECN'T
ADMIRE DEPENDS DISLIKE KNEW

-2

111

..,om.

-0.

-0

-0

1E1

12/9

13/91
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b

HAND RESPONDENT CARD 8.

18. I would like now to read you a brief list of sole of the main sources whichpeople go to when they want to know something, or get infordatioi on any subject.Would you please tell me how important, in general, each of these sources is in
your own efforts to know or find out something. Again, zero stands for something
that is completely unimportant, and 10 stands for an extraaely important source.You can, ofrcourse, use any number of this scale, depending on bow importanteach of these sources is to you.
(READ EACH SCURCE. ENTER SCALE NUMBER IN BOX BY EACH SOURCE.)

P'

CLOSE FRIEND OR RELATIVE

EXPERT WHO WAS ALSO A FRIEND OR RELATrVE

PAID EXPERT,

BOOKS a

GROUP, CLASS OR LECTURE SERIES WITH AN
INSTRUCTOR

SELF-FOIM GROUP OF EQUALS

MAGAZINES

FHOCRECORDS AND TAPE RECORDINGS

RADIO

HUE

NEWSPAPER

TELEVISION

EXHIBITS, MUSEUMS, FIELD TRIPS

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION OR TUTORING

CORRESPONDENCE STUDY

BROCHURES, NEwswrrERs, MArLINGS

IDIAN RELATIONS TRAINING, ROLE-PLAYING

BROWSING IN LIBRARIES

!RAVEL

TAKE BACK CARD 8:

[1:=14. 16-17/99

18-19/99k

20-21/99

22-23/99

001.1.1=1,

4.wea.elos

Li7

El
*.11*11

104

26-27/99

28-29/99

30-31/99

32-33/99

34-35/99

36-37/99

38-39/99

40-41/99

42-43/99

44-45/99

46-47/99

48-49/99

50-51/99

52-53/99
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.!

BAND CSNOWElsfr CARD 9.

19. information is used for various purposes. Do any pf the reasons listed onthis card explain your use of information?

194. Which onp is the most important?.
(NARK "3" P3R MO8T7T-

19h. Which is the next most important?
(MARK "2" FOR NEXT TaT.)

19c. Which one is the least important?
(MARK "1" P3R LEAST.)

19d. Which is the next least important?,
(MARK "0" FOR NEXTAPAST.)

(NOTE: MARK "8" FOR EACH PURPOSE NOT RATED IN ABOVE 4JESTI(4S.)

CHOOSE BETWEEN OPTIONS OR. ALTERNATIVE 51 [2]WAYS OFDDING SOMETHING

RFNOVE A BARRIER E E

17

[E] F] 519

vv

-11K5E TO HAVE SCMEMING TO DO
2 -0

UNDERSTAND AND DIAGNOSE A SI1UATION

.1.11.40

-0-2

MAKE PROGRESS TOWARD A GOAL
1,
-3

'CLARIFY A SITUATION -3 -2 -0

A(111EVE SELF- courROL

PIAN A LEARNING PROJECT

WIN APPROVAL BY CUHERS

CrilT.R: (Please specify)

141, BACK (ARD

111

ELIJF1E
1-2J

EI

./.
-3

.11..111

-2

-2

-0

[7-

55/9

to

-8

56/9

57/9

59/9

59/9

F-8-1 60/9
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18

20. Would you 4;onsider your use of the library to be regular, occasional, rare,or have you never used a library?

.

.REGULAR

cum law

RARE

NEM USED
ecl
-0

IF LIBRARY IS USED "REGULAR " "OCCASIONAL " OR "RAT'
HAND RESPONDENT CARD 10.

20a. Using this card, as a guide, how do you usually go about using the library?

64/9

2

TO Q,21

A-41

ASK A LIBRARIAN'.

'LOOK IN CARD FHA

WOK FOR BOOKS ON SHELVES
MYSELF

BROWSE IN NEW KOKS AREA

BROWSE IN MAGAZINE AREA

BROWSE IN REFERENCE BOOKS
(ENCYCLOPEDIA, HANDBOOK,
MANVAL)

OTHER: (Please specify)

TAKI aACK CARD 10.

/

65/0,9

66/0,9

67/0,9

68/0,9

69/0,9

70to,9

7!/0,9
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21. Oki voo hclong to any.organizations? Please include religious, social,

traternal, educational, or recreational organizations. If yes, how many?

(NUmber of organizations)

ANY1111NG JflIER THAN NONE ON Q.21, ASK:

21a. During the past year, have you been an officer of any of these
organizations or the chairperson of one of its committees?

72-73/00,01,...,99

YES

NO Ei
luring the last 12 months, have you done any voluntary work to help a group,
an organization, an agency whether governmental or private?

YF,S

NO

Fl1
-0

.1==111,

75/9

TO Q.23

IF "YES" ON Q.22, ASK:

22a. About how many hours per week would you say you have spent volunteering?

(hours)

76-78/999

22b. What kind of activities hiive you performed as a volunteer?

79-84'99

0
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1
1.1

Date

Card

_

23,

#4

INTERVIEWER: Please check one,of the following categories from observation:

BLACK

WHITE
,12/9

ORIENTAL

SPANISH

24. Also check one:

MALE

13/9
ALE

NO% I would like to ask a tew questions tbr statistical purposes only.

25. About how long have you lived in this community?

LESS THAN 1 YEAR

1 S YEARS 113
14/9

6 10 YEARS
0

(VER 10 YEARS

26. How many times have you moved your residence since 18.years of ige?

15-16/99
Neter or Thies)

A-43
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.2'd. Old you spend your childhood in a.town, city, or on a farm?

1OWN

CITY

FARM

IF 'TOW OR "CITY" ON Q.27a, ASK:

27b. ilow large a town or citY was that?

UNDER 1,000

1,000 - 2,499

2,500 4,999

5,,000 - 9,999

10, 00 - 49,999

50,000 - 100,000

100,000 OR MORE

ri
F-71 17/9

-06

-07

18-19/99

28. What are the ethnic mits of your family? That is, of what national origin,no matter .how far back,
you consider yourself to be?

29. what ethnic group(s), if any at all, is/are most important in terms of theway you currently
describe and think about yourself?
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co, BMA was the last year of school you completed?

UNDER 8 GRADES

SCE HIGH SCHOOL -

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE

VOCATIONAL

BUSINESS

TECHNICAL

SOME COLLEGE

B.A. (UNDERGRADUATE) DEGREE

GRALUATE WORK

DON'T KNOW

Lai

F-21

-04

-05

-06

-07

-08

-99

-88

20-21/99

U. To what social class do you 'belong? (READ ANSWER CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT.)

UPPER

MIDDLE

WORKING

LOWER

,
32. What is your marital status?

MARRIED

SINGLE

WIDOWED

SEPARATED

DIVORCED

-3

22/9

---------1,G0 TO Q.34

23/9



;3. Do You have any children?

NO

IF YES:

14. Mot is your age?

rle10

61

SELF.;.PLANNED LEARNING

24/9

How many are

over age 18? __ 25/9
under age 18?

26/9

preschool age?
. 27/9

........,... 28-29/99

What Is your occupation? (PROB1 FOR ADH(UATE
DESCRIPTION AND CHECK

APPROPRIATE 'BOX.)

)1t(IFI.SS1 ONAL , ma IN CAL , AND K NUR} 0 WORKER

1-021

MANAak ANWOR
AIIHNISTRATOR, EXCEPT FARM

WORMR

';ERVICI WORKER, EXCEVT PRIVATE IKtk&HOLD

cAtNrISMAN, PORINAN, AND KINDRED WORKER

riz 1 1,,1 F1: 110(1S11IOW WORKER

ro-31

-014

[05'

F061
\N11 /R1 FOLD

MINI' OPERA:1'0/E

1 RD'AL ,IND KINDRED WORKER

)1'1 It 1 1U IAC1.111"IMNSDoini

I 'A RN PkiRKIR

, 91 ihR RI Of coli AR WoRKER

FARM

ININDIA

I 11

MoU11

.111Ik: (Pleas(' spccteyl

-101.

1-12

-13

[1]

30-31/99

GO TO Q.37
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:! ,)1, ,irt not t nt' ot itousehold, what dues this person do?CA MANI MIA Q. 35)

A-47

32-33/99

voip..' ,Ineinploved or ret ired , what kind of work did
you most recently do?

,Hs. HAM Q. 35)

w tlitclu-tcd ,'ou in national politics? (READ ANSWER CATEGORIES TO

rED

L.A r 1 NTF1(1,..S 1H)

A 1 1 1-11.1 1111IRLSTE3)

Nwl Al A11 ItirERLSTED

36/9

34-35/99,

.tnd
woubl you consider

.our- political views in terms of present
/0.. thy tvrm, to be very liberal,

liberal, neither
particularly liberal...-mservative, or very conservative?

\ JO I.

1.1 ti)101.

Mil)1111 NI. rniER ( ItiFRAl.
NOR CONSI RVATIVE)

itt (:ONSHWATIVL;

11)N' 1' KNOW

) ;ir

-2

37/9
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11.1NI) kLiVON111..M. CARD 11.
-

In. in which of these groups was your total family income for 1975, before-taxes?
Plea,,e include income for all members of this household from all sources.
Please iost tell;itie'the number category that includes your total family income.

s.

LESS THAN $3,000

$3,000 $4,999

$5,000 $7,499

$7,500.- $9,999

$10,000 $14,999

$15,000 $24,999

$25,000 AND MORE

DON'T KNOW

NO ANSWER

\Ki. LARD 11.
_

k. What is your religious preference?

PROTESTANT

kOMANJAMILIC

JEWISH

AC,NW,TIC

AlUEIST

iflIITR: (Please specify)

-5 j

FJ

-2

44

r

rci

38/9 ,

39/9

A.
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k(ll you tee .1bout your religtous beliefs?t AISWIlt CATEGORIES '1'0 RESPONIOT.)

1,\.11 RV I l'ATI:s NA/%11':

\yr

VERY STR.ONGLY

sTRINsitil

NIOI+RATELY

NM' SO STRONGLY

N4 n MOM 'a Al ALL

111ANK YOU VERY 031. .

0

/

40/9

4

4

6

.16

oe
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4

APPFNDIX p

C.

Interviewers'and Interviewing Procedures

Opinion Research Corporation

The aaministration, execution; and maintenazice of all field work at top-
quality levels is the responsibility of the ORC Interviewing Department.

In addition to conducting the...field Work for ORC's custom research pro-
jects', the CRC Interviewing Departinent field.% on a regularly scheduled
basis, such mass dataxollection programs as ORC's.General Public Caravan
Survey, Executive Caravan among top and middle management of the leading
U.S. companies, the ORC Corporate Image series; and the Security Analyst
series among financial amd investment professionals.

A major function of the ORC Interviewing Department is the' recruiting,
training, and'maintenance of the quality of the staff of ORC's national
probability sample. The sample is staffed by over 1,200 carefully re-
cruited and training interviewers. In addition, some 300 ORC-hired and
trained interviewers operate in communities outside the probability sample
and are'available for special assignments. 'Approximately 901 of all
interviewers receive their assignments through a local supervisor.

Selected .individuals in the interviewinustaff are designated as Execu-
tive Interviewers, qualified for.asSignments involving publics consisting ,Of executives, proiessionals, or specialists'in varied fields. In addition,ORC has recruited'and trained many special field crews for studiesrequiring
particular skills, qualifications, or techniquesv including interviewers
fluent in a foreign language.

e

Interviewers are selected on the basis
a satisfactoiy command of"English, and
instructions. He or she should not be
there should be no obvious prejudices;
should be empathetic.

V.

of having a pleasing' personality,
the ability to follow specific
too aggressive.nor etoo backward;
and his attitude toward people
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Orior interviewing experidnce and/Or knowledge of,special erea's is not
necessary. 'An interviewer with good poise and the ability to follow
directiors can.administer 4ny survey calling for direct questions aec
the recording of specific answers. If, Iwçver, the subject matter I
of a sensitive nature (e.g., birth control, terviei4ing drug addicts,
etc.), interviewers are screened and aditise of the subject matter to
avoid imdirect bias of the survey results.,

4

Ili..4111XLCAS.Sati

The ORC field staff usually receive' their preliminary training in a
session condUcted-by an ORC f/eld representative. Such sessions usualLy
includ#1participation in a moa interview and anglyiis of situations,that
develop in the interview, ,instriction in questionnaire completion prO-
dedures and in ihe use of IntervieWing techniques such as the ptobe, a
review of sampling procedures, and a discussieft of ways.to establish
rapport with respondents. c

The iORC Interviewer'S Manual is,used in the training sessions and serves
also as a permanent source document. The 100-100e manual covers.research
and administrative procedures in.detail and is updated periodically. .

Interviewer Relations

An interviewer's first formal assignment is carefully analyzed and rated
by OttC supervisory personnel in Princeton. Continual follow-up analyses
are made during the probationary period.

'Reviews ate continued for all members of the permanent staff on prac-
. tically every completed assignment. .In the review, the interviewer's

wdrk is graded, and a report it made to th: laterviewer%, These reviews
cover all interviewers whether they be independent or working through
supervisors. t

,

One of the most Ateresting features of,ORC's relationship, with iti field
staff is that, on'each studyy the interviewer it provided with s phone

er to call toil-free for answers to any questions that may arise dux-
in the conduct of the study. tn this way, ORC is able to maintain pexsonal
c ntact with interviewers and to uncover prOblems and difficulties at aeir
inceptipn.

4

ORC enjoys.a very favorable relationship with its Interviewers for several
reasons:

1. ORC proviws explicit instructions and 4uestionnaires that
are easy to follow.
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a. The field staff is informed of ne research techniques
through periodic memoranda and eld meetings.

Interviewers are always paid within two weeks of our
receipt of their bill for services and expenditures.

Background of Interviewers

A detailed file is maintained on each interviewer, covering background,
experience, interviewing assignments, cost performance, availability,
impIssiors of work. 0

The median length of time our interviewers have been with us is four years.
Approximately '80% of our interviewing staff are faaale;. one out of four
is a college graduate; ami an additional one out of three,has had some
college training.

EiPps1d_SErvisors

As indicated earlier, most of ORG's interviewers report to supervisors
located in urban and'metropolitan areas throughout the country. VirtuallY
all of ORC's 150 fieldsupervisors are personally well known to ORC's vice
president in charge of field operations, Sarah Huneycutt. She has come
to.knaw the field supervisors through her extensive activities in the
Marketing Research Association. (She served as president of that organi-
zation during 1971-/2.) She meets with most supervisori ai least on an,
annual basis, and she is in phone contact with each of them much more
frequently. On the average, these supervisors have been with ORC for
more than five years; three out of four have had college training; 971
are female; and they range in age from 30 through 64.

Supervisors are responsible for interviewer training on specific studies
(as directed by ORC) and for the day-to-day supervision of interviewers'
assignments.

ORC's national probability sample is divided into fonr geographical areas
fo- monitoring purposes. That 1s, within the Interviewing Department in
'erinceton, there is a persan whose main responsibility is the maintaining
of personal contact and communlcation with supervisors ano independent
interviewers within a particular geographical region. Essentially, this
means that every person working on an ORC study in the field knows there
is A person in Princeton who can be contacted for immediate assistance at
any time.

Steps Involved in Fielding_Eational Stut

This description bypasses the area of sample selectiza since the Inter-
viewing Department's responsibility begins upon receipt f the sample
locations.
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The sample locations are recorded in a book and are referred to as
trols." These controls provide space for the following entries:

Name of interviewer andior supervisor

tode 4ber

Rate of pay

Scheduled audit, cost analysis

Date stildy notification sent

Result of notification (e.g., acceptance,
refusal, no response)

Date study materials mailed

Return-of "writing postcard," indicating
assignment received and interviewer proceed-
ing with assignment. If the card is not
returned within a reasonable period of time,
a telephone call is made.

Date of return of completed aJsignment

Hours and dollars spent

Number of contacts and result of each

Space for notes during course of field work
(e.g., extension granted, change of location,
etc.)

The control book is designed to give an up-to-date, picture of a study
during the entire interviewing period and for later reference, if neces-
sary. It also gives us more flexibilitrin that each member of the office
staff can, at a glance, determine the status of the study.

When the sample locatioi.., have been entered in the control book, a member
of the Lnterviewing Department selects an interviewer and/or supervisor for
each location.- This requires review of the interviewer's file 3 deter-
mine which of the interviewers should be alerted. (Since interviewers
work on a part-time basis, it is necessary for us to hire a sufficient
number of Interviewers to ensure coverage for any given study.) We must
be selective In our choice of interviewers since the selection is deter-
mined by several factors -- distance from the sample location, availability,
capability of handling a specific type of study, frequency of assignments
handled, etc. Once the selection has been made, the interviewer's file.

It

1 S L
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Is reviewed to ascertain whether an audit should be scheduled. This is
determined by number of 'assignments and/or last grade received. If the
review of the interviewer's last assignment was not 1004 satisfactory,
another audit would be.made on her next assignment. (The audit will be
covered in more detail later.)

The field staff receives notification of the study by mall. The noti-
fication briefly describes the study, type of respondent,*. length of
interview, number of interviews assigned, length of time allowed for
completion. The interviewer responds by returning a postcard which was
enclosed with the notification. If for some reason an interviewer re-
fttses the assignment, another is selected immediately and, most likely,
notified.by telephone if -ime does not permit mail notification. It
should be noted at this point that mail (regular and air) notification
is usual for a study since it is the least expensive. Hossrever, at least
two weeks prior to actucl sendout of materials is needed. Other methods
of notification can certainly be employed, but at greater cost (e.g.,
special delivery, telegram, telephone.)

In areas where supervisors are selected, each supervisor is provided
with a list of the sample areas. Providing the areas in advance allows
for selection of interviewers who can most efficiently handle the area.
The superviscr makes her selection much the same way we at ORC do.

The actual organization of and Packing materials for each location is
handled by members of the Lnterviewing Department, We place great impor-
tance on.the packing of material because time is of the essence. We
cannot afford the delay that coulii occur if something were omitted from
the sendout. During the actual send-out process, eadh .person involved
is checked by others periodically to be sure everything is accounted for.

L.nclused in the package is a postcard that is to be returned by the
intervieWer upon receipt of the materials. If this card is not received
within a reasonable length of time, the interviewer is,called. The purpose
of the card (and/or call) is to assure us that each sample location is
being worked an and will be-completed within the specified time period.

In addition to initiating phone calls, the IntervidWing Department re-
ceives caiis from the field covering various aspects of t.he work --

'problem relating to the handling of,a specific questionnaire item, a
problem with the area assigned, an emergency which requires additional
timi to complete the work, etc. All members of the department are know-
ledgeable about'each study in the field and can, thetefore, answer the
question or refer the interviewer to someone on the research staff who
can. Ln-..n-viewers, are encouraged to call us station-to-station collect
any time they have a question aad/or problem that cannot be answered by
their study instructions or Lnterviewer's Mhnual. ,

As the completed assignments are received in Princeton, the Lnterviewing
koartment begins the check-in procedure.
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Assitsls.........___IltSchduledforantAudi

The first step in the checkia procedure is a review of the Interviewer's
Report to Study Director. This is a form provided to each interviewer on
each of orr studies. The interviewer reports any difficulty with the
study and indicates whether thi difficulty was hers or the respondent's
(or both). This, report is forwarded to the Director of the project.
Next, the Housing Unit ListiRg Sheet is reviewed to determine whether
the interviewer followed the proper route through the assigned housing
units at the appropriate time of day for maximum productivity, and listed
the respondents' names and phone numbers for verification purposes.

Following this, the interviewer's completed interviews are arranged in
order 0 the addresses listed on the Housing Unit Listing Sheet. First,
the face sheet is reviewed to be certain that the face sheet ,:mber
corresponds with the address on the listing sheet; that the address has
been entered on the face sheet as it appears an the listing sheet; the
location number has been entered correctly; eligible residents in the
household were listed in the proper order and the resident to be inter-
viewed was selected according to instructions; and, finally, whether the
interviewer indicated completion of the interview on the first or second
call.

The next step is to determine if, in fact, the interview is complete.
Then the background information is reviewed for possible omission. If
the interview is complete, this is indicated an the Housing Unit Listing
Sheet. When tHii process has been completed for the entire assignment,
the results are entered in the controls.

The final step is the review and calculation of charges on the inter-
viewer's time sheet. Here are the points we consider when reviewing the
time sheet:

Maximum productivity on first trip to'the area

Planning of callbacks for continued maxi=
productivity

Realistic study*, edit*, and interviewing* time

Realistic travel* time and mileage charges

*STUDY TIME -- time spent reading the instructions and rev-
iewing the questionnaire.

*EDIT TIME -- time spent checking over the completed work, fil-
ing out the time sheet and supylementary reports.

qTRAVEE TfME -- travel time to and from the sample area. It dc,es
not include travel time from one housing unit to anothor within
the sample area.

*INTERVIEWING TIME -- includes travol time uithin a sample arca from
one housing unit to another and time spent contacting housing units
and actually conducting the intervieW.

1 S,i
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As mentioned earlier, audits are indicated at the time of interviewer
selection. However, it should be understood that any interviewer is
subject to an audit if the work does not appear to be up to our standards'.

The audit is a' detailed review of the interviewer's assignment, including
the points covered earlier in the check-in procedure. A form is used
for the audit on which we indicate erris made by the interviewer. This
form, along with copies of the errors, is returned to the interviewer
with our convents. The interviewer is rated and this rating is entered
in her file. The audit consists of two ratings -- one for interviewing
mechanics and one for sampling. One advantage of this method is that it
allows the Field Representative to better plan seminars with the inter-,
viewers.

At one point, we graded the interviewer's work with A4 B+ etc. But, we
realized that some people viewed a "B" rating as very good, while our
opinion was that the grade was average. Thus, we now grade by the number%
system with a brief explanation.

Verification of Interviews

Each supervisor verifies 10% of the interviews completed by each inter-
viewer before they are forwarded tal Princeton. Additionally, ORC con-
ducts an independent and additional 104 verification of its own. This
is accomplished in one of three ways -- through the mail, by phone, or,
by a personal visit from an ORC representative. At least 204 of each
interviewer's assipment is verified. If an interviewer's perforiii&
is suspect, however, 100% of her completed interviews are verified.

Verification consists of determining.whether or not an interview has
taken place, verifying the respondent's address, verifying key items on-
the questionhaire, and obtaining any information that has been omitted
and/or is not explicit on 'the questionnaire.

To avoid antagonizing respondents, ORC takes a.positive stand for veri.=
fication purposes. In othet words, rather than asking the rag 3dent
if she has been interviewed, we tell her that we are calling to thank
her for participating. Obviously, we ask other questions to determine
If the interviewer conducted the interview, including asking the responr
dent for his or her address.
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Introduction

,For over.30 years now, it has been an'almost invariable practice to sample
human populations for personal interviews by areal methods -- that is, by
using maps showing blocks or other small geographic segments fOr,which
rough preliminary population estimates can ballade.

This method, while quite rigorous in concept, has menrdifficulties in
practice. Most of these difficulties are associated with.the great popu-
lation mobility and rapid grawth in this country. For example:

, .

1, Census data ascribing population figures to very small
geographic units are usually out,of date in the inter-
Imsal years. Independent estimates for small geographic
areas are generally quite unreliab/e or nonexistent.

2. Maps are usually either'out of date or, in some cases,
far ahead of the cultural development of the land. In
otheraies, the naps may be just too inaccurate, or.
incomplete, or simply lacking ift necessary detail.

3. Even when few or nor these difficulties are found,
clericarerrors in l'g out sample segments and the
interviewer's errors in finding these assigned segments
from a map and counting households tan still be very.
troublesome -- the combination of ertors can often

.result in significant inaacuracies.

The purpose of the procedures that are described below is to establish a
tractable sampling method that avoids these various diffituities, is
easily applied and economically efficient, and is statistically unbiased :
(or so nearly, so that the bias is negligible).

In essende, the method is very simple to apply. The basic procedure is
as follows:

1. A current telephigne directory is specified by each choice
of a Primary Sampling Uhit (10SL) or Minor Civil Division
OM) -- the technique is described below.

The desired number of starting points for the PSU are se-
lected at random from this directory. These starting points
are, of course, listed telephone addresses

S: ,
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3. An interviewer is directed to a starting point by the spe-
cific address given for it in the directory, and is
instructed not to conduct an interview in,that household.

4. Facing a designated address, an interviewer starts with
the household to the left of the starting point, and con-j
ducts interviews in that 'household and each successive,'
adjacent household (whether or not a household has a listed-
telephone)'. The particular respondent to be interviewed
is specified by a random selection from the eligible.
inhabitants of the household (e.g., all those 18 years old
and older),

5. Weighting procedures must be applied to compensate
for any inequalities in probabilily of selection.
The result is an unbiased sample of the population
under study..

The General Structure

The master sample of counties, and of primary sampling units withinthe
counties, designed fbr Opinion Research Corporation by Nkrketmath,is in itself a probability sample of the continental United States
(excluding Alaska and Hawaii).

The ORC master sample consists of 360 counties, arranged in 6 blocks,
will the 60 counties of each block distributed into 6 replicatiorks of
10 counties each. Each block is a random sample chosen with probability
proportional to size of population (PPS). Prior to the sample selection,all 3070 counties were grouped into the 173 areas designated by the United
States Office of Business Economicsrthese area groupings were then
arranged in geographical order from north and east to south and west --from Maine to California, and within each area the counties were arranged
In order of descending population. Random choicei were made by systematic
sampling in order to ensure representative geographical distribution.
The selections were made, and documented, on an I34,360/0 digital
computer.

The master sample of p,rimary sampling units (PSU's) was derived from the
selected counties. A PJ is generallydefned in the literature as an
"interviewing place" -- in this instance, and in the context of this
method of sampling, it is a device for initiating and localizing the
choice of a "starting point" within each county. Thus, in the ORC sample
the PSU is defined as a telephone book. Sample sizes can be adjusted by
varying the nu!aber of starting points selected at each PSU.

411ess an entire county is covered by a single telephone book, all Minor
Civil Divisions (MD) within eadh county were listed and described
(asually, according to the 1970 U.S. Census). These may be towns,
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townships, cities, parts of cities (Which are sometimes distributedover more than one county), or simply"romdager" areas (denoted as"outlying districts").

A-59

In general only 1970 U.S. Census population figures are available as astarting blsis. However, there have been many Significant changes in theintervening years. These figures are therefore compared place by placewith current known county and city populations, in order to determinepopulation shift trends. Such trendi are extracted; all individual MCDpopulation figures are then appropriately scaled, up or down; to giveestimates of the current actual population distribution.

When acceptable estimates of current population distributions among theMCD's of a county have been established, systematic Sampling from random-itedStartS is again used within the county tb select a single MCD asthe base for a PSU, with probability
proportional to size.

The end objective is to designate uniquely a telephone book selected todetermine "clusters" of households for inuaviewing. To ensure that thefinal sample of interviews is a true probability simple, this process ofselecting PSU's was carried out iaWconsiderable rigor.

Selection of "Starting Points"

The next step is a random selection of individuals to be interviewed.Ile general approach is as follows:

1. Bach MCD designating a PSU is covered by a telephone book,
the required limber of starting points are chosen, using
randomizing techniques, fran the households listed in eachsuch phone,book.

2. Each starting point is then used to determine a "cluster"
of households (both with and without listed telephones)in which interviews will be conducted.

3. 'The interviewers, working through a cluster- select indi-
viduals to be interviewed frmn the households of the
cluster using a ramlan selection procedure.

4. The interviews obtained are then weighted in the varioUs
ways necessary to ensure proper representation in the
sample.

For the survey of self-planned learning, 240 PSU's were used for a1,500-respondent sample -- six or seven interviews per PSU.
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Summary of Contacts

Households contacted
Ineligible households
Total eligible households
Interviews completed
Refusals
Other barriers

Households eligible for
and call

1st Call
Actual
2nd Call

5,493
113

5,380
1,033

828

188

3,331

1,956*
8 °

1 948
468
365
80

*Not all households eligible for a second tall actually
receives one, since interviewers are instructed to
stop interviewing in a location after completing a
specified number of interviews.

"Completion rate" is a difficult concept for which there are numerous
definitions. The method by which we compute "completion rate" for the
ORC National Probability Sample is as follows:

Let X = Percentage of completed intervieris on
second call (first callback)

# of interviews on second call
1171711-71--irlifEre-

households on second call

# of households still eligible for
callback after first_call

"Completion Rate" = # of interviews first call +'(X)(Y)
TOtal # of eiigible householas
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For the self-planned learning study, the Calculation is as follows:

"CoMpletion Rate" = 1033 4-

(
468 3331
148)

5380

*le 1033 + (.24) C3331)

5380

m 1832 = .34
5380

Since the sample plan for this study called for one callback at most (a
total of two calls) at any household, the "completion rate" is relatively
low compared with that of study designs calling for more than two calls.
The sample plan used for this study was designed to be cost-.efficient,'and
it works extremely well in practice.

popAiation

!;ample

I501) .

RESPONSE PATTERNS INVENTORY

(Demographic and Socio-Culturaf Characteristics)

Table.AA SEX OF RESPONDENT

Formal Self' Self-Initiating
Learners Learners Leathers
(N 283) (N 1142) (N 901)

Female ')9.2 59.0 60.5 61.1

lale 40.8 41.0 39.5 38.9

Non-Learners
(N 317)

55.0

45,0

PuviaL jou
Sample

Table AB

Funnel
Learners

..RACE OF RESPONDENT

41 Self

Lesrnera
Self-Initiating

Learners Non-Learners(N 1501) (N 283) (N 1142) (N 901) (N 317)

Black 7.9 13.A 7.4 6.3 7.5

White 88.6 83.4 89.1 90.4 88.3
AOriental .8 .4 1.1 1.2

Spanish 2.7 2.0 2.5 Z.1 4.2
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P6pu1at1ou,

Sample
(N 1501)

SELF-PLANNED,LEARNING

Table AC MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENT

Formal Self Self-Initiating
Learners Learners Learners
(N 283) (N 1142) (N 901)

Married
a

Single

Widowed ,

:ieparsked

Dtvork:ed

DKINA

b8.2

14.7

10.8

2.3

3.9

.1

0.5

18.3

3.5

1.5

3.1

.0

69.8

16.7

7.8

3.5

.1

71.9

13.3

8.9

3.7

.1

0

Table A151 AGE OF REOONDENT

Population Formal Self Self-Initist:ing
t,ample ,

kN 15C1)

125-2 15.3

:S-12 19.6 0 4%9Y

20.9

12:9

,-over 10.8

1.1

Non-Learners
(N 317)

62.9

7.2

,22.1

2.9

4.8

.0

.<::Learners Learners Learners Non-Learners
(N 283) (N 1142) (N 901) (N 317) ,

/

.

. 28.8 18.7) 14.9 4.7 .

,

,L9.3 (58.1) /2.0 (40.7) :.20.2 (35.1) 9.0 (13.7)
i

22.1 22.4 22.3 17.0..
,

10.0 12.6 13.6 13.1,

5.5 11.6 13.6 21.2

3. 12.2 14.1 33.0

.8 .9 .9 2.0

Fopuletkon
sample

Table AE

Formal
Learners

ROLE OF RESPONDENT,

Self Self-Initiating
Learners Learners Non-learners

kN 1501) (N 183) (N 1142) (N 901) (N 3i7)

iln4hand % 3).8
-, 32.2 34.5 35.3 4.... 44.0

W ile ')3.2 49.5 54.8 56.3 48.9

Male .6 1.1 .7 .7 .0
1

Fep,itle ,9 1.4 .8 1.0
0

7.8 4.1 2.8 1.3

'Oal4:hter 2.9 6,U 3.3 /.6 1.0

4 Mother ot

!lead

lolher in

.3 .24 .2 .1' 1.0

Law , 3 .1 .1 1.0

Othet

lat ivi 1.4 1,8 1.3 1.2 1.6

UK/NA .2 .0 .1 .1 .3

,

1
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Population
Sample
(N 1501)

Table AT HAW CULDRIN

Formal Sell Ilmlf-Initiating
wearnere Learner.

' Liarners
(N 285) (N 1142) (4 901)

Nom-Larners
(II 311)

No 19.1 19.4 18.8 14.3 20.8

.4 Yee 68.9 -58.7 . 67.5 70.6 73.0
(1

fr

010/14A 12.0
1

..
21.9 13.7 11.1 6.2 1

Table AG' NUKUR CV CHILDSIN OVIR 18 .

Population Formal Self Se1f-Initiatimp
Sample Learner. Learners Learners Nom.Learmers(N 1501) (N 283) (N 1142) (N 901) (4 317)

0 34.8 39.6 37.7 : 37.0 24.1

1 10.9 4.1 8.7 9.7 17.9

10.5 6.0 10.2 11.1 11.1

3 6.5 3.2 6.2 7.2 7.8

4 3.7 2.5 3.0 3.2 5.9

5 1.7 .4 1.4 1.8 2.6

b .9 .0 .5 .7 2.3

DNIMA . 31.2
,

41.3 32.2 29.1 28.3

Population
A Sample
(N 1501)

Table AH

Formal
Learners
(N 283)

immulR OR cluom UNDER 18

Self So1f-Initiatios
Learners Learners
(H 1142)

(N Ppli),

.

Non-LeeTners
(V 317).

..'
U 14.2 $

14./ 130.9. 33.4 44.6

11.9 12.0 11.9 11.7 41.4
v A

12.9 13.1 14.2 '14.7 9.1

1 6.2 5.3 6.6 6.7 5.2

4 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.6

1.1 ,4 1.1' 1.3 1.3

h . 1 . 7

,

.6 .6 1.0

0K/NA 30.8 41.3 32.2, 29.1 26.7

A-63

.

4

0
Popalation

Sample
(N 1501)

Table AI

?onkel
Learner.
(N 283)

WHIM OF PRESCHOOL CHILDS=

Self Self-Initiating
Learner. Learners
(N 1142)

. (N 901)
Non-Learners
(P1 3)7)

0 52.7 37.5 ) 49.7 53.9 1 62.9
41 11.8 14.1

. 13.4 12.8
. 6.8

.

.2 4.4 6,0 ,4.5 4.3 3.3
3 .5 1.1 .5 .4 .3,

4
$ .1

,.4
.1 .0% .oDK/NA 30.5 41.0 31.8 ha, 26.7
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Table AJ FAMILY IKONS

Population Formal
Sample Learners
(N 1501) (N 283)

SELF-PLANNED LEARNING

Self Self-1nitiaiing
Learners Learners
(II 1142) (N 901)

Now*Learners
(8 317)

l: less than 13,000 6.5 ( 4.6 4.8 5.1 12.4

11,000 to 44,999 8.8 4.9 6.9 7.4 16.6

.1,

0,

45,000 to $7,499 9.3 7.4 8.8 9.2 9.8
4

e.4. 1,500 lo $9,999 9,9 8.8 10.2 10.1 8.8

.s. 410;000 cu'414,999 21..5 24.0 23.2 16.0

6. 3p),(vp to $24,999 22,7 27:6 25.7 24.7 12.7

/. $25.000 or mure 9.8 v14.8 11.3 10.2 4.2

OK/NA . 11.b 7.8 9.1 ' 10.2 19.5

,

27,Table'AK HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION

Population Formal 'Self Self-Initiating
Temple .Learners Learners Learners Non-Learnere
(8 1501) (N 283) (N 1142) (N 901) (N 317)

1. ruder 8 Grades 12.3 2.1 7.' 9.6 29.6
2: oeHigh Se-hool : 17.9, 8.1 16.0 18.6 24.1
L. 41gh School Ord 29.9 19.4 30.6 33.6 29.3

Vocstkonal 2.3 2.8 2.5
-

. 2.5 1.0
5. Business 2.6 4.6 2.9 2.3 ..1.3
b. Technical 1.6 3.5 1.7 1.2 1.0
/. Simi College 16.2 27.9 18.6 4,15.7 7.8
N. college Degree 9.2 15.5 10.9 9.2 3.3
9. Grad Work 7.9 15.9 .9.1' 7.3 2,3

DK/RA .2 .o .1 .1 .3

. iable AL OCCUPATION OF RESPOND

L.

PopLilmition

Sample
(ti 1501)

Professional
-

Foruml
Learners.
(8'283)

S lf
L ners
(N 1142)

Se16.1nitiating
Learners

1 (N 901)
Non-Learners

(N 317)1

reontician 15.3 29.3 18.0 14.5 4.2 ,
Memitter 4dmi6istrator 7.4. 5.6

l. sales Work
13.4 4.8

Service Worker 4.4 3.2 4.4 v4.6
5. cr'aftsman Foreman 6.3 5.7 6.2 6.7 5.9t. Private Household Wutk ./ .1.1' .8 .8
7. Transport Operator 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.6
3. clerical, 5.7 U.5 6.3 5.1

,Ai

9. oiher operator ." 1.6 .4 1.1 .1.5
t)! Perm Worker 1.1 .7 .8 .9 2.5
11. otter Blue Collar 1.1 2.1 1.8 2.0 2.61. Laborer' 2,6 .2.;5 2.1 2.0 4.611," Housewi(e

16.6 28.4 32.1 31.914. uoemilloyed 3.5 4.6 3,6 3.4 2.9Retired 14:1 11.9 13.8 26.1lb. Student 2.2 6,7 2.9 .0
:/. Other 1.1 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.3

OK/liA .3 5 .4 .3 :3 .3

*

ft
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Table AM PRIIVIOUS JOB If UNINPLOTIO OR aingito
0

0
Popuiation formal Self
Sample Learners Learners

(8 1501) (8 283) (R 1142)

1. Professionel

Soli-Initiating
Learners
(N 901)

A- 0

Mcmgrearners
(N 317)

technician 2.9 1.1 2.9 3.2 4.92, Manager Administrator 1.5 .7 1.5 1.7 1.3. 3. Wee Worker 1.2 .7 1.4 1.7 2.9'4. Service Worker 2.1 2.1 1.7 1.8 1.65. Craftsman Foremen 2.4
1.7 1.9 9.16. Private Household Work .1 .0 .1 ,1 .07. Transport Operator .3 .0 .4. .6 1.68. Clerical 2.2 1.8 2.2 2.3 1.09. Other Operator 1.9 .7 1.0 1.0 2.010. Parm Worker 1 6 .4 1.1 1.2 2.0Ir. Other Blue Collar .2
.2 .2 .712. Laborer 1.5 .4 1.0 1.1 2.613. Housewife .6 .4 .5 .6 ..714. Unemployed .0 .o .0 .315. Retired .1 .o .1 ,216. Student .1 .o .1 .1 .017. Other 0 .2 .o .2 .2 .7

DK/NA 81.0 91.2 84.1 60.6

Table AN MOW MANY TIMIS MOND SIMI 18 MRS OLD

Population
Sample

(N 1501)

Formal
Learners
(11 283)

Self
Learners
(8 1142)

Self-Initiating
Learners
(N 901)

NonLea*ners
(N 317)

0 7.1 13.8 7.5 6.2 4.21 9,2 9.9 9.0 8.9 9.42

'3

14.0 12.4 14.3 14.4 13.416.3 15.9 16.7 16.8 15.34 12.3 10.3 11.7 11.7 14.35 9.2 9.5 9.0 8.8 10.4)6 8.1 8.8 8.0 7.8 8.87 3.8 2.8 3.9 4.4 3.38 3.7 2.1 4.0 4.5 2.99 1.3 2.1 1.1 1.0 1.610 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.0 5.211-15 times 4.8 3.3 4.5 4.8 5,216-20 times 2.7 3.3 3.2 3.0 1.30 21.25 times
.9 .8 .9 .9 .326 and over 1.5 .4 1.5 1.6 1.3

DK/NA 1.3 .0 .9 .9 2,9

Table AO

Population
Sample

(N 1501)

HOW LONG LIVID IN COMMUNITY

Formal Self
Learners Learners
(N 283) (8 1142)

Se1f-Initiatins
Learners
(N 901)

Non-Learners
(V 317)

'Less than 1 year 9.3 12.0 9.5 8.8 8.5
1.5 years 23.7 28.6 25.4 24.4' 16.6
6-10 yeso 12.7 16.6 14.4 13.2 7.2
10 end over

54.3
t,

42.8 50.6 53.6 67.4
DK/NA

.1 .0 .0 .0 .3
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Table AP WHERE LIVED AS CHILD °

Population Formal Self
Semple Learners Learners
(N 1501) (M 283) (N 1142)

SelfInitiating
Learners
(N 901)

Von-Leamners
(N 317)

Town 29.5 33.2 31.7 30.8 22.5

City 44.4 49.1 45.1 44.1 40.1

Perm 26.0 17.7 23.0 24.9 36.8

OK/NA .1 .0 .2 .2 .0

Table Mg HOW LARGE CHILDHOOD TOWN OP CITY

Population
Simple

(N 1501)

Formsl
Learners
(N 283)

.:Self

Learners
(N 1142)

Self-Initiating
Learners
(N 901)

Non-Lesrners
(M 317)

Under 1,000 4.8 2.8 5.0 ' 5.6 4.2

1,000-2.499 3.7 3.2 3.7 3.7 4.6

2,500'4,999 3.5 3.2 3.6 3.7 3.3

5,000-9,999 7.7 10.2 8.3 7.7 5.2

a
10,000-49099 16.2 18.7 17.4 17.0 11.1

50,000-99,999 ' 10.8 10.2 11.2 11.2 10.4

100,000 or over ' 27.1 32.2 27.4 26.2 25.1

DK/NA 26.1 19.5 23.4 24.9 36.1

Table AR OFFICER OF ORGANIZATION IN PAST YEAR

Population Formal Self Self-,Initisting
Sample Learners Learners . Learners
(N 1501) (5 281) (14 1142) (N 901)0

Non-Leerners
0 317)

No 40.0 42.8 41.2 40.9 34.2

Yea 20.5 29.0 22.8 20.7 12.1

DK/NA 39.4 ! 28.3 36.0 38.4 53.8

Table AS VOLUNTEERED DURING LAST YEAR

Population , Formal Self Self -Initietirg
Semple Learner. Lesrners Learners Non -Learners
(N 1501) (M 2e3) (N 1142) (N 901) (N 317)

No 61.3 49.5 53.9 55.8 87.0

Yes 38.0 50.2 45.2 43.2 13.0

DK/tiA .7 .4 .9 1.0

Table AT SOCIAL CLASS OF RESPONDM

Population Formal Self Self-Initisting
Sample Learner. Learners Lsernsrs NonLesrners

(N 1501) (N 283) (N 1142) (N 901) (N 317)

Lower 67 2.8 4.8 5.4 14.7
Working 34:8 31.8 34.2 35.1 36.5
Middle 53,4 59.0 55.1 53.8 45.9
Upper 4.5 5.3 5.3 5.3 1.6
DONA A ,7 1.1 .7 .4 1.1

A
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Table AU DOOM OW IMINBST IV mums

A-6/

Population Pommel Self Self-lultiatfue
Semple Leerneri Leaguers Leereirs 100040eruers
(N 1501) (N 283) (V 1142) (M 901) (111 317)

Not at All 13.7 9.2 10.9
411.6

24.4

Littje Interest 21.7 14.1 200 22.0 26.7

S4mewhat Interested 34.4 41.3 35.5 25.7

very Interested 30.2 35.3 32.0 0.9 23.1

DONA .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

Table AV

Population
Semple
(N 1501)

TYR OW POLITICAL PM

Pommel flelf

Learners Learners
(V 283) (N 1142)

Learners
(X 601)

VonLoarnerS
(N 317)

very Liberal 3.8 6.0 4.0 3.3

Liberal 19.3 23.0 20.4 18.1 15.3

Middle Road 35.8 34.6 36.6 36.9 32.6

Coniervative 24.6 26.1 26.0 23.8

Very Conservative 3.6 1.4 3.7 4.4 4.2

DKJNA 11.7 6.0 9.3 10.5 20.8

Table AN RELIGIOUS PRIFNRIVO8

Population Formal Selg
Sample Learners Learbeera
(N 1501) (N 283) (N 1142)

SelfeInitiating
Lammers
(V 901)

NomLearners
(N 317)

Protestant. 60.5 56.9 56.9 60.5 63.5

Catholic 27.4 24.4 27.2 27.2 30.9
9

Jewish 2.2 2.8 2.5 2.2 1.3

Agnostic 2.3 6.0 2.4 1.3 1.6

Atheist 1.0 2.1 1.3 1.0 .o
Other 60 7.4 7.4 7.4 2.6

clt/NA .3 .4 .4' .3 .0

Table AX fr1207111 Of ASLIGIOUS

Population
Sample
(N 1301)

Formal
Learnere
(N 203)

Self
Leaguers

1142)

SeIN-ItatIatins
Lofton
(N 901)

Non-Learnera
( 317)

Not Strong At All 6.2 7.1 6.6 60 5.5

Not So Strongly 7.5 8.8 7.7 7.0 6.2

Moderately 27.0 25.4 27.7 28.3 25.7

Strongly 22.4 22.3 21.8 21.9 23.8

very Strongly 36.2 3640 35.7 35.8 38.1

DK/141 .6 .4 .6 .6 .7

1
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Table AY
6

CHARACTERISTICS WHICH RESPONDENTS ADMIRE/

DISLIKE IN OTHER PEOPLE . isegviNumm

SELF -PLANNED LEARN ING

CATEGORY
ALWAYS

AEMLEA DEMOS
ALWAYS,

DISLIKE

Having a strong intellectual curiosity

beveloping an appreciation of the fine
arts -- music, drama,literature, and'
ballet

70.6

58.1

26.1

33.9

3.2

80

Having an active interest in all things
scholarly 57.0 38.9 4.1

Having a keen interact in international,
national, end local affairs 52.9 44.8 2.7

Table AZ

A

CHARACTERISTICS WHICH

DISLIKE IN OTHER PEOPLE

CATEGORY

RESPONDEMS ADMIRE/

CONTINUING LEARNERS

ALWAYS
.DISLIKE

ALWAYS
ADMIRE DEPENDS

Having a strong intellectual curiosity 76.1 22.1 1.8

Developing en appreciatLon of the fine
arts -- music, drama, literature, and
'ballet 62.0 34.1 4.0

Hiving an active interest in ill things
Isholorly

49.8, 46.9 3.3-

Having a keen interest in internatftnal,
national, and local affairs

- 49.3 46.7 . 4.0

Table BA

CHARACTERISTICS WHICH USPONDENTS MIRA/
aisum IN OTHSR MKS -- SELT-MARMIS

CATEGORY
ALWAYS
ADMIRE DEPENDS

ALWAYS
DISLIKE

Having a strong intellectual curiosity 71.4 26.0 2.6

Developing an appreciation of thi fine arts --
.

music, drama, literatert n,d ballet
58.5 33.2 8.3

Having an active interest LI ill tkinp ecU-
olary

55.2 40.8 4.0

Haithg a keen interest in international, nat-
ional and local affairs

49.3 47.7 3.1



POPV LAT ION SAMPLE A-69

Table BE

CNARACIERIb11C8 WHICH RESPONDINTS MIMI/

'DISLIKE IN OTHER PEOPLE pliyiN1TIATIMp LEMURS

ALWAYS ALWAYSCATEGORY
ADMIRE MINDS DISLIKE

Having a strong intellectual curiositi 68,0 26.6 2.8

Having an active tnterest in all things
scholarly

55,4 38.4 4.1

Developing an appreciation of the fins
artJ -- music, drama, literature and
ballet

55.0 32.2 9.3

Having a keen interest, in
international,

national and local affairs
48.1 46.1 2.9

Table 8C

CHARACTERISTICS WHICH RESPONDENTS ADMIRE/

DISLIKE LN OTHER PEOPLE -- meAggin

ALWAYS ALWAYSCATEGORY
ADMIRE DEPENDS DISLIKE

Having a strong
intellectual curiosity 66.8 27.9 5.4

Having an active interest in all things
scholarly

65.0 30.7 4.2
Having a keen intersst in international,
national and local affairs

63.9 34.6 1.4
Developing an appreication of the fine
arts --' music, drama,

literature, and
ballet

57.5 36.0 6.5


